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Abstract. The 2nd Workshop on Recommender Systems for Technology 
Enhanced Learning (RecSysTEL 2012) presents the current status related to the 
design, development and evaluation of recommender systems in educational 
settings. It emphasizes the importance of recommender systems for Technology 
Enhanced Learning (TEL) to support learners with personalized learning 
resources and suitable peer learners to improve their learning process. 6 full 
papers and 3 short papers were accepted for publication, and 1 keynote speaker 
was invited to the workshop. 
Keywords: Technology enhanced learning, recommender systems, educational 
guidance. 
Introduction to RecSysTEL 2012 
After the successful edition of the 1st Workshop on Recommender Systems for 
Technology Enhanced Learning (RecSysTEL 2010) [1] held in conjunction with the 
5th European Conference on Technology Enhanced Learning (EC-TEL) and the 4th 
ACM Conference on Recommender Systems (RecSys), we have organized this 
second edition [2] in conjunction with the 7th European Conference on Technology 
Enhanced Learning (EC-TEL 2012).  
Technology enhanced learning (TEL) aims to design, develop and test socio-
technical innovations that will support and enhance learning practices of both 
individuals and organizations, supporting the creation and management of knowledge 
within organizational settings and communities. It is an application domain that 
generally addresses all types of technology research and development aiming to 
support of teaching and learning activities, and considers meta-cognitive and 
reflective skills such as self-management, self-motivation, and effective informal and 
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self-regulated learning. Information retrieval is a pivotal activity in TEL, and the 
deployment of recommender systems has attracted increased interest during the past 
years as it addresses the information overload problem in TEL scenarios with a low 
cost approach. 
As already confirmed at RecSysTEL 2010, recommendation methods, techniques 
and systems open an interesting new approach to facilitate and support learning and 
teaching. There are plenty a resource available on the Web, in terms of digital 
learning content, services and people resources (e.g. other learners, experts, tutors) 
that can be used to facilitate teaching and learning tasks. The challenge is to develop, 
deploy and evaluate systems that provide learners and teachers with meaningful 
guidance in order to help identify suitable learning resources from a potentially 
overwhelming variety of choices.  
The previous edition of the workshop moved a step forward in this research line, 
but there is still need for joining the ever increasing number of researchers working 
on TEL recommenders to share our progress and go further. By using 
recommendation technology, this workshop contributes to answer this edition EC-
TEL research questions, refined as follows: 
 How can TEL recommenders support people for the technology-rich 
workplace after they have left school? 
 How can TEL recommenders promote informal and independent learning 
outside traditional educational settings? 
 How can TEL recommenders apply next generation social and mobile 
technologies to promote informal and responsive learning? 
In this context, several questions are being researched around the application of 
recommender systems in TEL, such as:  
 Which are the user tasks that may be supported by recommender systems in 
TEL settings?  
 What should be the focus of recommendation in TEL - resources, people or 
both?  
 What are the requirements for the deployment of recommender systems in a 
TEL setting?  
 What is needed to create a set of public available data sets ranging from 
formal to non-formal learning settings for TEL recommender systems?  
 Can successful recommendation algorithms and systems from other 
application areas be applied in TEL and what should be the education related 
requirements taken into account when doing so?  
 How to define evaluation criteria for TEL recommender systems?  
 How can the success of SIR systems can be evaluated in the context of 
teaching, learning and/or TEL community building? 
Next, we comment on the contributions of the workshop and acknowledge the support 
received both from organizations and people. 
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Contributions 
The call for papers was disseminated in relevant lists and communities. We received 
13 submissions, and each of them was reviewed using a blind refereeing process by 3 
members of the Program Committee with expertise from both the RecSys and TEL 
communities. The reviewing process was carried out using Ginkgo submission system 
and took into account the following criteria: relevance, sound, organization and 
readability. In the end, 6 full papers and 3 short papers were accepted. Moreover, 
Stefan Dietze was invited as keynote speaker by the workshop organizers to share his 
experience with the participants on linked data as a facilitator for TEL recommender 
systems in research and practice. More specifically, his contribution focuses on 
providing an overview of most relevant linked data sources and techniques together 
with a discussion of their potential for the TEL domain in general and TEL 
recommender systems  based on insights from related European projects, including 
mEducator and LinkedUp [3]. 
The accepted contributions covered several topics, such as recommendations in 
learning objects repositories, recommendations in learning scenarios and 
recommendations of human resources, the consideration of trust and affective issues 
in the recommendation process and the usage of different data formats in TEL 
recommenders. Moreover, the recommenders address both the needs of learners and 
educators. 
In particular, the full papers address the following issues. Cechinel et al. describe 
the results of an experiment for automatically generating quality information about 
learning resources inside repositories in order to pursuit the automatic generation of 
internal quality information about resources inside repositories [4]. Paquette et al. 
address the problem of competency comparison, providing some heuristics to help 
match the competencies of users with those involved in task-based scenario 
components (actors, tasks, resources) and provide a context for recommendation 
through a learning scenario model and its web-based implementation [5]. Manouselis 
et al. investigate a real life implementation of a multi-criteria recommender system 
within a Web portal for organic and sustainable education and try to identify the 
needed adjustments that need to take place in order for it to better match the 
requirements of its operational environment [6]. Fazeli et al. focus on supporting the 
educators and propose a research approach to take advantage of the social data 
obtained from monitoring the activities of teachers while they are using a social 
recommender to find out what are the most suitable resources for their teaching 
practices [7]. Koukourikos et al. propose the introduction of sentiment analysis 
techniques on user comments regarding an educational resource in order to extract the 
opinion of a user for the quality of the latter and take into account its quality as 
perceived by the community before proposing the resource to another user [8]. Santos 
and Boticario discuss the benefits of considering affective issues in educational 
recommender systems and describe the extension of the Semantic Educational 
Recommender Systems (SERS) approach, which is characterized by its 
interoperability with e-learning services, to deal with learners’ affective traits in 
educational scenarios [9]. 
In turn, the short papers deal with the following topics. Anjorin et al. present a 
framework to support the development of cross-platform recommender systems for 
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TEL ecosystems and discuss challenges faced, which was effectively applied to 
develop a cross-platform recommender system in a TEL ecosystem having Moodle as 
the Learning Management System, Mahara as the Social Networking Service and 
Ariadne as Learning Object Repository [10]. Grandbastien et al. review existing 
approaches for recommending resources in persona learning environments and 
describe a novel approach implemented in the OP4L prototype which combines 
Social Web presence data and semantic web technologies based on an intensive use of 
ontological models to represent the learning context [11]. Niemann et al. focus on the 
four most commonly used data representations and identify how they can be mapped 
onto one another to homogenize the usage of formats [12]. 
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Linked Data as facilitator for TEL recommender systems 
in research & practice 
Stefan Dietze1 
1 L3S Research Center, Leibniz University, Hannover, Germany 
dietze@l3s.de 
Abstract. Personalisation, adaptation and recommendation are central features 
of TEL environments. In this context, information retrieval techniques are ap-
plied as part of TEL recommender systems to filter and deliver learning re-
sources according to user preferences and requirements. However, the suitabil-
ity and scope of possible recommendations is fundamentally dependent on the 
quality and quantity of available data, for instance, metadata about TEL re-
sources as well as users. On the other hand, throughout the last years, the 
Linked Data (LD) movement has succeeded to provide a vast body of well-
interlinked and publicly accessible Web data. This in particular includes Linked 
Data of explicit or implicit educational nature. The potential of LD to facilitate 
TEL recommender systems research and practice is discussed in this paper. In 
particular, an overview of most relevant LD sources and techniques is provided, 
together with a discussion of their potential for the TEL domain in general and 
TEL recommender systems in particular based on insights from highly related 
European projects, mEducator and LinkedUp.  
 
Keywords. Linked Data, Education, Semantic Web, Technology-enhanced 
Learning, Data Consolidation, Data Integration 
1 Introduction 
As personalisation, adaptation and recommendation are central features of TEL envi-
ronments, TEL recommender systems apply information retrieval techniques to filter 
and deliver learning resources according to user preferences and requirements. While 
the suitability and scope of possible recommendations is fundamentally dependent on 
the quality and quantity of available data, data about learners, and in particular 
metadata about TEL resources, the landscape of standards and approaches currently 
exploited to share and reuse educational data is highly fragmented.  
The latter includes, for instance, competing metadata schemas, i.e., general-
purpose ones such as Dublin Core1 or schemas specific to the educational field, like 
IEEE Learning Object Metadata (LOM) or ADL SCORM2 but also interface mecha-
nisms such as OAI-PMH3 or SQI4. These technologies are exploited by educational 
                                                          
1
 http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/ 
2
 Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) SCORM: http://www.adlnet.org 
3
 Open Archives Protocol for Metadata Harvesting 
http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/openarchivesprotocol.html 
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resource repository providers to support interoperability. To this end, although a vast 
amount of educational content and data is shared on the Web in an open way, the 
integration process is still costly as different learning repositories are isolated from 
each other and based on different implementation standards [3].  
In the past years, TEL research has already widely attempted to exploit Semantic 
Web technologies in order to solve interoperability issues. However, while the Linked 
Data (LD) [1] approach has widely established itself as the de-facto standard for shar-
ing data on the Semantic Web, it is still not widely adopted by the TEL community. 
Linked Data is based on a set of well-established principles and (W3C) standards, e.g. 
RDF, SPARQL [5] and use of URIs, and aims at facilitating Web-scale data interop-
erability. Despite the fact that the LD approach has produced an ever growing amount 
of data sets, schemas and tools available on the Web, its take-up in the area of TEL is 
still very limited.  Thus, LD opens up opportunities to substantially alleviate interop-
erability issues and to substantially improve quality, quantity and accessibility of TEL 
data. 
2 Challenges 
While there is already a large amount of educational data available on the Web via 
proprietary and/or competing schemas and interface mechanisms, the main challenge 
for improving impact of TEL recommender systems is to (a) start adopting LD princi-
ples and vocabularies while (b) leveraging on existing educational data available on 
the Web by non-LD compliant means. Following such an approach, major research 
challenges need to be taken into consideration towards Web-scale interoperability [3]:  
 Integrating distributed data from heterogeneous educational repositories: educa-
tional data and content is usually exposed by heterogeneous services/APIs such as 
OAI-PMH or SQI. Therefore, interoperability is limited and Web-scale sharing of 
resources is not widely supported yet.  
 Metadata mediation and transformation: educational resources and the services 
exposing those resources are usually described by using distinct, often XML-
based schemas and by making use of largely unstructured text and heterogeneous 
taxonomies. Therefore, schema and data transformation (into RDF) and mapping 
are important requirements in order to leverage on already existing TEL data. 
 Enrichment and interlinking of unstructured metadata: existing educational re-
source metadata is usually provided based on informal and poorly structured data. 
That is, free text is still widely used for describing educational resources while use 
of controlled vocabularies is limited and fragmented. Therefore, to allow machine-
processing and Web-scale interoperability, educational metadata needs to be en-
riched, that is transformed into structured and formal descriptions by linking it to 
widely established LD vocabularies and datasets on the Web. 
Our work builds on the hypotheses that Linked Data offers high potential to improve 
take-up and impact of TEL recommender systems and introduces key past and future 
                                                          
4
 Simple Query Interface: http://www.cen-ltso.net/main.aspx?put=859 
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projects which serve as building blocks towards Linked Education5, i.e. educational 
data sharing enabled by adoption of Linked Data principles.  
3 Towards TEL data integration and exploitation 
In particular, we focus on two projects which address the aforementioned challenges 
by providing innovative approaches towards (a) integration of heterogeneous TEL 
data (as part of the mEducator6 project) and (b) exploitation of educational open data 
addressed by the LinkedUp7 project. With respect to (a) we identify a set of principles 
(see [2][6]) to address the above challenges:  
(P1) Linked Data-principles: are applied to model and expose metadata of both 
educational resources and educational services and APIs. In this way, resources 
are interlinked but also services’ description and resources are exposed in a 
standardized and accessible way.  
(P2) Services integration: Existing heterogeneous and distributed learning 
repositories, i.e. their Web interfaces (services) are integrated on the fly by 
reasoning and processing of LD-based service semantics (see P1). 
(P3) Schema matching: metadata retrieved from heterogeneous Web repositories, 
for instance is automatically lifted into RDF, aligned with competing metadata 
schemas and exposed as LD accessible via de-referenceable URIs. 
(P4) Data interlinking, clustering and enrichment: Automated enrichment and 
clustering mechanisms are exploited in order to interlink data produced by (P3) 
with existing datasets as part of the LD cloud. 
While this work aims at increasing the quantity, quality and accessibility of available 
educational data on the Web, LinkedUp addresses (b) by aiming to push forward the 
exploitation of the vast amounts of public, open data available on the Web, in 
particular by educational institutions and organizations. This will be achieved by 
identifying and supporting highly innovative large-scale Web information 
management applications through an open competition (the LinkedUp Challenge) and 
dedicated evaluation framework. The vision of the LinkedUp Challenge is to realise 
personalised university degree-level education of global impact based on open Web 
data and information. Drawing on the diversity of Web information relevant to 
education, ranging from OER metadata to the vast body of knowledge offered by the 
LD approach, this aim requires overcoming substantial challenges related to Web-
scale data and information management involving Big Data, such as performance and 
scalability, interoperability, multilinguality and heterogeneity problems, to offer 
personalised and accessible education services. Therefore, the LinkedUp Challenge 
provides a focused scenario to derive challenging requirements, evaluation criteria, 
benchmarks and thresholds which are reflected in the LinkedUp evaluation 
                                                          
5
 http://linkededucation.org: an open platform to share results focused on educational LD. 
Long-term goal is to establish links and unified APIs and endpoints to educational datasets. 
6
 http://www.meducator.net 
7
 LinkedUp: Linking Web Data for Education Project – Open Challenge in Web-scale Data 
Integration (http://www.linkedup-project.eu) 
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framework. Information management solutions have to apply data and learning 
analytics methods to provide highly personalised and context-aware views on 
heterogeneous Web data. Building on the strong alliance of institutions with expertise 
in areas such as open Web data management, data integration and Web-based 
education, key outcomes of LinkedUp include a general-purpose evaluation 
framework for Web-data driven applications, a set of quality-assured educational 
datasets, innovative applications of large-scale Web information management, 
community-building and clustering crossing public and private sectors and substantial 
technology transfer of highly innovative Web information management technologies. 
4 Conclusions 
We provided an overview of two efforts both aiming at the overall goal of fostering 
the reuse of open educational data on the Web. While the accessibility of large-scale 
amounts of data is a foundation for TEL recommender systems, both efforts contrib-
ute to improvements in scope, quantity and quality of recommendations in TEL envi-
ronments. This includes both, TEL recommender systems in research, where data is 
required for evaluation and benchmarking, as well as in practice, where data is a core 
requirement for offering suitable recommendations to users.  
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Populating Learning Object Repositories with Hidden 
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Abstract.  It is known that current Learning Object Repositories adopt 
strategies for quality assessment of their resources that rely on the impressions 
of quality given by the members of the repository community. Although this 
strategy can be considered effective at some extent, the number of resources 
inside repositories tends to increase more rapidly than the number of 
evaluations given by this community, thus leaving several resources of the 
repository without any quality assessment. The present work describes the 
results of an experiment for automatically generate quality information about 
learning resources inside repositories through the use of Artificial Neural 
Networks models. We were able to generate models for classifying resources 
between good and not-good with accuracies that vary from 50% to 80% 
depending on the given subset. The preliminary results found here point out the 
feasibility of such approach and can be used as a starting point for the pursuit 
of automatically generation of internal quality information about resources 
inside repositories.  
 
Keywords: Ranking mechanisms; ratings; learning objects; learning object 
repositories; MERLOT; Artificial Neural Networks 
1 Introduction 
Current Learning Object Repositories (LORs) normally adopt strategies for the 
establishment of quality of their resources that rely on the impressions of usage and 
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evaluations given by the members of the repository community (ratings, tags, 
comments, likes, lenses). All this information together constitute a collective body of 
knowledge that further serves as an external memory that can help other individuals 
to find resources according to their individual needs. Inside LORs, this kind of 
evaluative metadata (Vuorikari, Manouselis, & Duval, 2008) is also used by search 
and retrieval mechanisms for properly ranking and recommending resources to the 
community of users of the repository. 
Although such strategies can be considered effective at some extent, the amount of 
resources inside repositories is rapidly growing every day (Ochoa & Duval, 2009) 
and it became impractical to rely only on human effort for such a task.  For instance, 
on a quick look at the summary of MERLOT’s recent activities, it is possible to 
observe that in a short period of one month (from May 21th to June 21th), the 
amount of new resources catalogued in the repository was 9 times more than the 
amount of new ratings given by experts (peer-reviewers), 6 times more than the 
amount of new comments (and users ratings) and 3 times more than the amount of 
new bookmarks (personal collections). This situation of leaving many resources of 
the current repositories without any measure of quality at all (and consequently 
unable or at least on a very disadvantage position to compete for a good place during 
the process of search and retrieval) has raised the concern for the development of 
new automated techniques and tools that could be used to complement existing 
manual approaches. On that direction, Ochoa and Duval (2008) developed a set of 
metrics for ranking the results of learning objects search according to three 
dimensions of relevance (topical, personal and situational) and by using information 
obtained from the learning objects metadata, from the user queries, and from other 
external sources such as the records of historical usage of the resources. The authors 
contrasted the performance of their approach against the text-based ranking 
traditional methods and have found significant improvements in the final ranking 
results.  Moreover, Sanz-Rodriguez, Dodero, and Sánchez-Alonso (2010) proposed 
to integrate several distinct quality indicators of learning objects of MERLOT along 
with their usage information into one overall quality indicator that can be used to 
facilitate the ranking of learning objects.  
These mentioned approaches for automatically measure quality (or calculate 
relevance) according to specific dimensions depend on the existence and availability 
of metadata attached to the resources (or inside the repositories), or on measures of 
popularity about the resources that are obtained only when the resource is publicly 
available after a certain period of time. As metadata may be incomplete/inaccurate 
and these measures of popularity will be available just for “old” resources, we 
propose to apply an alternative approach for this problem. The main idea is to 
identify intrinsic measures of the resources (i.e., features that can be calculated 
directly from the resources) that are associated to quality and that can be used in the 
process of creating models for automated quality assessment. In fact, this approach 
was recently tested by Cechinel, Sánchez-Alonso, and García-Barriocanal (2011) 
who developed highly-rated profiles of learning objects available in the MERLOT 
repository, and have generated Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) models based on 
13 learning objects intrinsic features. The generated models were able to classify 
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resources between good and not-good with 72.16% of accuracy, and between good 
and poor with 91.49% of accuracy. Among other things, the authors have concluded 
that highly-rated learning objects profiles should be developed taking into 
consideration the many possible intersections among the different disciplines and 
types of materials available in the MERLOT repository, as well as the group of 
evaluators who rated the resources (whether they are formed by experts or by the 
community of users). For instance, the mentioned models were created for materials 
of Simulation type belonging to the discipline of Science & Technology, and 
considering the perspective of the peer-reviewers ratings. On an another round of 
experiments, Cechinel (2012)  also tested the creation of automated models through 
the creation of statistical profiles and the further use of data mining classification 
algorithms for three distinct subsets of MERLOT materials. On these studies the 
author were able to generate models with good overall precision rates (up to 89%) 
but the author highlighted that the feasibility of the models will depend on the 
specific method used to generate them, the specifics subsets to which they are being 
generated for, and the classes of quality included in the dataset. Moreover, the 
models were generated by using considerably small datasets (around 90 resources 
each), and were evaluated using the training dataset, i.e., the entire dataset was used 
for training and for evaluating.  
The present work expands the previous works developed by Cechinel (2012) and 
Cechinel et al. (2011) by generating and evaluating models for automated quality 
assessment of learning objects stored on MERLOT focusing on populating the 
repository with hidden internal quality information that can be further used by 
ranking mechanisms.  On the previous works, the authors explored the creation of 
statistical profiles of highly-rated learning objects by contrasting information from 
the good and not-good resources and then used these profiles to generate models for 
quality assessment. In the present work we are testing a slightly different and more 
algorithmic approach, i.e., the models here are being generated exclusively through 
the use of data mining algorithms. Moreover, we are also working with a larger 
collection of resources and a considerably higher number of MERLOT subsets. The 
rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents existing research 
focused on identifying intrinsic quality features of resources. Section 3 describes the 
methodology followed for the study and section 4 discusses the results found. 
Finally, conclusions and outlook are provided in Section 5. 
2 Background 
From our knowledge, besides the recent work of Cechinel et al. (2011), there is still 
no empirical evidence of intrinsic metrics that could serve as indicators of quality for 
LOs. However, there are some works in adjacent fields which can serve us as a 
source of inspiration. For instance, empirical evidence of relations from intrinsic 
information and other characteristics of LOs have been found in (Meyer, Hannappel, 
Rensing, & Steinmetz, 2007), where the authors developed a model for classifying 
the didactic functions of a learning object based on measures about the length of the 
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text, the presence of interactivity and information contained in the HTML code (lists, 
forms, input elements). Mendes, Hall, and Harrison (1998) have identified evidence 
in some measures to evaluate sustainability and reusability of educational 
hypermedia applications, such as, the type of link, and the structure and size of the 
application.  Blumenstock (2008) has found the length of an article (measured in 
words) as a predictor of quality in Wikipedia.  Moreover, Stvilia, Twidale, Smith & 
Gasser (2005) have been able to automatically discriminate high quality articles 
voted by the community of users from the rest of the articles of the collection. In 
order to do that, the authors developed profiles by contrasting metrics of articles 
featured as best articles by Wikipedia editors against a random set. The metrics were 
based on measures of the article edit history (total number of edits, number of 
anonymous user edits, for instance) and on the article attributes and surface features 
(number of internal broken links, number of internal links, number of images, for 
instance). At last, in the field of usability, Ivory and Hearst (2002) have found that 
good websites contain (for instance) more words and links than the regular and bad 
ones.  
Our approach is initially related exclusively to those aspects of learning objects 
that are displayed to the users and that are normally associated to the dimensions of 
presentation design and interaction usability included in LORI  (Nesbit, Belfer, & 
Leacock, 2003) and the dimension of information quality (normally mentioned in the 
context of educational digital libraries). Precisely, the references for quality 
assurance used in here are the ratings given by the peer-reviewers (experts) of the 
repository.  
3 Methodology 
The main objective of this research was to obtain models that could automatically 
identify good and not-good learning objects inside repositories based on the intrinsic 
features of the resources. The methodology that we followed was the development of 
models though the use of data mining algorithms over information of learning objects 
catalogued on MERLOT repository. For that, a database was collected from the 
repository and qualitative classes of quality of good and not-good were generated 
considering the terciles of the ratings of the resources.  These classes of quality were 
then used as the reference output for the generation of the models.  
3.1 Data Collection 
A database was collected from MERLOT through the use of a crawlerthat 
systematically traversed the pages and collected information related to 35 metrics of 
the resources. The decision of choosing MERLOT lays mainly on the fact that 
MERLOT has one of the largest amount of registered resources and users, and it 
implements a system for quality assurance that works with evaluations given by 
experts and users of the repository. Such system can serve as baseline for the creation 
of the learning object classes of quality. As MERLOT repository is mainly formed by 
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learning resources in the form of websites, we evaluated intrinsic metrics that are 
supposed to appear in such technical type of material (i.e., link measures, text 
measures, graphic measures and site architecture measures). The metrics collected 
for this study (see Table 1) are the same as  used by Cechinel et al. (2011) and  some 
of them have also been mentioned in other works which tackled the problem of 
assessing quality of resources (previously presented in section 2).  
 
Table 1: Metrics collected for the study 
Class of Measure Metric 
Link Measures 
Number of Links, Number of Uniquea Links, Number of 
Internal Linksb, Number of Unique Internal Links, 
Number of External Links, Number of Unique External 
Links 
Text Measures Number of Words,  Number of words that are linksc 
Graphic, Interactive and Multimedia 
Measures 
Number of Images, Total Size of the Images (in bytes),  
Number of Scripts, Number of Applets, Number of Audio 
Files, Number of Video Files, Number of Multimedia 
Files  
Site Architecture Measures Size of the Page (in bytes), Number of Files for downloading,  Total Number of Pages 
a The term Unique stands for “non-repeated” 
b The term internal refers to those links which are located at some directory below the root site  
c For these metrics the average was not computed or does not exist  
As resources in MERLOT vary considerably in size, a limit of 2 levels of depth 
was established for the crawler, i.e., metrics were computed for the root node (level 0 
- the home-page of the resource), as well as for the pages linked by the root node 
(level 1), and for the pages linked by the pages of the level 1 (level 21). As it is 
shown in table 1, some of the metrics refer to the total sum of the occurrences of a 
given attribute considering the whole resource, and other metrics refer to the average 
of this sum considering the number of the pages computed. For instance, an object 
composed by 3 pages and containing a total of 30 images, will have a total number of 
images of 30, and an average number of images equals to 10 (30/3).  Information of a 
total of 20,582 learning resources was collected. From this amount, only 2,076 were 
peer-reviewed, and 5 of them did not have metadata regarding the category of 
discipline or the type of material and were disregarded. Considering that many 
subsets are formed by very small amount of resources, we restrained our experiment 
to just a few of them. Precisely, we worked with 21 subsets formed by the following 
types of material: Collection, Reference Material, Simulation and Tutorial, and that 
had 40 resources or more2. In total, we worked with information of 1,429 learning 
resources which represent 69% of the total collected data. Table 2 presents the 
frequency of the materials for each subset used in this study. 
 
                                                          
1
 Although this limitation may affect the results, the process of collecting the information is extremely 
slow and such limitation was needed. In order to acquire the sample used in this study, the crawler kept 
running uninterruptedly for 4 full months.  
2
 The difficulties for training, validating and testing predictive models for subsets with less than 40 
resources would be more severe. 
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Table 2: Frequency of materials for the subsets used in this study (intersection of category of 
discipline and material type) 
Material Type/Discipline Arts Business Education Humanities 
Collection  52 56 43 
Reference Material  83 40 51 
Simulation 57 63 40 78 
Tutorial  76 73 93 
     Material Type/Discipline Mathematics 
and Statistics 
Science & 
Technology 
Social 
Sciences 
 
Collection 50 80   
Reference Material 68 102   
Simulation 40 150   
Tutorial 48 86   
     
3.2 Classes of Quality 
As the peer-reviewers ratings tend to concentrate above the intermediary rating 3, 
classes of quality were created using the terciles of the ratings for each subset3. 
Resources with ratings below the first tercile are classified as poor, resources with 
ratings equal or higher the first tercile and lower than the second tercile are classified 
as average, and resources with ratings equal or higher the second tercile are 
classified as good.  The classes of quality average and poor were then joined in 
another class called not-good. 
3.3 Mining models for automated quality classification of learning objects 
The classes of quality were used as the output reference for generating and testing 
models for automated quality assessment of the resources through the use of 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). The choice of using ANNs rests on the fact that 
they are adaptive, distributed, and highly parallel systems which have been used in 
many knowledge areas and have proven to solve problems that require pattern 
recognition (Bishop, 2006). Moreover, ANNs are among the types of models that 
have also shown good accuracies on the previous works mentioned before. Finally, 
we have initially tested other approaches (with rules and trees) and they presented 
maximum accuracies around 60%. As ANNs presented the best preliminary results 
we selected this approach for the present study.  
The experiments were conducted with the Neural Network toolbox of Matlab.  
For each subset we randomly selected 70% of the data for training, 15% for testing 
and 15% for validation, as suggested by  Xu, Hoos, and Leyton-Brown (2007).  We 
tested the Marquardt –Levenberg algorithm (Hagan & Menhaj, 1994) using from 1 to 
30 neurons in all tests. In order to obtain more statistically significant results (due to 
the small size of the data samples), each test was repeated 10 times and the average 
results were computed. The models were generated to classify resources between 
good and not-good. 
                                                          
3
  The terciles of each subset were omitted from the paper due to a lack of space 
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4 Results and Discussion 
The models presented different results depending on the subset used for training. 
Most of the models tend to classify not-good resources better than good ones which 
can probably be a result of the uneven amount of resources of each class inside the 
datasets (normally formed by 2/3 of not-good and 1/3 of good).  These tendencies 
can be observed in figure 24. 
The number of neurons used on the construction of the models has different 
influences depending on the subsets. A Spearman’s rank correlation (rs) analysis was 
carried out to evaluate whether there are associations between the number of neurons 
and the accuracies achieved by the models. This test serves to the purpose of 
observing the pattern expressed by the models on predicting quality for the given 
subsets. For instance, assuming x as a predictive model for a given subset A, and y as 
a predictive model for a given subset B; if x has less neurons than y and both have the 
same accuracies, the patterns expressed in A are simpler than the ones expressed in B. 
This means to say that it is easier to understand what is good (or not-good) in the 
subset A. Table 3 shows the results of such analysis.  
In Table 3 (-) stands for no association between the number of neurons and the 
accuracy of the model for classifying a given class, () stands for a positive 
association, and () stands for a negative association. The analyses considered a 95% 
level of significance. As it can be seen in the table, the number of neurons influences 
on the accuracies for some classes of quality of some subsets.  For instance, the 
number of neurons presents a positive association with the accuracies for classifying 
good resources in the 6 (six) following subsets: Business  Simulation, Business  
Tutorial, Education  Collection, Education  Tutorial, Humanities  Tutorial, and 
Science & Technology  Simulation.  Moreover, the number of neurons presents a 
negative association with the accuracies for classifying not-good resources in the 8 
(eight) following subsets: Arts  Simulation, Business  Tutorial, Education  
Collection, Education  Simulation, Education  Tutorial, Education  Humanities, 
Science & Technology  Simulation, and Science & Technology  Tutorial.  Finally, 
there are no positive associations between the number of neurons and the accuracies 
for classifying not-good resources; neither there are negative associations between 
the number of neurons and the accuracies for classifying good resources.   
 
                                                          
4
 Just some models were presented in the figure due to a lack of space 
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Fig.2. Accuracies of the some models versus number of neurons. Overall accuracies 
(lozenges), accuracies for the classification of good resources (squares) and not-good 
resources (triangles) 
 
Table 3: Tendencies of the accuracies according to the number of neurons used for training 
(good | not-good) 
Subset Arts Business Education Humanities Math & 
Statistics 
Science 
& Tech 
Collection   - | -  |  - | - - | - - | - 
Reference Material  - | - - | - - |  - | - - | - 
Simulation - |   | - - |  - | - - | -  |  
Tutorial   |   |   | - - | - - |  
 
In order to evaluate how to select the best models for quality assessment, it is 
necessary to understand the behavior of the models for classifying both classes of 
quality included on the datasets. Considering that, a Spearman’s rank correlation (rs) 
analysis was also carried out to evaluate whether there are associations between the 
accuracies of the models for classifying good and not-good resources.  Such analysis 
serves to evaluate the trade-offs of selecting or not a given model for the present 
purpose. Most of the models have presented strong negative correlations between the 
accuracies for classifying good and not-good resources. The results of both analyses 
suggest that the decision of selecting a model for predicting quality must take into 
account that, as the accuracy for classifying resources from one class increases, the 
accuracy for classifying resources of the other class decreases. Considering that, the 
question lies on establishing which would be the cutting point for acceptable 
accuracies so that the models could be used for our purpose.  In other words, it is 
necessary to establish the minimum accuracies (cutting point) that the models must 
present for classifying both classes (good and not-good) so that they can be used for 
generating hidden quality information for the repository.  
For the present study, we are considering that the models must present accuracies 
higher than 50% for the correct classification of good and not-good resources 
(simultaneously) in order to be considered as useful.  It is known that the decision of 
selecting the minimum accuracies for considering a model as efficient or not will 
depend on the specific scenario/problem for which the models are being developed 
for. Here we are considering that accuracies higher than 50% are better than the 
merely random.  
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Table 4 presents the top-2 models for each subset considering their overall 
accuracies, and their accuracies for classifying good and not-good resources (ordered 
by the accuracy for classifying good resources).  
 
Table 4: Two best models for each subset (ordered by the accuracies for classifying good 
resources) 
Subset N OA G NG Subset N OA G NG 
Arts  Simulation 
16 0,65 0,61 0,70 Business  
Collection 
11 0,56 0,61 0,60 
25 0,55 0,56 0,54 25 0,57 0,60 0,59 
Business  
Reference  
8 0,58 0,54 0,59 Business  
Simulation 
24 0,64 0,67 0,60 
5 0,59 0,53 0,68 30 0,57 0,62 0,55 
Business  
Tutorial 
23 0,61 0,40 0,72 Education  
Collection 
26 0,51 0,6 0,49 
29 0,59 0,38 0,71 29 0,51 0,6 0,44 
Education  
Reference 
16 0,60 0,63 0,70 Education  
Simulation 
20 0,52 0,62 0,5 
20 0,58 0,54 0,71 12 0,53 0,59 0,56 
Education  
Tutorial 
27 0,47 0,49 0,47 Humanities  
Collection 
14 0,6 0,75 0,51 
29 0,53 0,43 0,61 19 0,63 0,69 0,68 
Humanities  
Reference Mat. 
29 0,47 0,59 0,49 Humanities  
Simulation 
4 0,69 0,76 0,69 
10 0,58 0,5 0,65 9 0,79 0,75 0,79 
Humanities  
Tutorial 
25 0,56 0,60 0,58 Math.& Statistics 
 Collection 
28 0,5 0,61 0,54 
21 0,51 0,59 0,54 27 0,49 0,57 0,46 
Math.  
Reference Mat. 
22 0,63 0,54 0,72 Math.& Statistics 
 Simulation 
14 0,81 0,63 0,93 
18 0,53 0,48 0,60 3 0,88 0,57 1 
Mathematics  
Tutorial 
26 0,69 0,79 0,64 Science & Tech. 
 Collection 
17 0,58 0,60 0,54 
25 0,70 0,77 0,61 3 0,56 0,54 0,60 
Science & Tech. 
 Reference Mat. 
19 0,59 0,63 0,56 Science & Tech. 
 Simulation 
29 0,57 0,58 0,61 
16 0,55 0,58 0,58 19 0,58 0,52 0,62 
Science & Tech. 
  Tutorial 
28 0,64 0,50 0,72  
14 0,56 0,45 0,61 
  
In table 4, N stands for the number of neurons in the model, OA stands for the 
overall accuracy, G for the accuracy for classifying good resources and NG for the 
accuracy for classifying not-good resources. As it can be seen in the table, and 
considering the established minimum cutting-point, it was possible to generate 
models for almost all subsets. From the 42 models presented in the table, only 10 did 
not reach the minimum accuracies (white in the table). Moreover, 22 of them 
presented accuracies between 50% and 59.90% (gray hashed in the table), and 9 
presented both accuracies higher than 60% (black hashed in the table).  We have also 
found 1 (one) model with accuracies higher than 70% (for Humanities  Simulation). 
The only three subsets to which the models did not reach the minimum accuracies 
were: Business  Tutorial, Education  Collection and Education  Tutorial. On the 
other hand, the best results were found for: Humanities  Simulation, Mathematics  
Tutorial, Humanities  Collection, Business  Simulation, Arts  Simulation and 
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Business  Collection.  One of the possible reasons why it was not feasible to 
generate good models for all subsets may rest on the fact that the real features 
associated to quality on those given subsets might not have been collected by the 
crawler. 
In order to select the most suitable model one should take into consideration that 
the model’s output is going to be used as information during the ranking process, and 
to evaluate the advantages and drawbacks of a lower accuracy for classifying good 
resources in contraposition to a lower accuracy for classifying not-good resources. 
The less damaging situation seems to occur when the model classify as not-good a 
good material. In this case, good materials would just remain hidden in the 
repository, i.e., in bad ranked positions (a similar situation to the one of not using the 
models). On the other hand, if the model classifies as good a resource that is not-
good, it is most likely that this resource will be put at a higher rank position, thus 
increasing its chances of being accessed by the users. This would mislead the user 
towards the selection of a “not-so-good” quality resource, and it could put in 
discredit the ranking mechanism.  
5 Conclusions and Outlook 
It is known that LORs normally use evaluative information to rank resources 
during the process of search and retrieval. However, the amount of resources inside 
LORs increases more rapidly than the number of contributions given by the 
community of users and experts. Because of that, many LOs that do not have any 
quality evaluation receive bad rank positions even if they are of high-quality, thus 
remaining unused (or unseen) inside the repository until someone decides to evaluate 
it. The models developed here could be used to provide internal quality information 
for those LOs still not evaluated, thus helping the repository in the stage of offering 
resources.  Among other good results, one can mention the model for Humanities  
Simulation that is able to classify good resources with 75% of precision and not-good 
resources with 79%; and the model developed for Mathematics  Tutorial with 79% 
of precision for classifying good resources and 64% for classifying not-good ones. 
As the models would be used inside repository and the classifications would serve 
just as input information for searching mechanisms, it is not necessarily required that 
the models provide explanations about their reasoning. Models constituted of neural 
networks (as the one tested in the present study) can perfectly be used in such a 
scenario.   
Resources recently added to the repository would be highly benefited by such 
models since that they hardly receive any assessment just after their inclusion. Once 
the resource finally receives a formal evaluation from the community of the 
repository, the initial implicit quality information provided by the model could be 
disregarded. Moreover, this “real” rating could be used as feedback information so 
that the efficiency of the models could be analyzed, i.e. to evaluate whether or not the 
users agree with the models decisions.  
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Future work will try to include more metrics still not implemented, such as, for 
instance, the number of colors and different font styles, the existence of adds, the 
number of redundant and broken links, and some readability measures (e.g. Gunning 
Fog index and Flesch-Kincaid grade level). Besides, as pointed out by Cechinel and 
Sánchez-Alonso (2011), both communities of evaluators in MERLOT (users and 
peer-reviewers) are communicating different views regarding the quality of the 
learning objects refereed in the repository. The models tested here are related to the 
perspective of quality given by peer-reviewers.  Future work will test models created 
with the ratings given by the community of users and compare their performances 
with the present study.  Moreover, as the present work is context sensitive, it is 
important to evaluate whether this approach can be extended to other repositories. As 
not all repositories adopt the same kind of quality assurance that MERLOT does, 
alternative quality measures for contrasting classes between good and not-good 
resources must be found. Another interesting possible direction is to classify learning 
resources according to their granularity, and use this information as one of the 
metrics to be evaluated during the creation of the highly-rated profiles.  At last, we 
could use the values calculated by the models for all the resources and compare the 
ranking of MERLOT with the ranking performed through the use of these “artificial” 
quality information.  
It is important to mention that the present approach does not intend to replace 
traditional evaluation methods, but complement them providing a useful and 
inexpensive quality assessment that can be used by the repositories before more time 
and effort consuming evaluation is performed. 
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Abstract.      In this paper, we address the problem of competency comparison, 
providing some heuristics to help match the competencies of users with those 
involved in task-based scenario components (actors, tasks, resources). Compe-
tencies are defined according to a structured competency model based on a do-
main ontology. We provide a context for recommendation through a learning 
scenario model. The approach has been implemented by extending an ontology-
driven system called TELOS. It has been tested with a learning unit where these 
comparison relations are used to provide recommendations to users involved in 
a technology enhanced learning scenario. 
Keywords. Adaptivity. Semantic Referencing. User Modeling. Assistance Sys-
tems. Recommendation. Personalization. 
1 Introduction - The Semantic Adaptive Web 
Commercially mature recommender systems have been introduced dur-
ing recent years in popular e-commerce web sites such as Amazon or 
eBay. Yet, according to Adomavicus and Tuzhilin (2005), new devel-
opments must “include, among others, the improved modeling of users 
and items, and incorporation of the contextual information into the rec-
ommendation process”.  The new developments in Web 2.0 and the 
Semantic Web lead to the idea of an “Adaptive Semantic Web” (Dolog 
and al 2004) based on the “Web of data” (Heath and Bizer 2011; Alle-
mang D. and Hendler J. (2011) . They open new approaches in the area 
of recommender systems, in particular for trust-aware recommendation, 
the use of folksonomies and the ontological filtering of resources 
(Jannach et al, 2011) 
     The present contribution addresses some of these issues. It proposes 
to provide a context for recommendation using a learning scenario 
model and its implementation through a structure of tasks executed by 
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 actors using various kinds of input resources, producing outcomes and 
interacting with other actors (Paquette 2010). An example for Technol-
ogy Enhanced Learning is presented in section 2 and used throughout 
the text to illustrate the main concepts involved here.  
We have built an ontology-based competency model, also presented 
in section 2. It is used for the semantic referencing of actors, tasks and 
resources in a scenario, and as a basis for recommendation. Unlike oth-
er approaches for an ontology-based recommendation, such as OWL-
OLM (Denaux et al. 2005) or Personal Reader (Dolog et al., 2004), this 
competency model extends a domain ontology with mastery levels, e.g. 
generic skills and performance levels. 
In section 3, we describe a method for referencing resources in a 
learning scenario with such ontology-based competencies. We also ad-
dress the central problem of competency comparison, providing some 
heuristics to help match a user’s competencies with those possessed by 
other actors or involved in task or resources in a scenario.  
In section 4, we present an application where these comparison rela-
tions are used to define recommendation agents, to help personalize a 
learning scenario. Applications like the one presented here are imple-
mented as an extension of the TELOS ontology-driven system 
(Paquette and Magnan, 2008), providing a proof of concept of the gen-
eral approach. 
2 Competency referencing of learning scenario components. 
2.1 Scenario models for learning contexts 
Figure 1 presents a simple scenario model, a screen-shot from our G-
MOT scenario editor (Paquette et al., 2011). There are four tasks, two 
actors (a professor and a student) and some resources that are input to 
the tasks or produced by the actor responsible (R-link) for the task. 
Each task is decomposed into sub-models, not shown on the figure, 
which describe it more precisely on one or more levels. This scenario 
will serve to illustrate the concepts presented in this paper.  
        In the first task, the student reads the general assignment for the 
scenario and the list of target competencies he is supposed to acquire. 
In the second one, he builds a table of planet properties that is validated 
by the professor, using the information in a PowerPoint document 
(called “Planet Properties”). In the third one, using this table assessed 
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by the professor (“Validated table”), he compares five properties of 
planets to find out relations between properties, writing a text on his 
findings (“Validated relations”). In the last task he is asked to order the 
planets according to their distance to the Sun and to write his ideas on 
planets that can sustain life.  
On the right side of the figure, three recommendation agents have 
been added to corresponding tasks, in order to provide advice and up-
date the student’s competency model with newly acquired competen-
cies. Their action will be explained in section 4. 
 
 
Fig. 1. An example of a scenario model 
2.2 Semantic referencing of scenario components 
As we have pointed out (Paquette and Marino, 2004), educational mod-
eling languages and standards such as IMS-LD (2003) need to be im-
proved with a structured knowledge and competency representation, in 
order to add semantic references to scenario components. Two main 
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 methods are generally used: semantic references from a domain ontolo-
gy or natural language statements called prerequisites and learning ob-
jectives (as in IMS-LD). Both are not sufficient for our purpose. 
          In most common practice, unstructured natural language state-
ments from a competency referential are used. Such statements have 
many problems. First, they are not related to domain ontologies that 
could describe formally their knowledge part. Second, natural language 
statements are not appropriate for computation. Computationally, they 
make it difficult to reference and compare competencies assigned to 
actors, tasks and resources of a learning scenario. The IEEE-RCD 
(2007) specification allows optional definition elements as “a struc-
tured description that provides a more complete definition of the RCD 
than the free-form description expressed in the title and description”.  
         Our competency model corresponds to that goal. It has been pub-
lished in many conferences, journals and books, and also extensively 
used in instructional design projects. Devedsic (2006, p.260) describes 
our model as “a competency structure, corresponding to the domain 
ontology and represented by entry and target competencies related to 
the nodes in the instructional structure” (the scenario model). 
         Unlike other approaches based on ontologies, such as OWL-OLM 
(Denaux et al. 2005) or Personal Reader (Dolog et al., 2004), the pro-
posed competency model extends a domain ontology with mastery lev-
els, e.g. generic skills and performance levels. In fact, referencing re-
sources with a set of concepts from a domain ontology is an important 
step, but generally, it is limited to “lightweight ontologies”, i.e. simple 
taxonomies, thus ignoring the richer structures found in OWL-DL on-
tologies. Furthermore, to state that a person has to “know” a concept is 
an ambiguous statement.  It does not say what exactly the person is able 
to do with the knowledge. It is a different competency if a user must 
simply recognize the malfunction of a device, diagnose it or repair it. 
Also, it is very different if a diagnosis is to be made in a familiar or 
novel situation, or with or without help.  
        For that purpose, in our competency model (Paquette 2007, 2010), 
each competency is defined as a triple (K, S, P) where K is a 
knowledge element (a class, a property or an individual) from a domain 
ontology, S is a generic skill (a verb) from a taxonomy of skills, and P 
is a combination of performance criteria values. This model can be in-
stanciated to any system of competencies describing them in terms of 
skills, knowledge and performance, such as the European Qualification 
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 Framework, in which qualifications range from basic level 1 to ad-
vanced level 8 (EQF 2012). 
       This model has been implemented (in a TELOS extension) for ref-
erencing actors, tasks and resources in the following way. The domain 
ontology follows the W3C OWL-DL standard. The taxonomy of skills 
is simplified to a 10-level scale (0-PayAttention, 1-Memorize, 2-
Explicitate, 3-Transpose, 4-Apply, 5-Analyze, 6-Repair, 7-Synthetize, 
8-Evaluate, 9-Self-Control). The performance part is a combination of 
performance criteria values with four performance levels (0.2-aware, 
0.4-familiar, 0,6-productive, 0.8-expert), added to the skill level.  
    For example, using a domain ontology of solar system planets 
(shown on figure 3) and a competency referential (or model) based on 
this ontology, competencies can be associated to a resource from the 
scenario on figure 1. The competencies describing such a resource, 
(“Planet Properties”), could be compared with those of a user (Gilbert 
Paquette) to verify if he has all of them, or some, or none, in his com-
petency model, and offer a recommendation accordingly.  
 
 
Fig. 2. An example of competency referencing for an actor and a resource 
2.3 Tasks, resources and user competency models. 
All components of a scenario are thus referenced using comparable 
competencies, based on the same domain ontology. Resources and 
tasks in a scenario are referenced by two sets of competencies, one for 
prerequisite competencies, and the other, for target competencies (i.e. 
learning objectives). 
A user competency model is composed of three main parts (Moulet et 
al. 2008). 
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 • The core of the model is the list of the user’s actual competencies 
selected in one or more competency referentials. As mentioned 
above, each user’s competencies C is described by its knowledge 
(K), skills (S) and performance (P) components.  
• The competency model contains also documents (texts, exam results, 
videos, images, applications, etc.) structured into an e-portfolio that 
presents evidence for the achievement of related competencies.  
• The context in which a competency has been achieved is also stored 
in the model. It includes the date of achievement, the tasks that led to 
it, the link to the evidence in the e-portfolio and the evaluator of this 
evidence. 
3 Competency Comparison 
3.1 Knowledge and Competency Comparison Relations. 
Consider two competencies C1=(K1, S1, P1) and C2=(K2, S2, P2). It will 
be rarely the case that the three parts will coincide, but we can evaluate 
the semantic proximity or nearness between C1 and C2, based on the 
respective positions of their knowledge parts in the ontology and the 
values associated with the skills and the performance levels.  
From a semantic point of view, a recommendation agent evaluates 
for example if a user’s actual competency is very near, near, or far from 
the prerequisite or target competencies of a resource or a task or from 
the actual competencies of another user. The agent can also evaluate if 
a competency is stronger or weaker than another one according to the 
levels of its skill and performance parts. Or it can determine if the 
competency is more specific or more general according to the positions 
in the ontology of the corresponding knowledge components.  
Thus, to take advantage of the competency representation, we need to 
establish a formal framework for the evaluation of the proximity, 
strength or generality of competencies. In the next section we define the 
semantic proximity between knowledge parts of a competency. In sec-
tion 3.3 we extend the framework to competencies by considering skills 
and performance . 
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3.2 Semantic Proximity of the Knowledge Components. 
In this section, we focus only on the knowledge part of two competen-
cies to be compared. Maidel et al. (2008), proposes an approach in 
which a taxonomy is exploited. Five different cases of matches between 
a concept A in the resource profile and a concept in the user profile are 
considered. Various matching scores are given when a concept A in the 
item profile, a) is the same, b) is a parent, c) is a child, d) is a grandpar-
ent or e) is a grandchild of a concept in the user profile. Then, a similar-
ity function is used to combine these scores in order, for example, to 
recommend news to a user according to his preference.  
Maidel et al. state that if the use of taxonomy is not considered, the 
recommendation quality significantly drops. Our thesis is that, for edu-
cation, taxonomy is not enough either, for only subsumption relations 
are exploited. We thus propose to define the semantic proximity be-
tween knowledge elements, based on their situation in the domain on-
tology.  
 
 Fig. 3. Domain Ontology on Solar System Planets and some Proximity Relations 
Semantic references are components from an OWL-DL ontology that 
describe the knowledge in a resource. A few examples of these 
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 knowledge references are shown on figure 3 that presents part of an 
ontology for solar system planets1. They can take six different forms 
solarSystemPlanet is a class reference (C), Neptune is an instance refer-
ence, solarSystemPlanet/hasAtmosphere/atmosphere is an object property 
reference with its domain and range classes (D-oP-R), 
Earth/hasSatellite/Moon is an object property instance reference (I-oP-I’), 
solarSystemPlanet/hasOrbitalPeriod is a data property reference with its 
domain class (D-dP), Earth/hasNumberOfSatellites is a data property in-
stance reference (I-dP). 
We have investigated systematically these 6 forms of OWL-DL ref-
erences to decide on the nearness of two references K1 and K2. For 
example, a concept (form C) is near its sub classes, super classes, and 
instances. It is also near an object or data property (forms D-oP-R and 
D-oP) that has a domain or range identical or equivalent to this concept. 
A property reference, with its domain and range (form D-oP-R) is near 
a sub-property or super-property with the same domain and range. It is 
also near to a subclass or superclass of its domain and range. 
Other criteria assert when a reference K1 is more general or more 
specific than another one K2. For example, K1 is more general than K2 
if K1 is a superclass of K2, has K2 as an instance, appears as domain or 
range of a data or object property reference K2, or contains an instance 
in the domain or range of a data or object property reference K2. 
3.3 Semantic Relationships Between Competencies. 
Let us now extend the comparison between ontology components to 
add the skill (S) and performance (P) dimensions of the competency 
model. Figure 4 presents a few comparison cases between two compe-
tencies C1=(K1, S1, P1) and C2=(K2, S2, P2) in the case where K1 is near 
K2.  Other cases are not considered, i.e. comparison fails. 
 To illustrate the heuristics, the (S, P) couples are represented on a 2-
dimensional scale (figure 4). Skills are ordered from 0 to 9 and grouped 
into four classes as follows: !!0,1", !2,3,4", !5,6,7", !8,9"". Perfor-
mance indicators are grouped into four decimal levels.  
For example, a competency C1 with an analyze skill at an expert 
level is labeled 5.8 (S1 + P1). A competency C2 at a level 7.2 or 6.4 will 
                                                
1   Unlike other graphic presentation of ontologies, properties are shown as objects (hexagons) 
between their domain and range classes (rectangles). It this way, the relations between prop-
erties are shown on the same graph. Individual are linked to classes by an “I” link. 
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be considered near and stronger than C1 because the synthesize skill or 
the repair skill are in the same class than the analyze skill, but one or 
two levels higher in the skill’s hierarchy. On the other hand, a compe-
tency C2 at a level 5.2 will be considered very near and weaker than C1 
because it has the same skill’s level but with a lower performance level. 
Other possible competencies in the “far zone” will be considered too 
far to be comparable. Also, depending on the relationship between K1 
and K2, C2 will be defined as equivalent, more general or more specific 
than C1.  These relations between competencies can also be combined 
to define more complex relationships. For instance, it is possible for a 
competency reference to be near and stronger and more general than 
another one.  
 
Fig. 4. Comparison criteria for two competencies with their knowledge parts near. 
4 Recommendation based on competency comparison  
4.1 Competency-based conditions and rules.  
Recommendation agents are added to a scenario, linked to some of 
the tasks called insertion points, as in the example of figure 1. The de-
signer defines these agents by a set of rules. In each rule, one and only 
one of the actors linked to the task at the insertion point is chosen as the 
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 receiver of the recommendation. If a triggering event occurs at run time 
such as “task completed”, “resource opened”, etc., each applicable rule 
condition is evaluated and its actions are triggered or not, depending on 
the evaluation of the condition. 
A competency-based condition takes the form of a triple: 
• Quantification takes two values: HasOne or HasAll, which are ab-
breviations for “the user has one (or all) of its competencies in some 
relation with an object competency list”. 
• Relation is one of the comparison relations between semantic refer-
ences presented above: Identical, Near/Generic, Near/Specific, 
VeryNear/Generic, VeryNear/Specific, Stronger, Weaker; or any 
combination of these relations. 
• ObjectCompetencyList is the list of prerequisite or target competen-
cies of a task or a resource at/around the insertion point. 
Lets take the example of a condition like:  
HasAll /NearMoreSpecific / Target competencies for Essay 
When it is evaluated, competencies in the user’s model are retrieved, 
together with the list of target competencies for the resource “Essay” 
The evaluation of the relation “NearMoreSpecific” provides a true or 
false value according to the method exposed in section 3.3.  
4.2 Recommendation actions, an application. 
The action part of an agent’s rule can perform one or more tasks: give 
advice to the actor, notify another actor, recommend various learning 
resources, update the user’s model, propose to jump to another task or 
to another learning scenario.  
All these possibilities have been implemented. On figure 1, we have 
presented a scenario with three recommendation agents. For example, 
Recommender agent #1 on figure 1 will verify if the student has suc-
ceeded the second task in the scenario (“Build a table…”). It has 3 
rules, shown on the screen-shot of figure 5.  
The rule “Update User Model” transfers the list of target competen-
cies for the task to the student’s user model if he has succeeded to build 
a validated table of planet properties. If he has failed, a second rule will 
send a notification to the professor to interact with the student. Finally, 
a third rule provides an advice to the student and recommend consult-
ing a resource shown on figure 5.  
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Fig. 5. Example of an agent’s rule based for updating a user’s competency model 
5 Conclusion 
We have produced an implementation for competency-based assistance 
that has been tested with a few scenarios and recommendation situa-
tions. It provides a proof of concept for the general method. It also pro-
vides a workbench to investigate further and extend the methods pre-
sented here with variants and a larger range of applications. 
First of all, extensive experimental validation will help refine the re-
lation for semantic nearness between OWL-DL references. Adding 
weights to the various cases would improve the quality of the evalua-
tions. For example, one could assert that a subclass or superclass is 
closer to a class than its instances or one of its defining properties, es-
pecially if there are many defining attributes for this class.  
Our model of multi-actor learning scenarios embeds the idea of col-
laboration between learners, and between learners and various kinds of 
facilitators. Recommendation for groups in collaborative scenarios has 
not been thoroughly explored yet.  
Finally, to improve the practical use of approach, some of the task 
will have to be partly automated and the ergonomics of the system im-
proved. Still, the approach presented here sets the ground for an open 
and flexible method for semantically aware recommendation systems. 
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M+03&0+<+)7&()(,3%"%&$P&+T"%7")1&+I*<(7"$)(,& 0+<$??+)I+0%& 7=(7&=(%&R++)&<(00"+I&$*7&
R3&'()$*%+,"%&+7&(,@&W5L-5X&0+M+(,+I&7=(7&$*7&$P&7=+&P$073&7:$&W[5X&%3%7+?%&G0$G$%+I&
")&7=+&,"7+0(7*0+&%")<+&5LLL.&$),3&7="07++)&W-BX&=(M+&R++)&(<7*(,,3&I+G,$3+I&(%&(&P*,,3&
"?G,+?+)7+I& ()I& $G+0(7"$)(,& %3%7+?& \& ()I& )$7& (,,& ")& (& 0+(,& *%(1+& %+77")1@& ;="%&
%"1)"P"<()7,3& ")="R"7%& 7=+& S*(,"73& $P& 0+%+(0<=& 7=(7& <()& 7(#+& G,(<+& ")& 7="%& (GG,"<(7"$)&
I$?(").& %")<+& "7& "%& "?G$07()7& 7$& R+& (R,+& 7$& %7*I3& 7=+& %$<"(,& ()I& G%3<=$,$1"<(,&
0+S*"0+?+)7%& $)& =$:& G+$G,+& 0+(<7& 7$& ()I& (<7& *G$)& 0+<$??+)I+0& %3%7+?%& P$0& 7=+&
,+(0)")1&%<"+)<+%&W]*I+0&^&6<=:")I.&5L-5X@&H7&(,%$&"?G,"+%&7=(7&7=+&I+G,$3?+)7&$P&(&
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0+(,& :$0,I& 0+<$??+)I+0& %3%7+?& ")& +I*<(7"$)& "%& (& I+?()I")1& ()I& <=(,,+)1")1&
+T+0<"%+@&&
H)& 7="%& G(G+0.& :+& 703& 7$& 0+P,+<7& $)& $)+& $P& 7=+& ?(")& S*+%7"$)%& 7=(7& 7=+& G+$G,+&
0+%G$)%"R,+& P$0& ()& $G+0(7"$)(,& 0+<$??+)I+0& %3%7+?& )++I& 7$& P(<+_& =$:& <()& :+&
?$)"7$0.& 7+%7.& ()I& P")+97*)+& 7=+& (,1$0"7=?%&I+G,$3+I& ")& (& 0+(,& %+77")1.&R3&*%")1&I(7(&
P0$?& "7%& (<7*(,& $G+0(7"$)@& '$0+& %G+<"P"<(,,3.& :+& P$<*%& $)& 7=+& <(%+& $P& ()& +T"%7")1&
+I*<(7"$)(,& 0+<$??+)I+0& %3%7+?& 7=(7& <$,,+<7%& I(7(& 7=(7& +I*<(7$0%& ()I& ,+(0)+0%&
G0$M"I+& $)& I"1"7(,& <$)7+)7& 7=(7& ?(3& R+& *%+I& 7$& %*GG$07& +I*<(7"$)& ()I& 0+%+(0<=& $)&
$01()"<&()I&%*%7(")(R,+&(10"<*,7*0+.&()I&*%+%&7="%&I(7(%+7&7$&G0$M"I+&0+<$??+)I(7"$)%&
(R$*7&0+,+M()7&0+%$*0<+%&W'()$*%+,"%&+7&(,@.&5LL`X@&a*0&%7*I3&G(07"<*,(0,3&P$<*%+%&$)&
7=+&<$,,(R$0(7"M+&P",7+0")1&(,1$0"7=?&7=(7&=(%&R++)&<=$%+)&()I&G(0(?+7+0"4+I&7$&<$,,+<7&
?*,7"9<0"7+0"(& 0(7")1%& $)& 7=+& <$)7+)7& "7+?%& ")& $0I+0& 7$& 0+<$??+)I& )+:& "7+?%& 7$& 7=+&
*%+0%.&()I&70"+%&7$&")M+%7"1(7+&7:$&I"?+)%"$)%_&
&
x b$:&I$+%&7=+&"?G,+?+)7+I&(,1$0"7=?&G+0P$0?&$M+0&(&<*00+)7&0(7")1&I(7(&%+7&P0$?&
7=+& 7(01+7+I& +I*<(7"$)(,& (GG,"<(7"$).& (,%$& <$?G(0+I& 7$& %$?+& (,7+0)(7"M+& ?*,7"9
<0"7+0"(&0+<$??+)I(7"$)&(,1$0"7=?%Z&
x b$:&I$& 7=+&%7*I"+I&(,1$0"7=?%&G+0P$0?&$M+0&(& %3)7=+7"<&I(7(& %+7& 7=(7& %"?*,(7+%&
=$:& 7=+& *%+0%& $P& 7=+& 7(01+7+I& (GG,"<(7"$)&:",,& =(M+& 0(7+I& 7=+& (M(",(R,+& <$)7+)7&
"7+?%&")&(&P*7*0+&7"?+&")%7()<+@&
&
;=+& 0+?(")I+0& $P& 7="%& G(G+0& "%& %70*<7*0+I& (%& "7& P$,,$:%@& 6+<7"$)& 5& G0$M"I+%& 7=+&
R(<#10$*)I& $P& 7="%& %7*I3& (%& "7& ")70$I*<+%& <$,,(R$0(7"M+& P",7+0")1& *%")1&?*,7"9<0"7+0"(&
0(7")1%.& (%& :+,,& (%& 7=+& %G+<"P"<& +I*<(7"$)(,& (GG,"<(7"$)& 7=(7& %+0M+%& (%& (& <(%+& %7*I3@&
;=+).& 6+<7"$)& B& G0+%+)7%& 7=+& ?+7=$I$,$13& $P& 7="%& %7*I3.& R3& I+%<0"R")1& 7=+&
+TG+0"?+)7(,&%+77")1&()I&+)M"0$)?+)7&")&:="<=&7=+&%7*I3&7$$#&G,(<+.&7=+&?*,7"9<0"7+0"(&
0+<$??+)I(7"$)&(,1$0"7=?%&<$?G(0+I.&7=+&?+70"<%&*%+I&P$0&7=+"0&<$?G(0"%$).&(%&:+,,&
(%&7=+&?*,7"9<0"7+0"(&0(7")1&I(7(&%+7%&7=(7&=(M+&%+0M+I&(%&7=+&<$?G(0"%$)&R(%"%@&6+<7"$)&
[&G0+%+)7%& 7=+& 0+%*,7%&$P&$*0&+TG+0"?+)7(,& ")M+%7"1(7"$).&G(07"<*,(0,3&G0+%+)7")1&=$:&
7=+&%7*I"+I&(,1$0"7=?%&G+0P$0?+I&$M+0&+(<=&I(7(&%+7@&8&I"%<*%%"$)&$P&7=+&0+%*,7%.&7=+"0&
"?G,"<(7"$)&$)& 7=+& "?G,+?+)7+I&0+(,&:$0,I&%+0M"<+.&(%&:+,,&(%& 7=+& ,"?"7(7"$)%&$P& 7="%&
%7*I3& "%& ")<,*I+I& ")& 6+<7"$)& A@& Y")(,,3.& %$?+& $M+0(,,& <$)<,*%"$)%& ()I& I"0+<7"$)%& $P&
P*7*0+&0+%+(0<=&(0+&1"M+)@&
2   Background 
2.1 Multi-Criteria Collaborative Filtering 
H)&?$%7&0+<$??+)I+0&%3%7+?%.&7=+&*7","73&P*)<7"$)&*%*(,,3&<$)%"I+0%&(&%")1,+9<0"7+0"$)&
M(,*+.&+@1@.&()&$M+0(,,&+M(,*(7"$)&$0&0(7")1&$P&()&"7+?&R3&(&*%+0@&&H)&0+<+)7&:$0#.&7="%&
(%%*?G7"$)& =(%& R++)& <$)%"I+0+I& (%& ,"?"7+I& W8I$?(M"<"*%& ^& 2:$).& 5LL>Z&
8I$?(M"<"*%& +7& (,@.& 5L--X.& R+<(*%+& 7=+& %*"7(R","73& $P& 7=+& 0+<$??+)I+I& "7+?& P$0& (&
G(07"<*,(0&*%+0&?(3&I+G+)I&$)&?$0+&7=()&$)+&*7","7390+,(7+I&(%G+<7&7=(7&7=+&*%+0&7(#+%&
")7$& <$)%"I+0(7"$)& :=+)& ?(#")1& 7=+& <=$"<+@& & J(07"<*,(0,3& ")& %3%7+?%& :=+0+&
0+<$??+)I(7"$)%& (0+& R(%+I& $)& 7=+& $G")"$)& $P& $7=+0%.& 7=+& ")<$0G$0(7"$)& $P&?*,7"G,+&
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<0"7+0"(& 7=(7& <()& (PP+<7& 7=+& *%+0%c& $G")"$)%& ?(3& ,+(I& 7$& ?$0+& (<<*0(7+&
0+<$??+)I(7"$)%@&;=*%.&7=+&(II"7"$)(,&")P$0?(7"$)&G0$M"I+I&R3&?*,7"G,+&I"?+)%"$)%&
$0&<0"7+0"(&<$*,I&=+,G&7$&"?G0$M+&7=+&S*(,"73&$P&0+<$??+)I(7"$)%&R+<(*%+&"7&?(#+%&"7&
G$%%"R,+&7$&0+G0+%+)7&?$0+&<$?G,+T&G0+P+0+)<+%&$P&+(<=&*%+0@&O+<$??+)I+0&%3%7+?%&
=(M+&(,0+(I3&(I$G7+I&?*,7"G,+&<0"7+0"(&(%&0+,+M()7&0+%+(0<=&")I"<(7+%&W8I$?(M"<"*%&+7&
(,@.& 5L--Z& d(#"$7(#"& +7& (,@.& 5L--X@& 8& 0+<+)7& %*0M+3& R3& 8I$?(M"<"*%& +7& (,@& W5L--X&
"I+)7"P"+I&?$0+& 7=()& P"P73& WALX& %*<=&%3%7+?%& 7=(7&<()&R+&R0$(I,3&<,(%%"P"+I&(%&?*,7"9
<0"7+0"(&0+<$??+)I+0&$)+%@&&&
'*,7"9<0"7+0"(& <$,,(R$0(7"M+& P",7+0")1& "%& ()& +T7+)%"$)& $P& 70(I"7"$)(,& <$,,(R$0(7"M+&
P",7+0")1& %3%7+?%& 7=(7& "%& R(%+I& $)& 0(7")1%& +TG0+%%+I& $M+0& ?*,7"G,+& I"?+)%"$)%&
I+%<0"R")1& ()& "7+?& W8I$?(M"<"*%& +7& (,@.& 5L--X@& ;=+3& (,,$:& (& *%+0& 7$& %G+<"P3& ="%&
")I"M"I*(,& G0+P+0+)<+%& R3& 0(7")1& +(<=& "7+?& *G$)& ?*,7"G,+& <0"7+0"(.& ()I& 7=+)&
0+<$??+)I&7$&7=+&*%+0&7=+&"7+?%&7=(7&<()&R+%7&0+P,+<7&7=+&*%+0c%&")I"M"I*(,&G0+P+0+)<+%&
R(%+I&$)&7=+&?*,7"9<0"7+0"(&0(7")1%&G0$M"I+I&R3&7="%&()I&$7=+0&*%+0%@&H)&%")1,+9(770"R*7+&
W$0&%")1,+9<0"7+0"$)X&<$,,(R$0(7"M+&P",7+0")1.&7=+&G0$R,+?&%G(<+&<()&R+&P$0?*,(7+I&(%&(&
?(70"T& $P& *%+0%& M+0%*%& "7+?%& W$0& *%+090(7")1&?(70"TX.&:"7=& +(<=& <+,,& %7$0")1& (& *%+0c%&
0(7")1& $)& (& %G+<"P"<& "7+?@& ;=+& 0+<$??+)I+0& +%7"?(7+%& (& *7","73& P*)<7"$)& O& P$0& 7=+&
+)7"0+&$0&%$?+&G(07&$P&7=+&e%+0%& &H7+?%&%G(<+&R(%+I&$)&#)$:)&0(7")1%&()I&G$%%"R,3&
$7=+0&")P$0?(7"$)&W%*<=&(%&*%+0&G0$P",+%&()If$0&"7+?&P+(7*0+%X@&F$,,(R$0(7"M+&P",7+0")1&
("?%&7$&G0+I"<7&7="%&*7","73&O&$P&"7+?%&P$0&(&G(07"<*,(0&*%+0&W<(,,+I&(<7"M+&*%+0X&R(%+I&$)&
7=+&"7+?%&G0+M"$*%,3&+M(,*(7+I&R3&$7=+0&*%+0%@&;=(7&"%.&7=+&*7","73& X.W iaR &$P&"7+?&"&P$0&
7=+& (<7"M+& *%+0& & Usersa & "%& +%7"?(7+I& R(%+I& $)& 7=+& *7","7"+%& X.W iuR (%%"1)+I& 7$&
"7+?&"&R3&7=$%+&*%+0%& Usersu :=$&(0+&g%"?",(0h&7$&*%+0&(@&
;=+& I"PP+0+)<+& 7$& %")1,+9<0"7+0"$)& 0(7")1& %3%7+?%& "%& 7=(7& 7=+& *7","73& P*)<7"$)&
X.W iuR "%&7=+&7$7(,&*7","73&$P&()&"7+?.&<(,<*,(7+I&R3&%3)7=+%"4")1&7=+&G(07"(,&*7","7"+%&$P&
7=+&"7+?&$)&+(<=&$)+&$P&7=+&0(7")1&I"?+)%"$)%&W$0&<0"7+0"(X@&8%%*?")1&7=(7&7=+0+&"%&)$&
*)<+07(")73&I*0")1& 7=+&I+<"%"$)&G0$<+%%.& 7=+& 7$7(,&*7","73&$P&()& "7+?& Itemsi & P$0&(&
*%+0& Usersu &"%&$P7+)&+TG0+%%+I&(%&()&(II"7"M+&M(,*+&P*)<7"$)&$P&7=+&+M(,*(7"$)&$0&
0(7")1%& X.W iug &7=(7&*%+0&u&G0$M"I+%&P$0&"7+?&i&$M+0&+(<=&$)+&$P&7=+&k&<0"7+0"(.&%*<=&(%_&
¦ k iugiuR - X.WX.W &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& & &&W-X&
6*<=& (& ,")+(0& P$0?&$P& 7=+& 7$7(,& *7","73& P*)<7"$)& "%& 7=+& %"?G,+%7& ()I&?$%7& G$G*,(0&
P$0?& $P& (& *7","73& P*)<7"$)@& a7=+0& P$0?%& 7=(7& <$*,I& R+& *%+I& ")<,*I+& ()& "I+(,& G$")7&
?$I+,.&I+G+)I+)<"+%&()I&<$00+,(7"$)%.&(%&:+,,&(%&I"?")"%=")1&*7","73& P$0?%& WJ0"<+&^&
'+%%")1+0.&5LLAX@&&
;=+&<$,,(R$0(7"M+& P",7+0")1& 7+<=)"S*+%& 7=(7&*%+&?*,7"9<0"7+0"(& 0(7")1%& 7$&G0+I"<7& ()&
$M+0(,,&0(7")1&()If$0&")I"M"I*(,&<0"7+0"(&0(7")1%&&<()&R+&<,(%%"P"+I&R3&7=+&P$0?(7"$)&$P&
7=+&*7","73&P*)<7"$)&")7$&7:$&<(7+1$0"+%_&=+*0"%7"<9R(%+I&W%$?+7"?+%&(,%$&0+P+00+I&7$&(%&
?+?$039R(%+IX& ()I&?$I+,9R(%+I& 7+<=)"S*+%& W8I$?(M"<"*%& +7& (,@.& 5L--X@& b+*0"%7"<9
R(%+I&7+<=)"S*+%&<$?G*7+&7=+&*7","73&$P&+(<=&"7+?&P$0&(&*%+0&$)&7=+&P,3&R(%+I&$)&7=+&
$R%+0M+I&I(7(&$P&7=+&*%+0&()I&(0+&73G"<(,,3&R(%+I&$)&(&<+07(")&=+*0"%7"<&(%%*?G7"$)@&H)&
<$)70(%7.&?$I+,9R(%+I& 7+<=)"S*+%& ,+(0)&(&G0+I"<7"M+&?$I+,.& 73G"<(,,3&*%")1&%7(7"%7"<(,&
$0&?(<=")+9,+(0)")1&?+7=$I%&7=(7&<()&R+%7&+TG,(")&7=+&$R%+0M+I&I(7(.&()I&7=+)&*%+&7=+&
,+(0)+I& ?$I+,& 7$& +%7"?(7+& 7=+& *7","73& $P& *)#)$:)& "7+?%& P$0& 0+<$??+)I(7"$)%@&
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K"PP+0+)7& (GG0$(<=+%&?(3& R+& (,%$& P$,,$:+I&R3& 7=+& (,1$0"7=?%& I+M+,$G+I& 7$& %*GG$07&
?*,7"9<0"7+0"(& <$,,(R$0(7"M+& P",7+0")1@& Y$0& ")%7()<+.& (,1$0"7=?%&?(3& W8I$?(M"<"*%&^&
2:$).&5LL>Z&'()$*%+,"%&^&F$%7$G$*,$*.&5LL>X_&&
&
x 703&7$&G0+I"<7&7=+&7$7(,&*7","73&P$0&()&"7+?&*%")1&7=+&7$7(,&*7","73&M(,*+%&7=(7&7=+&"7+?&
=(%&P$0&$7=+0&*%+0%Z&
x 703& 7$& <(,<*,(7+& (& %+G(0(7+& G0+I"<7"$)&G+0& +(<=& <0"7+0"$)& ()I& 7=+)&*%+& 7=+& *7","73&
P*)<7"$)&")&$0I+0&7$&(<S*"0+&7=+&G0+I"<7+I&7$7(,&*7","73@&
2.2 Case Study 
H)&7="%&G(G+0.&:+&P$<*%&$)&7=+&G(07"<*,(0&<(%+&$P&(&0+(,&,"P+&"?G,+?+)7(7"$)&$P&(&?*,7"9
<0"7+0"(&0+<$??+)I+0&%3%7+?&")&7=+&<$)7+T7&$P&()&+I*<(7"$)(,&(GG,"<(7"$)@&;="%&"%&7=+&
<(%+& $P& 7=+& a01()"<@iI*)+7& U+R& G$07(,& P$0& (10"<*,7*0(,& ()I& %*%7(")(R,+& +I*<(7"$)&
W=77G_ff:::@$01()"<9+I*)+7@+*X& 7=(7& :(%& ,(*)<=+I& ")& 5L-L@& H7%& ("?& =(%& R++)& 7$&
P(<","7(7+& (<<+%%.& *%(1+& ()I& +TG,$"7(7"$)& $P& I"1"7(,& +I*<(7"$)(,& <$)7+)7& 0+,(7+I& 7$&
a01()"<& 810"<*,7*0+& Wa8X& ()I& 810$+<$,$13& W8iX@& H)& $0I+0& 7$& (<="+M+& 7="%& ("?.& "7&
)+7:$0#+I& +T"%7")1& <$,,+<7"$)%& :"7=& +I*<(7"$)(,& <$)7+)7& $)& 0+,+M()7& 7$G"<%& P0$?&
M(0"$*%& <$)7+)7& G0$M"I+0%.& ")7$& (& ,(01+& P+I+0(7"$)& :=+0+& <$)7+)7& 0+%$*0<+%& (0+&
I+%<0"R+I&(<<$0I")1&7$&%7()I(0I9<$?G,3")1&?+7(I(7(@&&
8P7+0& ?$0+& 7=()& 7:$& W5X& 3+(0%& $P& $G+0(7"$).& a01()"<@iI*)+7& %++?%& 7$& R+&
+%7(R,"%=+I& (%& (& 0+P+0+)<+& %$*0<+& $P& +I*<(7$0%& ()I& 0+%+(0<=+0%&:$0#")1& $)& 0+,+M()7&
7$G"<%@& H7& =(%& (,0+(I3& (770(<7+I& ?$0+& 7=()& 5L.LLL& *)"S*+& M"%"7$0%& P0$?& (R$*7& -AL&
<$*)70"+%@& 8R$*7& A.LLL& M"%"7$0%& =(M+& 0+1"%7+0+I& ")7$& 7=+& G$07(,c%& <$??*)"73.& R+")1&
(R,+& 7$& 0+<+"M+& 0+1*,(0& ")P$0?(7"$)& *GI(7+%& 0+,(7+I& 7$& 7=+& G$07(,& ()I& "7%& <$)7+)7.& (%&
:+,,& (%& =(M")1& (<<+%%& 7$& G+0%$)(,"4+I& %+0M"<+%& %*<=& (%& 0+<+"M")1& 0+<$??+)I(7"$)%&
(R$*7& G$7+)7"(,,3& ")7+0+%7")1& <$)7+)7& 0+%$*0<+%@& ;=+& 0+<$??+)I(7"$)& %+0M"<+& ")&
a01()"<@iI*)+7&"%&%*GG$07+I&R3&7:$&%+G(0(7+&(,1$0"7=?%&7=(7&(0+&*%")1&I"PP+0+)7&I(7(&
(%&")G*7&()I&(0+&<*00+)7,3&0*))")1&")I+G+)I+)7,3&W'()$*%+,"%&+7&(,@.&5LL`X_&(&<$)7+)79
R(%+I& 0+<$??+)I+0& *%")1& 7(1%& ()I& 7+T7*(,& 0+M"+:%& (%& ")G*7Z& ()I& (& ?*,7"9<0"7+0"(&
<$,,(R$0(7"M+& P",7+0")1& %3%7+?& 7=(7& *%+%& (%& ")G*7& 7=+& 0(7")1%& 7=(7& *%+0%& G0$M"I+& $M+0&
7=0++&<0"7+0"(_&6*RQ+<7&O+,+M()<+.&iI*<(7"$)(,&V(,*+&()I&'+7(I(7(&j*(,"73@&&
;="%&%7*I3&P$<*%+%&$)&7=+&?*,7"9<0"7+0"(&(,1$0"7=?&()I&7=+&0+<$??+)I(7"$)%&7=(7&"7&
G0$I*<+%@& ;="%& (,1$0"7=?&:(%& G0$G$%+I& R3&'()$*%+,"%&^&F$%7$G$*,$*& W5LL>X& (%& (&
?*,7"9<0"7+0"(&+T7+)%"$)& 7$& 73G"<(,&=+*0"%7"<&)+"1=R$0=$$I9R(%+I&(,1$0"7=?%& 7=(7&?(3&
R+& P$*)I& ")& 7=+& <$,,(R$0(7"M+& P",7+0")1& ,"7+0(7*0+@& H7& P$,,$:%& 7=+& 1+)+0"<& %7+G%& $P&
b+0,$<#+0&+7&(,@&W5LL5X&")&$0I+0&7$&<(,<*,(7+&(&G0+I"<7"$)_&
&
x Stage A - Similarity Calculation:& %"?",(0"73& R+7:++)& 7=+& +T(?")+I& *%+0& W(<7"M+&
*%+0X&()I&7=+&0+%7&$P&7=+&*%+0%&"%&<(,<*,(7+I&*%")1&%$?+&%"?",(0"73&?+(%*0+Z&&
x Stage B - Feature Weighting:& P*07=+0& :+"1=7& %"?",(0"73& (<<$0I")1& 7$& 7=+&
<=(0(<7+0"%7"<%&$P&+(<=&+T(?")+I&*%+0&$0&%$?+&=+*0"%7"<&0*,+%Z&
x Stage C - Neighborhood Formation/Selection:& %+,+<7& 7=+& %+7& $P& *%+0%& 7$& R+&
<$)%"I+0+I&P$0&G0$I*<")1&7=+&G0+I"<7"$)Z&&
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x Stage D - Combining Ratings for Prediction:&)$0?(,"4+&7=+&0(7")1%&7=(7&7=+&*%+0%&
")&7=+&)+"1=R$0=$$I&=(M+&G0$M"I+I&P$0&7=+&*)#)$:)&"7+?.&()I&*%+&%$?+&?+7=$I&
7$&<$?R")+&7=+?&")&$0I+0&7$&G0+I"<7&"7%&*7","73&P$0&7=+&(<7"M+&*%+0@&
&
;=+& "?G,+?+)7+I& ?*,7"9<0"7+0"(& +T7+)%"$)& "%& <(,,+I& 7=+& Similarity per evaluation 
(PG)&(,1$0"7=?@&H7&<(,<*,(7+%&7=+&G0+I"<7"$)&$P&7=+&7$7(,&*7","73& X.W iaR $P&(&7(01+7&"7+?&
Itemsi .&R3&<(,<*,(7")1&#&G0+I"<7"$)%&$P&=$:&7=+&(<7"M+&*%+0&:$*,I&+M(,*(7+&"&*G$)&
+(<=& $)+& $P& 7=+& <0"7+0"(.& ()I& 7=+)& %3)7=+%"4+%& 7=+%+& G0+I"<7"$)%& ")7$& (& 7$7(,& *7","73&
M(,*+@&&
6")<+&7=+&"?G,+?+)7(7"$)&$P&7=+&0+<$??+)I(7"$)&(,1$0"7=?&7$$#&G,(<+&I*0")1&7=+&
I+%"1)&%7(1+&$P&7=+&G$07(,.&:+&R(%+I&$*0&%+,+<7"$)&$)&7=+&+TG+0"+)<+&P0$?&(&,(R&7+%7")1&
+TG+0"?+)7& 7=(7& 7$$#& G,(<+& *%")1& ()& +T"%7")1& I(7(& %+7& P0$?& ()$7=+0& ,+(0)")1& G$07(,&
W'()$*%+,"%& +7& (,@.& 5L-LX@& O+%*,7%& $P& 7=+& %"?*,(7+I& +T+<*7"$)& $P& ?$0+& 7=()& BNL&
M(0"(7"$)%&$P&7=+&J/&(,1$0"7=?&$M+0&7="%&I(7(&%+7&")I"<(7+I&7=(7&"7&:$*,I&?(#+&%+)%+&7$&
"?G,+?+)7& (& M+0%"$)& 7=(7_& *%+%& (& F$%")+fV+<7$0& I"%7()<+& P*)<7"$)& 7$& ?+(%*0+&
%"?",(0"73& R+7:++)& *%+0%Z& +)1(1+%& (&F$00+,(7"$)&U+"1=7& ;=0+%=$,I& WFU;X& 7$& %+,+<7&
*%+0%&7=(7&=(M+&%"?",(0"73&M(,*+&$P&?$0+&7=()&L@A&P$0&7=+&)+"1=R$0=$$IZ&()I&<(,<*,(7+%&
G0+I"<7+I&0(7")1%&(%&(&:+"1=7+I&?+()&$P&7=+&0(7")1%&7=(7&7=+&)+"1=R$0%&=(M+&1"M+)&$M+0&
()&*)#)$:)&"7+?@&;="%&M(0"(7"$)&=(%&%=$:)&7$&(<="+M+&(&'+()&8R%$,*7+&i00$0&W'8iX&
$M+0&7=+&G0+I"<7"$)&$P&,+%%&7=()&L@>&W")&(&%<(,+&-9AX&()I&(&<$M+0(1+&<,$%+&7$&>Lk&$P&7=+&
"7+?%@&&
!+M+07=+,+%%.&7=+&P(<7&7=(7&7=+&%G+<"P"<&(,1$0"7=?&$0&M(0"(7"$)&G+0P$0?+I&:+,,&$M+0&
(&I(7(&%+7&<$?")1&P0$?&(&%"?",(0&(GG,"<(7"$)&<$)7+T7&W7=(7&"%.&$P&(&G$07(,&:"7=&,+(0)")1&
0+%$*0<+%X&I$+%&)$7&?+()&7=(7&"7&:$*,I&(,%$&G+0P$0?&:+,,&I*0")1&7=+&$G+0(7"$)&$P&7=+&
a01()"<@iI*)+7&G$07(,@&;=+0+&(0+&%+M+0(,&0+(%$)%&P$0&7="%_&&
&
x ;=+&G0$G+07"+%&$P& 7=+&*%+0%&M%@& "7+?%&?(70"T&$P&a01()"<@iI*)+7&?(3&R+&I"PP+0+)7&
7=()&7=+&$)+%&$P&7=+&I(7(%+7&$P&7=+&$7=+0&(GG,"<(7"$)@&
x ;=+&G0$G+07"+%&$P&7=+&a01()"<@iI*)+7&?(70"T&?(3&<=()1+f+M$,M+&:"7=&7"?+@&
x 8,7+0)(7"M+& (,1$0"7=?%& W+@1@& )+:& $)+%& G0$G$%+I& ")& ,"7+0(7*0+X& 7=(7& :+0+& )$7&
")<,*I+I&")&7=+&")"7"(,&+TG+0"?+)7(7"$)&?(3&G0$M+&7$&G+0P$0?&R+77+0&7=()&7=+&$)+&
%+,+<7+I@&
&
;$& 7="%& +)I.& :+& I+<"I+I& 7$& 0+G+(7& 7=+& +TG+0"?+)7(,& ")M+%7"1(7"$)& $P& <()I"I(7+&
(,1$0"7=?%& P$0& 7=+&a01()"<@iI*)+7&G$07(,.&*%")1& (II"7"$)(,& (,1$0"7=?%&(%&$G7"$)%.& (%&
:+,,& (%& (& %3)7=+7"<& I(7(& %+7& 7=(7& 70"+%& 7$&?"?"<& (& P*7*0+& %7(7+&:=+0+& *%+0%&:",,& =(M+&
G0$M"I+I&?$0+&?*,7"9<0"7+0"(&0(7")1%&$M+0&7=+&+I*<(7"$)(,&0+%$*0<+%@&
&
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3   Methodology 
3.1 Experimental Setting 
;=+&?(")&1$(,&$P&7=+&+TG+0"?+)7(,&7+%7")1&=(%&R++)&7$&")M+%7"1(7+&7=+&&G+0P$0?()<+&$P&
I"PP+0+)7&M(0"(7"$)%&$P&R$7=&7=+&(,1$0"7=?&<*00+)7,3&"?G,+?+)7+I&")&a01()"<@iI*)+7&(%&
:+,,&(%&(,7+0)(7"M+&?*,7"9<0"7+0"(&0+<$??+)I(7"$)&(,1$0"7=?%@&;=+&%G+<"P"<&$RQ+<7"M+%&
=(M+&R++)_&
&
x ;$&*%+&(&<*00+)7&")%7()<+&$P&7=+&*%+0%&M%@&"7+?%&?(70"T&$P&a01()"<@iI*)+7&")&$0I+0&
7$&+T+<*7+&(,,&<()I"I(7+&M(0"(7"$)%&()I&?+(%*0+&7=+"0&+TG+<7+I&G+0P$0?()<+@&
x ;$&1+)+0(7+& (& %3)7=+7"<& I(7(& %+7& 7=(7&?"?"<%& ()& ")%7()<+&$P& 7=+&a01()"<@iI*)+7&
<$??*)"73&")&7=+&P*7*0+.&()I&+TG,$0+&"P&G+0P$0?()<+&$P&7=+&<()I"I(7+&(,1$0"7=?%&
:$*,I&R+&+TG+<7+I&7$&<=()1+&")&7=+&P*7*0+@&
&
;=+& +M(,*(7"$)& G0$7$<$,& P$,,$:%& 7=+& 73G"<(,& %7+G%& $P& $PP,")+& +TG+0"?+)7%& :"7=& G0+9
<$,,+<7+I& $0& %"?*,(7+I& I(7(& 7=(7& 6=()"& ^& /*)(:(0I()(& W5L--X& (,%$& I+%<0"R+I& P$0&
7+%7")1&7=+&G+0P$0?()<+&$P&<()I"I(7+&(,1$0"7=?%@&/+)+0(,,3&%G+(#")1.&$*0&+TG+0"?+)7&
P$,,$:%&7=+&(GG0$(<=&$P&%"?",(0&+TG+0"?+)7%&")&$7=+0&I$?(")%&Wb+0,$<#+0&+7&(,@.&5LL[X&
$0& +I*<(7"$)& Wd+?"0+& +7& (,@.& 5LLAZ& 6"<","(& +7& (,@.& 5L-LX@& ;=+& P$,,$:")1& G(0(10(G=%&
I+%<0"R+&7=+&%+77")1%.&?+7=$I%&()I&7$$,%&$P&7=+&+TG+0"?+)7(,&")M+%7"1(7"$)@&&
;=+& $PP,")+& +TG+0"?+)7& 7$$#& G,(<+& *%")1& (& %$P7:(0+& +)M"0$)?+)7& 7=(7& =(%& R++)&
%G+<"P"<(,,3& I+M+,$G+I& ()I& *%+I& P$0& 7=+& %"?*,(7"$)& $P& ?*,7"9<0"7+0"(& 0+<$??+)I+0&
%3%7+?%.&<(,,+I&7=+&Collaborative Filtering Simulator (CollaFiS). ;="%&+)M"0$)?+)7&
(,,$:%&P$0&"?G$07")1&M(0"$*%&I(7(&%+7%.&G(0(?+7+0"4")1&<()I"I(7+&(,1$0"7=?%.&+T+<*7")1&
7=+?& ()I& ?+(%*0")1& +TG+<7+I& G+0P$0?()<+& *%")1& ?*,7"G,+& G+0P$0?()<+& ?+70"<%&
W'()$*%+,"%&^&F$%7$G$*,$*.&5LLNX@&;=+&CollaFiS&+)M"0$)?+)7&=(%&R++)&+T7+)I+I&7$&
%*GG$07&7=+&(,1$0"7=?%&()I&?+70"<%&7=(7&(0+&G(07"<*,(0,3&%7*I"+I&")&7="%&+TG+0"?+)7.&(%&
I+%<0"R+I& ,(7+0@&CollaFiS& G0$M"I+%& 7=+& $G7"$)& P$0& +TG+0"?+)7(,,3& 7+%7")1& 7=+& ?*,7"9
<0"7+0"(&(,1$0"7=?%&G0$G$%+I&R3&'()$*%+,"%&^&F$%7$G$*,$*&W5LL>X@&U+&=(M+&+T7+)I+I&
7=+& G0+M"$*%& "?G,+?+)7(7"$)& $P&CollaFiS ")& $0I+0& 7$& (,%$& ")<,*I+& %$?+& (,1$0"7=?%&
G0$G$%+I&R3&8I$?(M"<"*%&^&2:$)&W5LL>X@&aM+0(,,.&7=+&%7*I"+I&(,1$0"7=?%&")<,*I+I_&&
&
x 7=+& Similarity per evaluation (PG)& (,1$0"7=?& W<*00+)7,3& "?G,+?+)7+I& ")&
a01()"<@iI*)+7X&7=(7&<(,<*,(7+%&%"?",(0"73&%+G(0(7+,3&*G$)&+(<=&<0"7+0"$).&G0+I"<7%&
7=+& 0(7")1& (,%$& %+G(0(7+,3& *G$)& +(<=& <0"7+0"$).& ()I& 7=+)& "%& %3)7=+%"4")1& 7=+&
G0+I"<7"$)%&")7$&(&7$7(,&G0+I"<7+I&*7","73Z&&
x 7=+& Average Similarity (AS) and Minimum or Worst-case Similarity (WS)&
(,1$0"7=?&M+0%"$)%&G0$G$%+I&R3&8I$?(M"<"*%&^&2:$)&W5LL>X&7=(7&*%+&+"7=+0&7=+&
(M+0(1+& $0& 7=+& ?")"?*?& $P& 7=+& %"?",(0"7"+%& $M+0& +(<=& <0"7+0"$)& ")& $0I+0& 7$&
<(,<*,(7+&7=+&7$7(,&G0+I"<7+I&*7","73Z&&
x %$?+&Non-personalised&(,1$0"7=?%&(%&(&R(%"<&<$?G(0"%$).&%*<=&(%&1"M")1&0()I$?&
M(,*+%&(%&G0+I"<7"$)%&$0&<(,<*,(7")1&()&(0"7=?+7"<.&1+$?+70"<(,&$0&I+M"(7"$)9P0$?9
?+()&:+"1=7+I&%*?&$P&(,,&G(%7&+M(,*(7"$)%@&
&
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Y$0& 7=+& G+0%$)(,"4+I& (,1$0"7=?% (PG, AS, WS) :+& =(M+& <$)%"I+0+I& 7=+& P$,,$:")1&
I+%"1)& $G7"$)%& ")& $0I+0& 7$& %7*I3& I"PP+0+)7& M(0"(7"$)%& :"7=")& 7=+& 1+)+0"<& %7+G%& $P&
b+0,$<#+0&+7&(,@&W5LL5X&I+%<0"R+I&")&%+<7"$)&5@5_&&
&
x during Stage A - Similarity Calculation:& +T(?")+I& 7=+& <(,<*,(7"$)& $P& 7=+&
%"?",(0"73&*%")1& 7=+&i*<,"I"().&V+<7$0fF$%")+.&()I&J+(0%$)&I"%7()<+&P*)<7"$)%&(%&
$G7"$)%@&&
x during Stage C - Neighborhood Formation/Selection:&+T(?")+I&R$7=&7=+&*%+&$P&(&
Correlation Weight Threshold& WFU;X& P$0& 7=+& %"?",(0"73& M(,*+& (%& (& %+,+<7$0& $P&
G$7+)7"(,&)+"1=R$0%.&(%&:+,,&(%&$P&()&(R%$,*7+&M(,*+&P$0&7=+&Maximum Number of 
Neighbors&W'!!X@&&
x during Stage D - Combining Ratings for Prediction:& +T(?")+I& 7=0++& I"PP+0+)7&
$G7"$)%&P$0&%3)7=+%"4")1&G(07"(,&*7","7"+%.&"@+@&<(,<*,(7")1&7=+&G0+I"<7"$)&(%&(&%"?G,+&
(0"7=?+7"<& ?+().& (%& (& ?+()& :+"1=7+I& R3& 7=+& %"?",(0"73& M(,*+.& (%& :+,,& (%& (&
)$0?(,"4+I&:+"1=7+I&?+()& 7=(7& 7(#+%& ")7$&<$)%"I+0(7"$)&(,%$& 7=+&I+M"(7"$)& P0$?&
7=+&(0"7=?+7"<&?+()&W(%&b+0,$<#+0&+7&(,@&5LL5&%*11+%7X@&
&
;="%& ,+I& 7$& -l& M(0"(7"$)%& $P& +(<=& +T(?")+I& (,1$0"7=?@& ]3& (,%$& +TG+0"?+)7")1&:"7=&
M(0"$*%&M(,*+%& P$0& 7=+&FU;& W5L&M(0"(7"$)%&R+7:++)& mLc& ()I& m-c& (%& (& 7=0+%=$,IX& ()I&
'!!&W5L&M(0"(7"$)%&*%")1& m-c& 7$& m5Lc&?(T"?*?&)+"1=R$0%X&G(0(?+7+0%.& 7=+&)*?R+0&
10+:&7$&?$0+&7=()&-.LlL&(,1$0"7=?"<&M(0"(7"$)%&+TG,$0+I&")&7$7(,@&&
;=+0+&(0+&%+M+0(,&G+0P$0?()<+&?+70"<%&*%+I&")&7=+&,"7+0(7*0+@&H)&7="%&+TG+0"?+)7&:+&
+T(?")+I&7=+&P$,,$:")1&+M(,*(7"$)&?+70"<%&7=(7&CollaFiS  ")<$0G$0(7+%_&
&
x Accuracy_&7$&?+(%*0+&7=+&G0+I"<7"M+&(<<*0(<3&$P&7=+&?*,7"9<0"7+0"(&(,1$0"7=?%.&:+&
<(,<*,(7+I& 7=+& ?+()9(R%$,*7+& +00$0& W'8iX@& '8i& "%& 7=+& ?$%7& P0+S*+)7,3& *%+I&
?+70"<& :=+)& +M(,*(7")1& 0+<$??+)I+0& %3%7+?%@& b+0,$<#+0& +7& (,@& W5LL[X& =(M+&
I+?$)%70(7+I&7=(7&%")<+&"7&"%&%70$)1,3&<$00+,(7+I&:"7=&?()3&$7=+0&G0$G$%+I&?+70"<%&
P$0& 0+<$??+)I+0& %3%7+?%.& "7& <()&R+&G0+P+00+I& (%& +(%"+0& 7$&?+(%*0+.&=(M")1& (,%$&
:+,,&*)I+0%7$$I&%"1)"P"<()<+&?+(%*0+%@&&
x Coverage_&&7$&?+(%*0+&7=+&<$M+0(1+&$P&7=+&?*,7"9<0"7+0"(&(,1$0"7=?%.&:+&<(,<*,(7+I&
7=+& "7+?%& P$0& :="<=& ()& (,1$0"7=?& <$*,I& G0$I*<+& (& 0+<$??+)I(7"$).& (%& (&
G+0<+)7(1+&$P& 7=+& 7$7(,&)*?R+0&$P& "7+?%@&b+0,$<#+0&+7&(,@& W5LL[X&0+<$??+)I&7=+&
?+(%*0+?+)7&$P&<$M+0(1+&")&<$?R")(7"$)&:"7=&(<<*0(<3@&&
&
;:$& I"PP+0+)7& I(7(& %+7%& =(M+& R++)& *%+I& 7$& %*GG$07& 7=+& %"?*,(7+I& +T+<*7"$)& $P& 7=+&
(,1$0"7=?%@&]$7=&=(M+&R++)& "?G$07+I& ")7$&CollaFiS ()I&(GG0$G0"(7+,3&G0$<+%%+I@&;$&
P(<","7(7+&7=+&+T+<*7"$)&$P&7=+&+TG+0"?+)7%.&7=+3&=(M+&R++)&%G,"7&")7$&$)+&70(")")1&()I&
$)+&7+%7")1&<$?G$)+)7&W*%")1&()&lLk\5Lk&%G,"7X@&
;=+&P"0%7&I(7(&%+7&Wai0+(,X&=(%&R++)&(&0+<+)7&+TG$07f")%7()<+&$P&7=+&*%+0%&M%@&"7+?%&
?(70"T&$P&a01()"<@iI*)+7.&:"7=&7=+&<$,,+<7+I&?*,7"9<0"7+0"(&0(7")1%&7=(7&7=+&*%+0%&$P&7=+&
G$07(,&=(M+&G0$M"I+I&$M+0& 7=+&<$)7+)7& "7+?%@& &8%&?+)7"$)+I&R+P$0+.&a01()"<@iI*)+7&
<$,,+<7%& *%+0& +M(,*(7"$)%& $M+0& 7=0++& <0"7+0"(& 7=(7& (0+& (,,& 0(7+I& *%")1& (& I"%<0+7+& %<(,+&
P0$?&-&7$&A@&H)&7="%&0+(,&I(7(%+7.&``&*%+0%&=(M+&G0$M"I+I&[>>&?*,7"9<0"7+0"(&0(7")1%&$M+0&
B[A&"7+?%@&&
;=+&%+<$)I&I(7(&%+7&:(%&(&%"?*,(7+I&$)+&Wai%"?X& 7=(7& 70"+I& 7$& 0+G0+%+)7&(& P*7*0+&
%7(7+& $P& 7=+& Users x Items& ?(70"T& $P& a01()"<@iI*)+7@& '$0+& %G+<"P"<(,,3.& 7=+&
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I"%70"R*7"$)%&$P&7=+&0(7")1%&$P&7=+&a80+(,&I(7(%+7&:+0+&7(#+)&(%&")G*7&7$&(&'$)7+&F(0,$&
1+)+0(7$0&$P&0()I$?&?*,7"9<0"7+0"(&0(7")1%&$P&7=+&%(?+&*%+0%@&;=+&<$)%"I+0+I&%<+)(0"$&
"%& 7=(7& 7=+&<*00+)7&*%+0%& 7=(7&=(M+&R++)&0(7")1&(&%(?G,+&$P& 7=+&a01()"<@iI*)+7& "7+?%&
G0$M"I+&?$0+&0(7")1%&$)&7="%&%G+<"P"<&%(?G,+&$P&(,0+(I3&0(7+I&"7+?%&")&$0I+0&7$&?(#+&"7&
?$0+&I+)%+@&;=+&G0$I*<+I&%3)7=+7"<&I(7(%+7&")<$0G$0(7+%&7=+&$0"1")(,&0+(,&$)+.&=(%&7=+&
%(?+&)*?R+0&$P&*%+0%&()I&"7+?%.&()I&")<,*I+%&(&7$7(,&)*?R+0&$P&-.5lL&?*,7"9<0"7+0"(&
0(7")1%@&H)&(&%"?",(0&:(3.&(,7+0)(7"M+&%<+)(0"$%&<$*,I&R+&<$)%"I+0+I.&:"7=&?$0+&*%+0%&
()If$0&"7+?%.&()I&:"7=&?$0+&I+)%+&$0&%G(0%+&I(7(&%+7%@&&
&
Table 1.&&!$)9G+0%$)(,"4+I&(,1$0"7=?%&$M+0&ai0+(,&()I&ai%"?&I(7(&%+7%&
Variation Pure Random 
Random  
Existing 
Rating 
Arithmetic 
Mean 
Geometric 
Mean 
Deviation-
from-Mean 
'8i&$M+0&
ai0+(,& -@A`& -@BB& -@5l& -@5>& -@LB&
F$M+0(1+&
$M+0&ai0+(,& -LLk& -LLk& B>@l`k& B>@l`k& B5@NBk&
'8i&$M+0&
ai%"?& -@Bl& -@L-& L@lN& L@l`& L@lB&
F$M+0(1+&
$M+0&ai%"?& -LLk& -LLk& `N@L`k& `N@L`k& `N@L`k&
&
&
Table 2.&;$G9A&FU;&()I&7$G9A&'!!&M(0"(7"$)%&$M+0&ai0+(,&()I&ai%"?&I(7(&%+7%&
Algorithm Similarity Normalization method 
AVG 
Coverage 
AVG 
MAE 
Top-5 MNN variations over OEreal dataset 
PG F$%")+& K+M"(7"$)9P0$?9'+()& -l@`Ak& L@``5l&
PG i*<,"I"()& 6"?G,+&'+()& -l@`Ak& -@B-`[&
PG F$%")+& U+"1=7+I&'+()& -l@`Ak& -@BBB>&
AS i*<,"I"()& K+M"(7"$)9P0$?9'+()& -l@`Ak& -@ALLl&
WS F$%")+& K+M"(7"$)9P0$?9'+()& -l@`Ak& -@NllN&
Top-5 CWT variations over OEreal dataset 
PG F$%")+& K+M"(7"$)9P0$?9'+()& -N@B5k& L@lNAL&
PG F$%")+& 6"?G,+&'+()& -N@B5k& -@-lB-&
AS F$%")+& K+M"(7"$)9P0$?9'+()& -N@`Ak& -@A5L5&
WS F$%")+& K+M"(7"$)9P0$?9'+()& -N@B>k& -@>B-N&
AS F$%")+& 6"?G,+&'+()& -N@`Ak& 5@-L>[&
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Top-5 MNN variations over OEsim dataset 
PG i*<,"I"()& 6"?G,+&'+()& L@N-BB& L@lN5N&
PG F$%")+& 6"?G,+&'+()& L@N-BB& L@lNAB&
PG F$%")+& K+M"(7"$)9P0$?9'+()& L@N-BB& L@llAA&
AS i*<,"I"()& K+M"(7"$)9P0$?9'+()& L@N-BB& -@5`>5&
WS i*<,"I"()& K+M"(7"$)9P0$?9'+()& L@N-BB& -@l[lN&
Top-5 CWT variations over OEsim dataset 
PG F$%")+& 6"?G,+&'+()& L@A>`-& L@lN>B&
PG F$%")+& U+"1=7+I&'+()& L@A>`-& L@lNl-&
PG F$%")+& K+M"(7"$)9P0$?9'+()& L@A>`-& L@l`Ll&
AS F$%")+& K+M"(7"$)9P0$?9'+()& L@A`B[& -@5`lB&
AS F$%")+& U+"1=7+I&'+()& L@A`B[& 5@5LlN&
 
4 Results 
H)& 7="%& %+<7"$)&:+&:",,& G0+%+)7& 7=+& 0+%*,7%& 7=(7& =(M+&R++)&G0$I*<+I&R3& 7=+&F$,,(Y"6&
7$$,.&(P7+0&+T+<*7")1&(,,&7=+&%7*I"+I&M(0"(7"$)%&$P&7=+&(,1$0"7=?%@&Y$0&+(<=&I(7(%+7&:+&
(0+&1$")1&7$&G0+%+)7&7$G9A&%+7%&$P&$G7"$)%.&R(%+I&$)&?+70"<%&?+)7"$)+I&(R$M+@&&
4.1 Real Data Set 
;=+& +T+<*7"$)& $P& 7=+& <()I"I(7+& (,1$0"7=?%& $M+0& 7=+&ai0+(,& I(7(%+7& I"I& )$7& G0$M"I+&
M+03&1$$I&0+%*,7%@&H7&%++?%&7=(7& 7=+&?(Q$0"73&$P& 7=+&7+%7+I&M(0"(7"$)%&G+0P$0?+I&(&R"7&
R+77+0& 7=()& 7=+& )$)9G+0%$)(,"%+I& (,1$0"7=?%& W;(R,+& -X& R*7& %7",,& :"7=& (& M+03& ,$:&
<$M+0(1+& 7=(7&:(%& ")& 7=+& M"<")"73& $P& -Nk9-lk& $P& 7=+& "7+?%& P$0& :="<=& (& G0+I"<7"$)&
)++I+I&7$&R+&?(I+@&8%&;(R,+&5&%=$:%.&7=+0+&(0+&%$?+&M(0"(7"$)%&W,"#+&the PG Cosine 
Deviation-from-Mean&:"7=&R$7=&'!!&()I&FU;&G(0(?+7+0%X&7=(7&=(I&()&(<<+G7(R,+&
'8i&7=(7&"%&R+,$:&m-c@&67",,&:+&<$)%"I+0&7="%&+00$0&7$&R+&0(7=+0&="1=&P$0&()&$G+0(7"$)(,&
0+<$??+)I+0& %3%7+?@& ;=+%+& 0+%*,7%& "?G,3& 7=(7& 7=+& G+0P$0?()<+& $P& ()3& (,1$0"7=?&
:$*,I&R+& Q*I1+I&)$7&%(7"%P(<7$03& "P&$),3& 7=+&<*00+)7&I(7(&%+7&$P&a01()"<@iI*)+7&:(%&
*%+I&P$0&+TG+0"?+)7(7"$)@&&
H)&Y"1*0+%&-&()I&5&W()I&")&(,,&I"(10(?%&$P&7="%&G(G+0X.&7=+&<$)7")*$*%&,")+%&(0+&*%+I&
7$& ",,*%70(7+& 7=+& G+0P$0?()<+& $P& PG& M(0"(7"$)%.& 7=+& =+(M3& I(%=+I& $)+%& 7=+& AS&
M(0"(7"$)%.& ()I& 7=+& ,"1=7,3&I(%=+I&$)+%& 7=+&WS& M(0"(7"$)%@&;=+%+&I"(10(?%& ",,*%70(7+&
7=(7& 7=+&PG& M(0"(7"$)%& %++?& 7$&R+&1+)+0(,,3& G+0P$0?")1&R+77+0& 7=()& 7=+&AS& ()I&WS&
$)+%@&!+M+07=+,+%%.&7="%&G+0P$0?()<+&%++?%&7$&R+&0(7=+0&,$:&$M+0&7=+&ai0+(,&I(7(&%+7@&
&
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&
Fig. 1.&'8i&?+70"<&G+0P$0?()<+&P$0&7$G9A&FU;&M(0"(7"$)%&$M+0&ai0+(,&I(7(&%+7&
&
&
Fig. 2.&'8i&?+70"<& G+0P$0?()<+& M(,*+%& P$0& 7$G9A&'!!& M(0"(7"$)%& $M+0& ai0+(,&
I(7(&%+7&
4.2 Synthetic Data Set 
;=+&+T+<*7"$)&$P&7=+&<()I"I(7+&(,1$0"7=?%&$M+0&7=+&%3)7=+7"<&ai%"?&I(7(%+7&%++?+I&7$&
G+0P$0?&?*<=&R+77+0&$M+0&7=+&$0"1")(,&ai0+(,&$)+.&(%&$)+&:$*,I&=(M+&+TG+<7+I&W%")<+&
(&?$0+&I+)%+&M+0%"$)&$P&7=+&I(7(%+7&=(%&R++)&<0+(7+IX@&8%&"7&"%&(,%$&%=$:)&")&;(R,+&5.&
7=+&?(Q$0"73&$P&7=+&$*7%7()I")1&M(0"(7"$)%&=(M+&(&0(7=+0&1$$I&<$M+0(1+&7=(7&"%&<,$%+&7$&
WP$0&FU;X&()I&?$0+&7=()&WP$0&'!!X&NLk@&&
6*0G0"%")1,3& 7=+& '8i& 0+%*,7%& %++?& 7$& R+& (7& 7=+& ,+M+,& $P& 7=+& non-personalised&
(,1$0"7=?%&W(,%$&G0+%+)7+I& ")&;(R,+&-X&()I&(0$*)I&L@lN& P$0& 7=+&PG MNN Euclidian 
Simple Mean& ()I& 7=+& PG CWT Cosine Simple Mean@& H7& %++?%& 7=(7& M+03& %"?G,+&
(,1$0"7=?%&7=(7&<0+(7+&:+"1=7+I&%*?%&$P&7=+&G(%7&0(7")1%.&%*<=&(%&7=+&Arithmetic Mean&
()I& 7=+&Geometrical Mean.& ?(3& G0$M"I+& G0+I"<7"$)%& 7=(7& =(M+& ,+%%&'8i& 7=()& 7=+&
<$,,(R$0(7"M+&P",7+0")1&M(0"(7"$)%@&;="%&<$*,I&R+&I*+&7$&7=+&P(<7&7=(7&7=+&%"?*,(7+I&*%+0%&
=(M+&G0$M"I+I&(II"7"$)(,& 0(7")1%&:"7=&%"?",(0&I"%70"R*7"$)%&R*7&%7",,& %*<=&(&%"?G,"%7"<&
")7+0G0+7(7"$)&$P& 7="%&$R%+0M(7"$)& "%&)$7&+)$*1=@&81(").& 7=+&10(G="<(,& ",,*%70(7"$)%&$P&
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Y"1*0+%& B& ()I& [& %=$:& 7=(7& ")&?$%7& <(%+%& 7=+&PG& M(0"(7"$)%& %++?& 7$& R+& G+0P$0?")1&
R+77+0& 7=()& 7=+& AS ()I& WS& $)+%.& (,7=$*1=& 7=+& I"PP+0+)<+%& (0+& %?(,,@& ;$& P*07=+0&
")M+%7"1(7+& :="<=& :$*,I& R+& 7=+& ?$0+& (GG0$G0"(7+& (,1$0"7=?& M(0"(7"$)%& 7$& %*GG$07&
0+<$??+)I(7"$)& ")&a01()"<@iI*)+7& ")& %*<=& (& P*7*0+& %<+)(0"$.&:+& I"I& ()& (II"7"$)(,&
+TG+0"?+)7(,&()(,3%"%@&&
&
&
Fig. 3. '8i& ?+70"<& G+0P$0?()<+& P$0& 7$G9A& FU;& M(0"(7"$)%& P0$?& (,,& <()I"I(7+&
M(0"(7"$)%&$M+0&ai%"?&I(7(&%+7&
&
&
Fig. 4.& '8i& ?+70"<& G+0P$0?()<+& P$0& 7$G9A& '!!& M(0"(7"$)%& P0$?& (,,& <()I"I(7+&
M(0"(7"$)%&$M+0&ai%"?&I(7(&%+7&
&
'$0+& %G+<"P"<(,,3.& :+& ")M+%7"1(7+I& 7=+& G+0P$0?()<+& $P& 7=+& 7:$& (,1$0"7=?%& 7=(7&
G+0P$0?+I&R+77+0&$M+0&7=+&0+(,&I(7(%+7&Wai0+(,X&(,%$&$M+0&7=+&%3)7=+7"<&ai%"?@&H)&7="%&
:(3&:+&70"+I&7$&+T(?")+&"P&%$?+&$P&7=+&(,1$0"7=?&M(0"(7"$)%&7=(7&G+0P$0?+I&")&(&1$$I&
:(3& $M+0& <*00+)7& I(7(.& :$*,I& (,%$& G+0P$0?& ")& (& %"?",(0& :(3& $M+0& (& P*7*0+& %7(7+& $P&
a01()"<@iI*)+7@&8%& ",,*%70(7+I& ")&;(R,+&B.& 7=+%+&(,1$0"7=?&M(0"(7"$)%&%++?+I&7$&(,%$&
G+0P$0?&")&(&%(7"%P(<7$03&:(3&$M+0&7=+&ai%"?&I(7(@&6$?+&$P&7=+?&%++?&7$&R+&<$??$)&
(<0$%%&(,,&I(7(&%+7%.&:"7=&?$%7&G0$?")+)7&R+")1&7=+&PG Cosine Deviation-from-Mean 
M(0"(7"$)@&&
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Table 3.&J+0P$0?()<+&$P& 7$G95&FU;&()I& 7$G95&'!!&M(0"(7"$)%&$P&ai0+(,& I(7(& %+7&
$M+0&7=+&ai%"?&$)+&
Algorithm Similarity Normalization method AVG Coverage AVG MAE 
MNN variations 
PG F$%")+& K+M"(7"$)9P0$?9'+()& N-@BBk& L@llAA&
PG i*<,"I"()& 6"?G,+&'+()& N-@BBk& L@lN5N&
CWT variations 
PG F$%")+& K+M"(7"$)9P0$?9'+()& A>@`-k& L@l`Ll&
PG F$%")+& 6"?G,+&'+()& A>@`-k& L@lN>B&
&
;=+& +TG+0"?+)7(,& ()(,3%"%& $M+0(,,& ")I"<(7+%& 7=(7& 7=+& J/& (,1$0"7=?& <*00+)7,3&
"?G,+?+)7+I& ")& 7=+& a01()"<@iI*)+7& G$07(,& "%& %7",,& (& 1$$I& <=$"<+@& n+7.& "7%& +T(<7&
G(0(?+7+0"4(7"$)& ()I& P")+97*)")1& %$& 7=(7& 7=+& 0"1=7& M(,*+%& (0+& <=$%+)& 7=(7& :",,& 1"M+&
R+77+0& 0+%*,7%.& "%& ()& +T+0<"%+& 7=(7& )++I%& 7$& R+& 7(#")1& G,(<+& S*"7+& $P7+)& ")& %*<=& (&
<=()1")1&+)M"0$)?+)7@&8%&7=+&<$??*)"73&$P&*%+0%&10$:%.&7=+&G0$G+07"+%&$P&7=+&e%+0%&
T& H7+?%&?(70"T& W7=(7& "%.& $P& 7=+& I(7(%+7X&:",,& R+& I3)(?"<(,,3& <=()1")1@& Y$0& ")%7()<+.&
I*0")1&7=+&G(%7&3+(0&$),3.&?$0+&7=()&-.LLL&)+:&*%+0%&=(M+&0+1"%7+0+I&")&7=+&G$07(,@&H)&
(II"7"$).&7=+&<$)7+)7&<$,,+<7"$)%&7$&:="<=&7=+&G$07(,&1"M+%&(<<+%%&7$.&"%&0+(I3&7$&+TG()I&
P0$?&(R$*7&--.LLL&"7+?%&7$&%$?+&BL.LLL@&&
;="%& <(,,%& P$0& <(0+P*,& <$)%"I+0(7"$)& ()I& G,())")1& P0$?& 7=+& G+0%G+<7"M+& $P& 7=+&
I+%"1)+0& ()I& $G+0(7$0& $P& 7=+& 0+<$??+)I(7"$)& %+0M"<+@&a)+& $G7"$)&:$*,I& R+& 7$& 0*)&
P0+S*+)7&$PP,")+&+TG+0"?+)7%&:"7=&?$%7&0+<+)7&*GI(7+%&$P&7=+&I(7(&%+7.&")&$0I+0&7$&P")I&
:="<=& (,1$0"7=?& M(0"(7"$)%& "%& ?$0+& (GG0$G0"(7+& +M+03& 7"?+& P$0& 7=+& (GG,"<(7"$)@&
8)$7=+0& (GG0$(<=& :$*,I& R+& 7=+& ")M+%7"1(7"$)& $P& (I(G7"M+& (,1$0"7=?%& 7=(7& :",,&
(*7$?(7"<(,,3& ?+(%*0+& 7=+"0& G+0P$0?()<+& W+@1@& 7=+& (<<*0(<3& ()I& <$M+0(1+& $P& 7=+"0&
G0+I"<7"$)%X&$M+0&(&I(7(%+7&:"7=&%G+<"P"<&G0$G+07"+%.&()I&7=+)&(I(G7&7=+"0&G(0(?+7+0%&")&
$0I+0& 7$& (<="+M+& R+77+0& 0+%*,7%@& 6*<=& ()& (GG0$(<=& <()& R+& (& 0(7=+0& <$?G*7(7"$)(,,39
I+?()I")1&7(%#&7=(7&<(,,%&P$0&(&0+9+)1")++0")1&$P&7=+&+T"%7")1&0+<$??+)I(7"$)&%+0M"<+&
$P& 7=+& G$07(,& ()I& ?(3R+& ()& ")M+%7"1(7"$)& $P& )+:& ?*,7"9<0"7+0"(& 0+<$??+)I(7"$)&
(,1$0"7=?%@&&
5. Conclusions 
H)& 7="%&G(G+0&:+& ")M+%7"1(7+I&=$:& 7=+& 0+<$??+)I(7"$)&(,1$0"7=?&*%+I& ")&(& 0+(,& ,"P+&
"?G,+?+)7(7"$)& $P& (& ?*,7"9<0"7+0"(& 0+<$??+)I+0& %3%7+?& G+0P$0?%& *)I+0& M(0"$*%&
+TG+0"?+)7(,& <$)I"7"$)%.& R3& *%")1& (%& ")G*7& I"PP+0+)7& I(7(%+7%& :"7=& ?*,7"9<0"7+0"(&
0(7")1%@&;=+&<(%+&%7*I3&=(%&R++)&(&G$07(,& P$0&$01()"<&()I&%*%7(")(R,+&+I*<(7"$).&()I&
7=+&+TG+0"?+)7(7"$)&7+%7+I&(&:"I+&)*?R+0&$P&M(0"(7"$)%&:"7=&$)+&0+(,&I(7(%+7&()I&$)+&
%3)7=+7"<&$)+@&;=+&0+%*,7%&")I"<(7+I&7=(7&%$?+&G(07"<*,(0&M(0"(7"$)%&%++?&7$&G+0P$0?&")&
(&%(7"%P(<7$03&:(3&$M+0&R$7=&I(7(%+7%@&;="%&:(%&()&")7+0+%7")1&$R%+0M(7"$).&<$)%"I+0")1&
7=(7& ")& 0+,(7+I&:$0#&:+&=(M+&:"7)+%%+I&%"1)"P"<()7&(,7+0(7"$)%& ")& 7=+&G+0P$0?()<+&$P&
7=+& %(?+& (,1$0"7=?%& $M+0& I"PP+0+)7& I(7(%+7%& W'()$*%+,"%& ^& F$%7$G$*,$*& 5LL>Z&
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'()$*%+,"%&+7&(,@.&5L-LX@&H7&1(M+&*%+P*,&")G*7&0+1(0I")1&7=+&"?G0$M+?+)7%&7=(7&)++I&7$&
R+&?(I+&")&7=+&(,1$0"7=?&<*00+)7,3&"?G,+?+)7+I&")&a01()"<@iI*)+7@&&
a*0& P*7*0+& :$0#& ")<,*I+%& (& ?$0+& +T7+)%"M+& +TG+0"?+)7& :=+0+& 7=+& <$00+,(7"$)&
R+7:++)&7=+&M(0"$*%&(,1$0"7=?"<&G(0(?+7+0%&()I&$G7"$)%&()I&7=+&G0$G+07"+%&$P&7=+&I(7(&
%+7%&:",,&R+&+TG,$0+I@&;=+&<*00+)7,3&(M(",(R,+&0+(,&I(7(&%+7%&:",,&R+&*%+I&(%&1+)+0(7$0%&
$P&(& ,(01+&)*?R+0&$P&%3)7=+7"<&I(7(&%+7%&:"7=&M(03")1&G0$G+07"+%@&;=+)& 7=+&CollaFiS 
%"?*,(7$0&:",,&R+&*%+I&7$&+T+<*7+&(&,(01+&)*?R+0&$P&M(0"(7"$)%&()I&?+(%*0+&=$:&7=+3&
G+0P$0?&$M+0& 7=+&M(0"$*%&I(7(&%+7%@&8II"7"$)(,&?+70"<%&:",,&(,%$&R+&+)1(1+I.&%*<=&(%&
73G"<(,&$)+%&P$*)I&")&")P$0?(7"$)&0+70"+M(,&W+@1@&J0+<"%"$).&O+<(,,.&Y9?+(%*0+X@&
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Abstract. Online communities and networked learning provide teachers with 
social learning opportunities to interact and collaborate with others in order to 
develop their personal and professional skills. In this paper, Learning Networks 
are presented as an open infrastructure to provide teachers with such learning 
opportunities. However, with the large number of learning resources produced 
everyday, teachers need to find out what are the most suitable resources for 
them. In this paper, recommender systems are introduced as a potential solution 
to address this issue. Unfortunately, most of the educational recommender sys-
tems cannot make accurate recommendations due to the sparsity of the educa-
tional datasets. To overcome this problem, we propose a research approach that 
describes how one may take advantage of the social data which are obtained 
from monitoring the activities of teachers while they are using our social rec-
ommender. 
Keywords. Learning Network, recommender system, teacher, social data, so-
cial networks, sparsity, trust 
1 Introduction 
The Internet provides teachers with a social space to interact and access resources in 
the form of either knowledge content or knowledgeable people outside their school 
[28], [13]. Online learning communities and networked learning are increasingly ac-
cepted by teachers as opportunities to continuously develop their personal and profes-
sional skills [11], [7].  Learning Networks (LN) are online social networks that follow 
the main goal of professional online communities for lifelong learners such as teach-
ers, who need continuous support and guidance to develop themselves both personally 
and professionally [29]. Learning Networks can provide teachers with an open infra-
structure not only to share, annotate, rate and tag content, but also to exchange 
knowledge and experience with the other members of the LN. Learning from others in 
a social context is a promising form of learning, which motivates learners to continu-
ously learn and exchange knowledge. Research has shown the positive effects of so-
cial learning [31], [8], [4]. In this paper, we discuss how one may take advantage of 
LNs as an infrastructure to support teachers as lifelong learners.  
With the increasing amount of user-generated content produced everyday in the 
form of learning resources, videos, discussion forums, blogs, etc., it becomes ever 
more difficult for teachers to find the most suitable content for their needs. Moreover, 
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to support social learning, teachers need to be supported to find the most suitable 
people who can help them to learn more effectively by sharing knowledge and experi-
ences [31]. Generally speaking, recommender systems have emerged as a practical 
approach to provide a user with the most suitable objects based on their past behav-
iour. Recommender systems have become popular because of their successful applica-
tions in the e-commerce world such as in Amazon1 and eBay2. Fortunately, they can 
be adjusted to be used also in the educational domain [10], [21]. 
In general, recommender systems suggest items to a target user. They do so based 
on the similarity between an item’s content description and the user’s preferences 
model (content-based); or they measure similarity between user profiles to predict an 
item’s rating for a target user based on the rating history of the users who are similar 
to the target user (collaborative filtering). In this research, we take advantage of col-
laborative filtering methods as we mainly focus on the interactions and collaborations 
between teachers within a social environment. However, it is too difficult to compute 
similarity of user profiles when there is no common set of ratings between the users or 
when there are too little rating data available; this is known as the sparsity problem. 
Educational datasets suffer from this problem more often than commercial datasets 
[32]. Therefore, we need to find ways to overcome the sparsity problem in education-
al datasets if it is our aim to enhance the performance of recommender systems in 
learning. Social trust has been introduced to many recommender systems as a re-
sponse to the sparsity problem [14], [36], [16], [19], [17]. Ziegler and Golbeck [36] 
show a strong connection between trust and similarity between users. In general, users 
prefer to receive recommendations from the people they trust. Golbeck [14] shows 
that trust captures not only simple overall similarity between users but also other fea-
tures of the profile similarity  
In teachers’ communities, teachers can perhaps be supported to find trustworthy re-
sources as proxies for reliable sources of information. Such trustworthy resources 
enable teachers to feel more comfortable to share and interact within a closed and 
trustful community. To achieve this, we follow a trust-based recommender system 
proposed by [12] to create trust relationships between users based on the rating infor-
mation of user profile and item profile. Fazeli et al. [12] proposed a concept called T-
index to measure trustworthiness of users in order to improve the process of finding 
the nearest neighbours. The T-index is inspired on the H-index, which is used to eval-
uate the publications of an author. The higher the T-index value of a user, the more 
trustworthy the user becomes. Fazeli et al. showed how the T-index improves struc-
ture of a generated trust network of users by creating connections to more trustworthy 
users [12]. They computed the trust values between users based on the ratings users 
gave to the items in their system. Although ratings’ information is one of the exam-
ples of users' activities within a social environment, other social activities of users 
also can be worthwhile and should not be ignored up front. In general, the social ac-
tivities of users describe each action of users within a social environment, for instance 
browsing a Web page, bookmarking, tagging, making a comment, giving rating, etc. 
                                                            
1  http://www.amazon.com 
2  http://www.ebay.com 
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We refer to the data that comes from the social activities of users, as “social data”. In 
this research, we aim to enhance the existing trust-based recommender of Fazeli et al. 
[12] by social data which are obtained from monitoring the activities of teachers while 
they are using our social recommender.  
Therefore, the first research question is: 
 
RQ1: How can the sparsity problem within educational datasets be solved by using 
inter-user trust relationships which originally come from the social data of users? 
 
Moreover, we aim to investigate the evolution of LNs while we collect social data 
from users. Therefore, we need to study the structure of LNs for teachers to show how 
using social data can help to cluster teachers more precisely and as a result to find the 
most suitable content or people for their needs. So, the second research question is: 
 
RQ2: How can teachers’ networks be made to evolve by the use of social data? 
 
In the following section, we present the research methodology used to address the-
se two questions. 
2 Proposed research 
Our main objective is to support teachers to find the most suitable content or people 
and do so more effectively. The idea is that through finding suitable peers and content 
they will be better able  to develop their personal and professional skills. 
In order to achieve this goal, we follow the methodology described by [22] for 
recommender systems in TEL. We extend the methodology by first conducting an 
interview study with teachers. The research work, therefore, consists of four steps: 1. 
Requirement analysis (literature review and interview study), 2. Dataset-driven study , 
3. User evaluation study, 4. Pilot study. We will describe each step in terms of its 
main goal, used methods, and the expected outcomes, in the following subsections. 
2.1 Requirement analysis (literature review and interview study) 
• Goal. Besides a literature study on the issues and challenges teacher often face, we 
organized interview group sessions with teachers and collected information from 
them in order to investigate their main needs and requirements. 
• Method. The interview group session was conducted using the nominal group 
technique (NGT) [9]; the session took almost 2 hours and 45 minutes. The partici-
pants were 18 teachers (novices, experts, mentors and supervising teachers) from 
different schools in the Limburg area, the Netherlands, invited by Fontys 
Hogeschool.  
• Description. During the session, the participants were asked to write down their 
ideas about the following question: “What kind of support do you need to provide 
innovative teaching at your school?" Then, we asked them to discuss the ideas gen-
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erated and finally, to rank the ideas based on a five-point Likert scale (1 for the 
least interesting idea and 5 for the most interesting one). The teachers generated 
121 ideas in total. The clustering was done during the session by the researchers 
(the alternative, to have the teachers do it, was rejected because of time limita-
tions). After the session, we invited the teachers to cluster the ideas in a Web-based 
application called Websort3. The data are still being analysed. 
• Expected outcomes. An inventory of teachers’ needs and requirements will be the 
outcome of this step. This inventory list will be used to as an input to design a rec-
ommender system which suits teachers’ needs the best.  
2.2 Dataset-driven study 
• Goal. The main goal is to validate the framework we propose which presents the 
important characteristics of a recommender system to be designed for teachers. We 
will elaborate the framework in details in Section 3. 
• Method. An offline empirical study of different algorithms on a selected set of 
representative datasets is to be conducted. The offline experiments (data study) on 
educational datasets will be in terms of the popular metrics often used to evaluate 
the performance of recommender systems. 
• Variables to be measured. Prediction accuracy and coverage of the generated 
recommendations are the variables to be measured in this step.  
• Description. Based on the literature review and the interview study, we present a 
framework to identify the suitable recommender systems’ strategies to be applied 
for our target users which helped us to make an effective selection of the available 
educational datasets. The selected educational datasets for teachers to be studied 
are TravelWell [33], MACE4, Organic.Edunet5, TELeurope6, OpenScout7, digis-
chool8 and eTwinning9. 
• Expected outcomes. Initial results will indicate which of the recommender system 
algorithms suits teachers best and if the trust-based recommender system can help 
to deal with the sparse data in the used datasets.  
2.3 User evaluation study 
• Goal.  The goal is to study usability of the prototype by evaluating users’ satisfac-
tion. 
• Method. The experiment will be done by a questionnaire through which end-users 
will be asked to provide feedback on the prototype. 
                                                            
3  http://uxpunk.com/websort/ 
4   http://portal.mace-project.eu 
5   http://portal.organic-edunet.eu 
6   http://www.teleurope.eu/ 
7   http://www.openscout.net 
8  http://www2.digischool.nl/leerling/vo 
9  http://www.etwinning.net/en/pub/index.htm 
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• Variables to be measured. User evaluation will be in terms of interestingness 
(how much the end-users find the recommended content or people interesting) and 
value-addedness (how recommended content or people can help users to gain new 
knowledge or improve their current knowledge) [32]. 
• Description. Based on the outcomes, the prototype will be customized and im-
proved so as to be able to deploy an improved release in a pilot study. 
• Expected outcomes. Initial feedback by end-users on usability of the prototype is 
the outcome we expect. 
2.4 Pilot study 
• Goal. We aim to deploy the final release to test it under realistic and normal opera-
tional conditions with the end-users. 
• Method. We compare the performance of a proposed recommender system based 
on our presented framework with classical collaborative filtering algorithms. Fur-
thermore, we aim to study the structure of the teachers’ networks to investigate 
how networks of teachers will evolve by use of social data. To evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed recommender system, we will compare the results in 
terms of total number of learning objects which have been visited, bookmarked, 
rated, etc. for two groups of users:  
! Those who are aided by recommender systems to access learning objects  
! Those who access learning objects directly from the repository, without the help 
of a recommender system. 
• Variables to be measured. We will measure prediction accuracy and coverage of 
the generated recommendations, effectiveness in terms of total number of visited, 
bookmarked, or rated learning objects, as well as Indegree distribution used to 
study how the structure of the networks changes. For a node on a network, 
Indegree describes the number of coming edges (or relationships) to the node.  
• Expected outcomes. We expect to obtain empirical data on prediction accuracy 
and coverage, to validate whether our proposed recommender system outperforms 
the classical CF algorithms. Another outcome will be the visualization of teachers’ 
networks, to show how the network’s structure evolves when relying on social da-
ta. 
Having given an overview of the research method, we will now present the state-of-
the-art in recommender systems to allow us to explore the characteristics which 
should be taken into account to design a suitable recommender system for teachers. 
3 State-of-the-art   
Several reviews exist which detail how to study and classify recommender systems in 
terms of recommendation techniques, tasks, delivery mode, etc [22]. However, each 
of these reviews focuses only on some of the dimensions to classify recommender 
systems and none of them present an integrated framework for the classification of 
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recommender systems.  Manouselis and Costopoulou [22] propose a framework to 
categorize the dimensions of recommender systems, which were identified in the 
previous studies. We will use this framework to investigate the characteristics that 
should be considered to design a recommender system for teachers. As shown in Fig-
ure 1, the proposed framework consists of five main categories of characteristics: 
Supported tasks, User model, Domain model, Personalization, and Operation. In the 
rest of this section, we will introduce each of the characteristics briefly and we will 
conclude how the resulting framework could be applied to a recommender system for 
teachers. 
 
Fig. 1.    A proposed social recommender system for teachers 
3.1 Supported Tasks 
As mentioned before, teachers need to keep informed about the resources which can 
inspire them to deal with the issues they face in their job. So, we aim to support 
teachers to Find Novel Resources which are suitable for them based on their profile 
history. Most of the recommender systems in the educational domain have been de-
signed to support this task [25], [18], [24], [31], [10]. For more examples, refer to the 
book by Manouselis et al. [22]. Moreover, teachers need to be supported to Find 
Peers who can be trusted to share their concerns with them and to receive help from 
them, so-called trustworthy peers. According to an extensive overview of the recom-
mender systems in the Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) field provided by 
Manouselis et al. [22], only few of the recommender systems aim to support this task 
[25], [1].  
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3.2 User model 
We represent user profiles for teachers by history-based models and user-item matrix 
which mainly focus on the past activities of the users such as ratings information [25], 
[18], [10], [22]. Furthermore, we aim to create user profiles based on ontology to 
provide more interoperability and openness among different platforms. Therefore, we 
are going to use ontology to model the relationships between teachers in social net-
works [12], [14]. The user profiles for teachers are generated based on the information 
provided by the users when they themselves fill in a registration form with their per-
sonal information (name, surname, email, etc.) and professional information (teaching 
subject, interests, background knowledge, etc.). We refer to this part of the user pro-
file as static data as it can be edited manually by the users anytime they want to. The 
other part of the user profiles contains recommendation data. It will be updated by our 
system as soon as teachers start interacting with the system. Since our main objective 
is to support teachers with a recommender system in the educational domain, we have 
to take into account the teachers’ characteristics. So, to create a user model for teach-
ers, we need to consider both actions of teachers and context variables in the TEL 
field [34]. Verbert et al. [34] describe the main characteristics that are to be consid-
ered for users in an educational context, such as knowledge level, interests, goals and 
tasks, and background knowledge, in addition to the data regarding users' actions in 
terms of type and result of actions and the context in which an action has been taken.  
As indicated, we intend to take advantage of social data of users to deal with the 
sparsity problem. To do so, we keep track of users' actions within our system, so-
called social activities, when they rate, tag, and bookmark content. In this way, the 
recommendations will be generated and improved based on the recorded actions of 
teachers while they interact with our system. As mentioned before, social data origi-
nally comes from these recorded actions of users (teachers). To capture their social 
data, we need to follow a standard specification to store and maintain their actions. 
Several standard specifications to describe social data of users and guarantee their 
interoperability exist. They are: 
• FOAF. The FOAF (Friend-of-a-Friend) vocabulary [3] describes user’s infor-
mation and their social connections through concepts and properties in form of an 
ontology using Semantic Web technologies [14]. The FOAF Vocabulary describes 
personal information and social relationships. The FOAF Vocabulary shows basic 
information of users (FOAF Basics) such as name, surname and also personal in-
formation about the people that a user "knows" and its interest area (Personal Info). 
In this research, we could extend the FOAF ontology to describe user profiles and 
to model the social relationships between teachers by the concept of FOAF:agent. 
• CAM. Contextualized Attention Metadata (CAM) is a format to capture observa-
tions about users’ activities with any kind of tool [35]. A CAM schema aims to 
store whatever has attracted users’ attention while the users are working with the 
tool. It also stores users’ interaction with the tool such as rating, tagging, etc. A 
CAM schema records an event and its details when a user performs an action with-
in a tool. The metadata stored in the CAM format describe all type of users’ feed-
back and, therefore, can be used to make recommendations for the users. We could 
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make use of the CAM schema to capture the users’ activities within our system and 
as a result, to extract the social data of users in order to create user profiles. 
Annotation scheme. In the context of Organic.Edunet10, Manouselis and Vuorikari 
[20] developed a model to represent and store users’ feedback including rating, 
tagging, reviewing, etc. in a structured, interoperable and reusable format. This 
model is based on the CAM format. Manouselis and Vuorikari called it an annota-
tion scheme and proposed it as a structured and interoperable format to be used to 
transfer the social data of users between heterogeneous systems. We could take ad-
vantage of the annotation scheme to describe social data of users within our sys-
tem. 
3.3 Domain model 
Items to be presented to teachers need to be represented somehow and need to be 
generated before they can be presented. This task is out of scope for the present re-
search project. It will, parenthetically, be taken up by the Open Discovery Space pro-
ject11 which aims to represent learning objects in the form of an integrated object 
repository containing several collections of learning objects which are hosted by the 
ARIADNE12 infrastructure. 
3.4 Personalization 
Method. In general, and as we already pointed out in Section 1, there are two main 
types of algorithms used in recommender systems: content-based and collaborative 
filtering. Content-based algorithms compare the description of an item with represen-
tations of users’ interests. Amazon is a good example of such a recommender system, 
which provides a so-called ‘favorites’ feature to represent the preferred items by us-
ers. The ‘favorites’ are introduced as the content-based part of user profiles, which are 
either manually provided by a user or are calculated based on purchase history of the 
user [23]. As content-based algorithms make recommendations for a user only based 
on the user’s interests individually, the user is less likely to find novel items which 
might be interesting to the user [6]. Collaborative Filtering (CF) is another type of 
recommender systems which purely depends on opinions and ratings of users instead 
of actual content descriptions. CF algorithms search for like-minded users that are 
introduced as neighbourhoods and they predict an item’s rating for a target user based 
on collected ratings of the user’s neighbours [27]. They recommend a target user top-
N recommended neighbours and/or items. Traditional CF algorithms form the neigh-
bourhoods based on similarity between user profiles [25], [24], [10], [21], [33].  
 As mentioned before, traditional CF algorithms suffer from the sparsity problem if 
too little rating information is available to compute similarity between users. Social 
                                                            
10  http://portal.organic-edunet.eu/ 
11  Open Discovery Space is a 7th framework European project partly sponsored the presented 
research work in this document. 
12  http://www.ariadne-eu.org/repositories 
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trust has emerged as a solution to the sparsity problem in many recommender systems 
[14], [36], [16], [19], [17]. In the research area of recommender systems, trustworthy 
users have been introduced as like-minded users and thus, trust originates from simi-
larity between users. However, assuming that trust is transitive (if A trusts B and B 
trusts C, then A trusts C), we may find a relationship between two users who have no 
common set of items but do have friends in common. Suppose we have two users: 
Alice and Carol who have no rated set of items in common. Therefore, it is not possi-
ble to compute similarity between them. As a result, there will no direct relationship 
between Alice and Carol even though they are already indirectly connected through 
another user whose name is Bob. In this case, the inter-user trust phenomena helps us 
to infer a relationship between Alice and Carol through their common friend Bob 
because if Alice trusts Bob in his recommendations on papers and Bob also trusts 
Carol in the same way then, Alice can trust Carol in her recommendations on papers. 
This is how we define “trust” in this research work. Therefore, we form neighbour-
hoods based on the trust relationships between users and we introduce the top-N 
neighbours, commonly used in CF, as the most trustworthy users for a target user. To 
do so, we are going to adjust an existing trust-based recommender system proposed 
by Fazeli et al. [12] to make it suitable for an educational setting, particularly for 
teachers. Furthermore, we aim to take advantage of social data of users described in 
Section 3.2, to boost the performance of our proposed recommender system for teach-
ers. 
Type and Technique. CF methods are often categorized according to type or tech-
nique. Type refers to memory-based and model-based algorithms; and technique re-
fers to user-based, item-based, and attribute-based approaches [26], [28]. Model-
based algorithms use probabilistic approaches to develop model of a user based on the 
user’s history and profile. Examples of model-based algorithms are Bayesian net-
works, neural networks, and algebraic approaches such as eigenvectors [16]. Alt-
hough these algorithms are faster than memory-based algorithms, they require a full 
set of users’ preferences to develop user models; such a set is often not available. 
Moreover, model-based algorithms are often very costly for learning and updating 
phases. Instead, memory-based algorithms are quite straightforward to use. They find 
correlations between users based on statistical techniques for measuring similarity 
such as Pearson correlations or Cosine similarities [2]. In this research, we aim to use 
memory-based CF algorithms to recommend teachers the most suitable content or 
people, based on the user-based techniques which focus on the similarity between 
users in order to make recommendations [28].  
 
Output. Most of the recommender systems generate recommendations in the form of 
suggestions on content or people, or sometimes ratings [25], [10], [1]. Another com-
mon output of recommender systems is predictions of a rating value that a user would 
give to an item [28], [33]. 
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3.5 Operation 
In this research, we intend to follow a centralized architecture, in which a central 
recommender server provides access to a single learning object repository. The rec-
ommendations are to be made at the recommender server (location) and are to be sent 
to the teachers as part of natural interactions of the users within our system, for exam-
ple when the user browses a page or rates an item. In this way, teachers do not need to 
ask to receive recommendations explicitly (passive mode) [28]. 
4 Conclusion and further work 
In this paper, we described why teachers need to be supported to find the most suita-
ble content or people for their needs and we introduced recommender systems as a 
potential solution to address this issue. We also argued that we need to overcome the 
sparsity problem when we aim to enhance the performance of recommender systems 
in the educational domain and particularly for teachers. Therefore, we presented our 
research questions and research method that mainly focus on a solution to tackle the 
sparsity problem. As part of our proposed research based on the literature study, we 
proposed a framework that explores the main characteristics required to design a rec-
ommender system approach that suits teachers’ needs the best. To validate this 
framework, we already started to set up an offline empirical study to test different 
algorithms of recommender systems on the selected datasets. As for the requirement 
analysis, an interview study has been conducted for 18 teachers from the Netherlands 
who already have been invited to cluster their ideas by Websort, following up the 
group session we had with them (described in Section 2.1). Furthermore, we took 
advantage of the Open Discovery Space Summer School in Greece, in July 2012 to 
involve more teachers in the Websort study. As a result, we now have an extensive 
analysis of the requirements for teachers all over the Europe. We are currently inves-
tigating the data and will present outcomes of the study in a special issue of the 
RecSysTEL workshop that will be published by Springer. 
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Abstract. Collaborative filtering techniques are commonly used in social networking environ-
ments for proposing user connections or interesting shared resources. While metrics based on ac-
cess patterns and user behavior produce interesting results, they do not take into account qualitative 
information, i.e. the actual opinion of a user that used the resource and whether or not he would 
propose it for use to other users. This is of particular importance on educational repositories, where 
the users present significant deviations in goals, needs, interests and expertise level. In this paper, 
we propose the introduction of sentiment analysis techniques on user comments regarding an edu-
cational resource in order to extract the opinion of a user for the quality of the latter and take into 
account its quality as perceived by the community before proposing the resource to another user. 
Keywords: Recommender Systems, Educational Repositories, Sentiments Analysis, Qualitative 
Analysis 
1 Introduction 
Recommender Systems are of particular importance within social environments, where users share 
access to a common set of resources. The variability of crucial user characteristics, like their back-
ground, their special interests, their degree of expertise, pose interesting issues in terms of proposing a 
resource that is interesting, useful and comprehensible to a particular user. 
Collaborative filtering approaches based on explicitly given user ratings do not always reflect the 
differentiation between the various criteria that apply to a resource and the weight that the users give to 
each criterion. On the other hand, techniques that examine access patterns may suffer from the appear-
ance of stigmergy phenomena. The visibility of a resource, or even more elaborate features like the 
time spent in a resource, the amount of downloads etc. are not directly connected to its quality or suita-
bility. Hence, the examination of access and use patterns can lead to poor recommendation that will be 
further propagated due to the users continuing to follow previously defined paths within the repository 
of available content. 
In this context, we propose the exploitation of user generated comments on the resources of a reposi-
tory of educational content in order to deal with the lack of explicit ratings and discover qualitative 
information related to a specific resource and the impressions it left to the users that accessed it. To this 
end, we applied sentiment analysis to comments on educational content and examined the accuracy of 
the results and the degree to which they reflect user satisfaction. 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: we provide a brief review of the sentiment analysis in 
Section 2. We present the four algorithms that we aim to implement and examine for the Organ-
ic.Edunet recommendation system in Section 3. Section 4 describes the experimental setup and the 
results for the first of the proposed approaches. We conclude with our conclusions so far and report on 
the intended next steps. 
2 Related Work 
Recommender systems, particularly using collaborative filtering techniques, aim to predict the prefer-
ences of an individual (user/ customer) and provide suggestions of further resources or entities (other 
users of the same system, resources, products) that are likely to be of interest. The usage of recom-
mender systems is widely spread in e-commerce environments [1] but the general principle is applica-
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ble to multiple and diverse environments. In the case of TEL, multiple solutions have been proposed 
and examined [2, 3]. Due to the particularities of the domain, some of the most common algorithms for 
collaborative filtering have been shown to struggle in the setting of a learning object repository [4, 5]. 
As mentioned, the presented techniques are examined in order to be incorporated in a recommender 
system over a social platform that provides access to educational content. Linguistic techniques, such 
as sentiment analysis, can be of use for alleviating some of the drawbacks of traditional algorithms in 
terms of differentiating users belonging in different audiences (e.g teachers from students) and bypass-
ing the need for explicit ratings (via a star system). 
Sentiment analysis regards extracting opinion from texts and classifying it into positive, negative or 
neutral valence [6]. Work on the field focuses on two general directions; lexical approaches and solu-
tions using supervised machine learning techniques. 
Lexical approaches rely on the creation of appropriate dictionaries. The terms present in the diction-
ary are tagged with respect to their polarity. Given an input text, the presence of dictionary terms is 
H[DPLQHGDQG WKHRYHUDOO VHQWLPHQWRI WKH WH[W LVFRPSXWHGEDVHGRQ WKHH[LVWHQFHRI³SRVLWLYH´DQG
³QHJDWLYH´WHUPVZLWKLQLW Despite its simplicity, the lexical approach has produced results significant 
EHWWHUWKDQ³FRLQ-WRVV´ [7, 8, 9]. The way of constructing the lexica that are used for sentiment analysis 
is the subject of several works. In [10] and [11] the lexicons comprised solely adjective terms. 
7KHXVDJHRISLYRWZRUGVOLNH³JRRG´DQG³EDG´DQGWKHLUDVVRFLDWLRQZLWKWKHWDUJHWZRUGVLVDOVRD
frequently met approach. In [9] and [12], the minimum path between each target word and the pivot 
terms in the WordNet hierarchy was calculated in order to determine the polarity of the term and its 
inclusion in the dictionary. In [8], the authors executed search queries with the conjunction of the pivot 
words and the target word given as input. The query that returned the most hits determined the polarity 
of the given word. 
Machine learning techniques focus on the selection of feature vectors and the provision of tagged 
corpora to a classifier, which will be used for analysing untagged corpora. The most frequent routes for 
choosing the feature vectors are the inclusion of unigrams or n-grams, counting the number of positive/ 
negative words, the length of the document etc. The classifiers are usually implemented as a Naive 
Bayes classifiers or as Support Vector Machines [9, 13]. Their accuracy is dependent on the selection 
of the aforementioned feature vectors, ranging in the same space as the lexical approaches (63%-82%). 
3 Algorithms under Analysis 
For our experiments, we aim to examine the following sentiment analysis algorithms and evaluate their 
performance in order to deploy the most suitable for a repository of educational content. 
The fact that we are dealing with user generated content drives us to take into account its unstruc-
tured nature and the potential unbalanced distribution it may present. This gives rise to the fact that our 
training set may be unbalanced and therefore learning may not be able to cope with such diversity in 
the number of instances per class. Hence, these properties require simulating sentiment representations 
onto which the input text will be mapped, since sentiment prediction calls for predefined knowledge. 
Therefore, we focus on lexical approaches for capturing the polarity expressed in a comment. Specifi-
cally, we produced implementations of the following algorithms. 
3.1 Affective Terms Frequency 
Rather small documents or text chunks that carry a certain kind of sentiment polarity have been found 
to present that valence throughout the text, or in most parts of it. For example, in tweets we observe 
FDVHVOLNH³'RQ¶W\RXMXVWORYH WKLVFDPHUD",W¶VJUHDW´,QVXFKDSLHFHRIGLVFRXUVHWKHSUREDELOLW\RI
tracing negative terms is rather low.  
This observation gives rise to determining the affective term frequency that appears in cases as the 
above mentioned. In order to capture the overall sentiment expressed in such inputs, we proceed as 
follows: 
The algorithm receives as input the text to be processed and two lists of affective terms, one of posi-
tive and one of negative valence. 
For every word of the text to be processed, we examine whether it is mapped on either of the two 
lists [14]. If it matches an entry of in either of them, a corresponding value gets incremented by 1. After 
having traversed the whole text, we compare the two sums and the one with the highest value is con-
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sidered to be the dominant one and the respective valence is attributed to the input text [15]. If they are 
equal or no sentiment is detected, the text is considered to carry neutral sentiment. 
In specific, we calculate: 
ࢤ ൌ෍࢞࢏ െ෍࢟࢐
࢔ି૚
࢐ୀ૙
࢔ି૚
࢏ୀ૙
ሺͳሻ 
ZKHUHǻLVWKHDEVROXWHGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQWKHSRVLWLYHDQGQHJDWLYHVXPV[i is each instance in the 
vector representing the positive valence, yj is each instance in the vector representing the negative va-
lence and n is the number of words the input text may contain. 
If ǻ > 0, the sentiment is positive, if ǻ < 0, the sentiment is negative, else the sentiment is neutral. 
3.2 Weighted Affective and Domain Term Frequency 
Sentiment attribution varies according to the domain(s) the text to be examined belongs to. For exam-
SOHWKHWHUP³VPDOO´LVFRQVLGHUHGWREHQHJDWLYHGXHWRLWVFRQQRWDWLRQZLWKLQVXIILFLHQF\+RZHYHU
LQWKHGRPDLQRIFRPSXWHUKDUGZDUHDQGPRELOHGHYLFHVLWVYDOHQFHLVVKLIWHGDQGLW¶VPRVWO\DWtached 
with positive opinions. For instance, in a product review or in a forum, we mostly come across state-
PHQWVOLNH³7KHL3DGLVDPD]LQJ,W¶VVRVPDOODQGOLJKW,FDQWDNHLWZLWKPHHYHU\ZKHUH´,QRUGHU
to be able to identify such assertions, we may need to add to every affective term a frequency value that 
will determine how positive, negative or neutral it is [16]. 
As a deduction, the same principle applies for all the text terms (excluding stop words). The reason 
for such a precaution is that speFLILF WHUPV WKDW GRQ¶W DSSHDU WR LQIOXHQFH WH[W YDOHQFH LQ JHQHUDO
FKDQJHWKHLUVHQWLPHQWLQUHJDUGWRDVSHFLILFFRQWH[W)RULQVWDQFHWKHYHUE³ZDWFK´GRHVQ¶WVHHPWR
present any specific sentiment. However, in movie reviews, we come across comments like the follow-
LQJ³<RXVKRXOGGHILQLWHO\ZDWFKWKLVPRYLH´,QWKLVH[DPSOHa positive opinion can be detected nei-
ther in a word, nor in an idiom or irony or any other discourse schema. Yet, the sentence bears it. 
2QHPD\DUJXHWKDWWKLVGRHVQ¶WJXDUDQWHe any credibility, since another user comment of e.g. IMDB 
FRXOG EH ³<RX VKRXOG GHILQLWHO\ QRW ZDWFK WKLVPRYLH´1HYHUWKHOHVV WKH UHDVRQ WKH VHQWLPHQW Hx-
SUHVVHGLQWKHVHFRQGFRPPHQWLVRSSRVLWHWRWKHILUVWRQHLVWKHSUHVHQFHRIWKHYDOHQFHVKLIWHU³QRW´
and not of an affective term or discourse schema denoting negative valence. This would be the case if 
WKHWZRFRPPHQWVZRXOGEHWKHIROORZLQJUHVSHFWLYHO\³,HQMR\HGWKLVPRYLH´YHUVXV³,GLGQRWHQMR\
WKLVPRYLH´$VZHFDQWHOOLQHLWKHUFDVHWKe sentiment of the affective term is reversed, irrespectively 
RIWKHWHUPEHORQJLQJWRDOLVWRIDIIHFWLYHWHUPVLHWKHWHUP³HQMR\´RUQRWEHORQJLQJWRDOLVWRIDf-
IHFWLYHWHUPVLHWKHWHUP³ZDWFK´ 
The algorithm receives as input the text to be processed and three hash tables of affective terms and 
their frequency, one of positive, one of negative and one of neutral valence. 
The hash-table lists of affective terms are constructed as follows: A set of domain specific terms is 
built [17, 18]. Depending on the domain, the corpus may consist of product reviews, critiques on re-
sults of intellectual effort (music, movies) or more formal documents like questionnaires, review forms 
etc. Human annotators examine the polarity of this content and the corpus is partitioned in three sub-
corpora, one consisting of positive, one of negative and one of neutral terms. For every word in the 
sub-corpus of positive annotated texts, we attribute its frequency in this specific corpus. The same pro-
cedure takes place for the other two corpora. Sub-sampling may have taken place where necessary. 
As a result, if a term appears in all three sub-corpora, it receives three values, one attributed to each 
of them respectively. If it appears in two or in one it receives the score it has been assigned within this 
FRUSXV7KHUHDVRQZK\WKH VXPRISRVLWLYHQHJDWLYHDQGQHXWUDOGRHVQ¶WVXPXS WR LV WKDW LI IRU
H[DPSOHZRUG³QLFH´DSSHDUVRQO\LQSRVLWLYHWHUPVLWZRXOGEHDVVLJQHGZHLJKWYDOXH$WWKHVDPH
time, if, foU H[DPSOH ZRUG ³H[FHOOHQW´ DJDLQ DSSHDUV RQO\ LQ SRVLWLYH WHUPV LW ZRXOG EH DVVLJQHG
weight value 1. Subsequently, such an attribution would oppose the current approach, aiming at meas-
uring sentiment as per weighted frequencies. Such weighted frequencies get enhanced by predefined 
lists. 
For positive, negative and neutral valence, three hash tables are created, containing the positive, the 
negative and the neutral lists respectively. For every word of the text to be processed, we examine 
whether it is mapped on either of the three hash tables. If a key in the hash table comprising the posi-
tive terms maps on the word in question, its value is added in a vector keeping the positive term fre-
quencies. If the hash table comprising the negative terms also contains this word, its value is added in a 
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vector keeping the negative term frequencies and so on. After the whole document has been traversed, 
the values of each of the three vectors are summed up, the three sums are compared and the one with 
the highest value designates the sentiment of the respective post. 
In specific, we calculate: 
ࢤ ൌ෍࢞࢏
࢔ି૚
࢏ୀ૙
ή ࢝࢏ െ෍࢟࢐ ή ࢝࢐
࢔ି૚
࢐ୀ૙
ሺʹሻ 
ZKHUHǻLVWKHGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQWKHSRVLWLYHDQGQHJDWLYHVXPV[i is each instance in the vector 
representing the positive valence of weight wi, wi is the value of the positive weight of instance x, y is 
each instance in the vector representing the negative valence of weight wj and wj is the value of the 
negative weight of instance yi. 
If ǻ = 0, the sentiment is neutral. 
Else, if ǻ > 0, we calculate: 
ࢤ૚ ൌ ෍࢞࢏
࢔ି૚
࢏ୀ૙
ή ࢝࢏ െ෍ࢠ࢑
࢔ି૚
࢑ୀ૙
ή ࢝࢑ሺ͵ሻ 
ZKHUHǻ1 is the absolute difference between the positive and neutral sums, zk is each instance in the 
vector representing the neutral valence of weight wk and wk is the value of the neutral weight of in-
stance zk. If ǻ1 = 0, the sentiment is neutral, else it is positive. 
Else, we calculate: 
ࢤ૛ ൌ ෍ݕ࢐
࢔ି૚
୨ୀ૙
ή ࢝࢐ െ෍ࢠ࢑
࢔ି૚
࢑ୀ૙
ή ࢝࢑ሺͶሻ 
ZKHUHǻ2 is the absolute difference between the negative and neutral sums. If ǻ2 = 0, the sentiment is 
neutral, else it is negative. 
3.3 Distance between Affective and Sentiment Targeted Terms 
When we are called to tackle a more specific problem, e.g. a more targeted question in a more con-
crete domain, it is required that our processing is also more focused on the object, i.e. the entity or enti-
ties that represent it, and/or the domain towards which opinion is expressed. This way, we aim at cap-
turing the entity characteristics that affect sentiment rendering. For example, we may come across a 
FRPPHQWOLNH³,DPGLVFRQWHQWE\WKHERRN,KDGUHDGDQG,¶YHIRXQGLWUDWKHUXVHOHVVEXWWKLVYLGHRLV
really grHDW´7KHSUHYLRXVWZRDSSURDFKHVZRXOGFODVVLI\WKLVFRPPHQWDVEHLQJQHJDWLYHDVUHJDUGV
the video, while the writer expresses positive opinion about it. 
Moreover, comments, in specific, comprise in a lot of cases unstructured chunks and other abnor-
malitLHV VXFK DV HPRWLFRQV DUWLILFLDO ZRUGV HJ ³\HHHHHHV´ SXQFWXDWLRQ PLVWDNHV HJ ³:KDW LV
WKDW"""""´DQGPDQ\PRUHV\QWDFWLFDQGJUDPPDWLFDOGHYLDWLRQVIURPVWDQGDUGODQJXDJH 
In consideration of such differentiations, we count the distance between the affective terms and the 
terms that are involved in the representation of the entity towards which sentiment is expressed. If sen-
timent is expressed towards more than one entity or entity representations, then all distances are count-
ed recursively. 
The algorithm receives as input the text to be processed, two lists of affective terms, one of positive 
and one of negative valence and the entity/entities towards which sentiment is expressed. In the rest of 
the paper we will also refer to these latter terms aV³NH\ZRUGV´IRUVLPSOLFLW\UHDVRQV 
The position of the entity towards which sentiment is expressed is tracked in the text to be pro-
cessed. The words of the document to be examined are mapped onto the affective terms of the input 
lists. If the document contains an affective term, then its position in the text is tracked as well and we 
calculate the distance that separates them.  
To be more specific, we detect whether the affective term precedes or follows the entity in question. 
After having located these two points in the text, we calculate the distance between them, in the sub-
string that separates them [19]. This is based on word count versus character count, because in this 
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approach words are considered to be autonomous semantic meaningful units, unlike alphanumeric 
strings, regarded as self-contained units in graph-based approaches. 
The above mentioned procedure takes place for all affective terms. In particular, for every positive 
term that appears in the input text, its distance from the entity in question is counted. After all positive 
terms have been checked, the smallest distance is kept to be compared with the respective smallest 
distance between the negative terms and the entity in question. If the two values equal to zero, or are 
equal, neutral sentiment is attributed. Otherwise, the post receives the sentiment represented by the 
smaller of the two values. If we have more than one entity representation, the same procedure is ap-
plied and again the shortest distance is taken as representing the sentiment of the writer.  
In specific, we calculate: 
߂ ൌ ݔ െ ݕሺͷሻ 
ZKHUHǻLVWKHGLIIHUHQFHRIWKHHTXDWLRQGHQRWLQJZKLFKRIWKHWZRVFRUHVLVKLJKHU[LVWKHPLQi-
mum distance between the positive term and the key word and y is the minimum distance between the 
negative term and the keyword. If ǻ > 0, the sentiment is positive, else if ǻ < 0, the sentiment is nega-
tive, else, the sentiment is neutral. 
3.4 Dependencies between Affective and Sentiment Targeted Terms 
More formal documents tend to present a more consistent and accurate syntactic and grammatical 
structure, hence more concrete and concise textual forms. This characteristic restricts the number of 
alternatives we may have in expressing a certain meaning and therefore facilitates us to capture it. As a 
result, the better we are able to represent this structure, the closer we get in capturing the semantics it 
pertains [20]. 
In our approach, we are interested in detecting the syntactic dependencies between the keywords and 
the affective targeted term(s). In particular, when the sentiment analysis algorithm accepts a text as 
input, it accepts it attached to certain categories and/or the description of the educational material in 
question. As a consequence, our goal is to track the sentiment of the writer in relation to the material 
we are examining. For this reason, we process every sentence of the particular comment so as to identi-
fy whether a reference of the material is attached to an affective term. Syntactic Parsers provide the 
necessary tools to analyze the input text. An example is illustrated in Figure 1, where in the second line 
ZHFDQWHOOWKDWZKHQUHIHUULQJWRWKHUHODWLRQVKLSRIWZRZRUGVZHUHIHUWRZRUGV³WUXVWZRUWK\&Ki-
QD´DQGWKHNLQGRIUHODWLRQWKDWELQGV WKHPLV³QVXEM´QDPHO\³&KLQD´LVWKHVXEMHFWRIDYHUEDQG
³WUXVWZRUWK\´LVthe attribute of the same verb. 
 
Fig. 1. Exemplary output of the Stanford Parser 
The algorithm, thus, accepts as input the text to be processed, two list of affective terms (positive and 
negative), a list containing the keywords that GHILQHWKHWH[W¶VFRQWH[W, a list of reporting verbs defining 
assertions, a list of verbs differentiating indirect speech to counterfactuals and a list of stop words. 
The basic linguistic processing steps of sentence splitting and tokenization are performed, before ob-
taining the parse tree for each of the resulting sentences.  The tokens are lemmatized in order to be 
mapped to the words included in the aforementioned lists HJWKHWHUP³ORYHG´VKRXOGEHOHPPDWL]HG
WR³ORYH´VRDVWREHPDSSHGRQWKHFRUUHVSRQGLQJHQWU\RIWKHOLVWFRQWDLQLQJWKHSRVLWLYHWHUPV Next, 
we extract the dependencies between the input text lemmas and the words that are contained in our list. 
This procedure takes place in order to acquire those types of dependencies that will infer the sentiment 
polarity we will attribXWHDVZH¶YHVKRZQLQ)LJXUH 
After having tracked a keyword or keywords, we try to detect affective terms. If no such terms are 
tracked, then the sentence is considered as carrying neutral sentiment. This value is kept in a counter 
whose value is increased by 1 every time a sentence of neutral polarity is met. At the end of each post 
processing, all neutral values are being accumulated and point out a neutral sum, to be compared with 
the positive and negative ones. 
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On the other hand, if a sentiment-bearing word is tracked, we try to identify whether this sentiment 
word renders sentiment to the word/words describing the material in question. If the examined text 
reports the beliefs of another person, the sentence being examined is considered neutral. To identify 
such cases, we use the respective lists given as input to the algorithm. If the sentence contains a verb 
also found in the assertions or counterfactuals lists, the process is stopped, the sentence is appointed 
with a neutral value and the analysis continues for the next sentence. In the case of the existence of 
verbs denoting counterfactual, the list is employed taking into consideration that we contemplate at 
segregating secondary if-clauses that are dependent from a question verb, that is when the main clause 
they depend on regards indirect speech, versus if-FODXVHVWKDWGRQ¶t depend on question verbs, that is 
when the main clause they depend on regards counterfactuals [21]. 
Otherwise, we investigate the existence of valence shifters within the examined sentence. At this 
moment, we take into account negations and comparisons. In the first case, if a word that discloses 
negation is present (e.g. ³QR´ ³QRW´ HWF DQG LW LV V\QWDFWLFDOO\ DVVRFLDWHGZLWK WKH found affective 
term, the latter term is considered to carry the opposite polarity value. In the case of comparisons, the 
affective term pertains to both the compared entities. We distinguish two general cases: 
x One entity accepts the actual valence of the affective word and the other one the opposite. In specif-
ic, the valence to be accredited is decided in reference with the syntactic relationship between the 
keyword term under examination and the word that discloses comparLVRQHJ³WKDQ´ 
x Both entities accept the valence of the affective word. Specially, the valence to be accredited is de-
cided in reference with the syntactic relationship between the keyword term under examination and 
the word that discloses comSDULVRQHJ³DV´ 
We first eliminate stop words from the keyword list. Therefore, a new set of keywords is created. 
For every word of the text to be processed, we examine whether it is mapped on this new set and on the 
other four lists. For every sentence of the input text, if an entry of the lists in the reporting verbs is met 
DQG WKHGHSHQGHQF\ WKDW ELQGV LW WR WKH WH[W¶V RSLQLRn holder is of subject type, neutral sentiment is 
attributed. Else, for every word of the text to be processed, we examine whether it is mapped on either 
of the two lists containing the affective terms. If they match an entry in either of them, if no negation or 
comparison dependencies are met, a corresponding value gets incremented by 1, else, the reverse one. 
After having traversed the whole text, we compare the two sums and the one with the highest value 
is considered to be the dominant one and the respective valence is attributed to the input text. If they 
are equal or no sentiment is detected, the text is considered to carry neutral sentiment. 
4 Results 
A set of experiments have taken place so as to evaluate the performance of each algorithm. At this 
moment, we have completed and present here the results for the first of the presented algorithms. 
Given the fact that our task is a classification one, standard classification metrics from the literature 
have been used. In specific, we try to detect the precision, recall and accuracy values obtained from the 
above described input data sets. 
We wanted to detect opinion in three classes, i.e., positive, negative and neutral. So, precision will 
show us for each of the positive class how many of the positive instances found are indeed positive; 
recall will show how many of the positive instances have been found out of the total number of the 
positive instances that should have been found are indeed positive. The same measures will be given 
for the other two classes; finally, accuracy will show for each data set how many instances were cor-
rectly classified as far as all three classes are concerned. 
For an initial corpus of user generated reviews, we used content from the Merlot1 repository. Merlot 
is an online repository distributing free access to resources for learning and online teaching. It provides 
learning material of higher education aiming at promoting access to scientific data and as a result to 
their manipulation and exploitation by research communities. Reaching its instructional objectives 
necessitates ensuring that the quality of its content is of high standards. It, therefore, accredits reviews 
and peer reviews, attending on continuously enhancing their quantity and quality. Our system aims at 
enabling this procedure by proposing a way of evaluating automatically opinions expressed for the 
learning materials and thus contributing to enabling the community accessing valuable data and pro-
moting its scientific goals. 
                                                          
1 www.merlot.org/ 
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Within Merlot, we are interested in the user comments and the expert reviews associated with each 
educational resource. To be more specific, users and community experts have expressed their opinion 
in respect of its quality, its orientation and the degree to which it complies with helping the user exploit 
its potentials. :HUHIHUWRWKHIRUPHUFDWHJRU\DV³XVHUFRPPHQWV´DQGWRWKHODWWHUDV³H[SHUWUHYLHZV´ 
The expert reviews provide an evaluation for three distinct subcategories, namely (a) Content quality, 
(b) potential effectiveness as a teaching tool and (c) ease of use for both students and faculty. 
For each category of the corpus we have performed two experiments, as provided by the two sets of 
lists respectively. Our first category regards the processing of the 6792 user comments stored in the 
Merlot repository. These comments have been considered as attributing positive opinion with respect to 
a research material if they have been rated with 5 or 4 stars, neutral if they have been attributed 3 and 
otherwise negative.  
As peer reviewers state their opinions with respect to strengths and concerns in each of the afore-
mentioned subcategories, the neutral class is empty in this context. To be more specific, for each sub-
caWHJRU\ZHKDYHWHVWHGRXUV\VWHP¶VSHUIRUPDQFHDJDLQZLWKERWKVHWVRIOLVWVLQWKHWH[WVFDUUy-
ing sentiment. 
4.1 Construction of the Lists of affective Terms 
For the experiments conducted thus far, two sets of lists from the literature have been tested as input, 
both of which contain positive and negative terms. No list of neutral terms has been taken into consid-
HUDWLRQVLQFHOLWHUDWXUHGRHVQ¶WSURYLGHVXFKOLVWV 
The first set of lists is provided by [22] DQGZHZLOOUHIHUWRLWDVWKH³$1(:´VXEVHW7he second is 
derived from SentiWordNet [23]. 
Namely, SentiWordNet is a lexical resource for opinion mining. It assigns to each synset (synonym 
set) of WordNet three sentiment scores, each representing respectively: positivity, negativity, objectivi-
ty. In specific, according to WordNet, a synset or synonym set is defined as a set of one or more syno-
nyms that are interchangeable in some context without changing the truth value of the proposition in 
which they are embedded. 
The values of positivity, negativity and objectivity follow the rule: 
݌݋ݏ݅ݐ݅ݒ݅ݐݕ ൅ ݊݁݃ܽݐ݅ݒ݅ݐݕ ൅ ݋ܾ݆݁ܿݐ݅ݒ݅ݐݕ ൌ ͳሺ͸ሻ 
where,: 
x positivity describes how  positive the terms contained in the synset are,  
x negativity describes how negative the terms contained in the synset are and  
x objectivity describes how neutral the terms contained in the synset are.  
Our goal was to extract two lists of words, positives and negatives. Due to the fact that both positivi-
ty and negativity values are assigned to a word we needed to make sure the word was clearly biased. 
So, each of the three classes can take values from 0 to 1 and they are complementary, as deduced by 
the formula. 
The rule we've used for extracting the lists is: 
݌݋ݏ݅ݐ݅ݒ݅ݐݕ
݊݁݃ܽݐ݅ݒ݅ݐݕ ൒ ͲǤ͹ƬƬ݋ܾ݆݁ܿݐ݅ݒ݅ݐݕ ൒ ͲǤʹሺ͹ሻ 
This way we check that the word has a positivity or negativity value above 70% and from the rest of 
the percentage, at least 20% goes to objectivity leaving only 10% max for the opposite sentiment.  
By applying the check defined in (7) we make sure there is a clear bias towards the positivity or 
negativity and the rest is assigned to objectivity. 
Finally, we have created a subset of lists from the two above mentioned subsets, i.e. the ANEW and 
the SentiWordNet ones. To be more specific, two hash tables have been created one containing the 
positive ANEW terms and the other the positive SentiWordNet WHUPV,IDNH\RIWKHILUVWWDEOHZDVQ¶W
also a key entry in the second one, it was added in the new list. Having applied the same de-duplication 
procedure for the negative terms, we obtained two new lists, containing all terms of the first and the 
second list with unique entries. 
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4.2 Results for the Affective Term Frequency Algorithm 
The respective results of each subcategory are presented in the following tables.  
Tables 1 and 2 show the precision and recall achieved by the current system version for user com-
ments and experts reviews respectively. What is of interest is that the User Comments present very 
high accuracy in the positive class, unlike the negative one. The reason for such results is the unbal-
anced distribution of instances per class in the specific input set. Moreover, we can tell that, when prior 
sentiment knowledge is received as input via the ANEW lists, precision and mostly recall is higher than 
when SentiWordNet or Mixed lists are adopted. 
 
Table 1. Precision and Recall for User Comments 
List Positive Negative Neutral Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall 
ANEW 0.999 0.823 0.0 0.0 0.031 1.0 
SentiWN 0.995 0.390 0.0 0.0 0.031 1.0 
Both 0.996 0.740 0.0 0.0 0.010 0.242 
 
 
Table 2. Precision and Recall for Expert Reviews 
Subcate-
gory List 
Positive Negative 
Precision Recall Precision Recall 
Content 
Quality 
ANEW 0.737 0.940 0.930 0.353 
SentiWN 0.660 0.310 0.392 0.170 
Both 0.793 0.852 0.650 0.314 
Effectiveness 
ANEW 0.710 0.900 0.860 0.400 
SentiWN 0.704 0.458 0.707 0.220 
Both 0.721 0.853 0.643 0.371 
Ease of Use 
ANEW 0.860 0.844 0.864 0.270 
SentiWN 0.565 0.240 0.350 0.200 
Both 0.740 0.700 0.591 0.260 
 
Table 3 shows the overall accuracy of the module as presented in every subcategory. Here, again, 
we can QRWLFHWKHKLJKHUYDOXHVREWDLQE\$1(:OLVWVIROORZHGE\WKH0L[HGRQHV)XUWKHUPRUHLW¶V
worth mentioning that precision and recall figures of the positive and negative classes are fairly higher 
than the accuracy of the overall system. The reason for such a difference lies in the fact that our input 
GLGQ¶WLnclude neutral class instances. 
 
Table 3. Accuracy achieved 
Input Type Lists Accuracy 
User Comments 
ANEW 0.823 
SentiWN 0.390 
Both 0.734 
Expert Reviews 
Content 
Quality 
ANEW 0.550 
SentiWN 0.300 
Both 0.580 
Effectiveness 
ANEW 0.534 
SentiWN 0.390 
Both 0.552 
Ease 
ANEW 0.530 
SentiWN 0.262 
Both 0.471 
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5 Conclusions & Future Work 
The preliminary results of the sentiment analysis on user comments in the context of a repository of 
educational resources indicated that there can be valuable qualitative information that can be added to a 
UHFRPPHQGDWLRQVHUYLFHDQGEHXVHGWRDGMXVWWKHSHUFHLYHG³UDWLQJ´RIDJLYHQUHVRXUFHE\DVSHFLILF
user. The accuracy of the first of the examined algorithms, while satisfactory, leaves room for im-
provement. We expect that more elaborate techniques that introduce association of entities and contex-
tual information will produce better results. However, it is important to note that sentiment analysis 
does not suffer much from domain differentiation or variability on user roles (that is, the results for 
expert reviews and general user comments presented similar success). An interesting remark regarding 
the linguistic characteristics of the examined content is that the criticism is usually employed using 
mild terminology, which is in contrast of user-generated reviews for products/ movies etc. This indicat-
ed the necessity of repeating the experiments with different thresholds for the restriction employed in 
(7), as a review considered neutral or even positive by the system is actually negative but the phrasing 
of the reviewer is not strong enough to provide strong indications of his/ her polarity. 
 
Our immediate next step is to measure the performance of the remaining sentiment analysis algorithms 
and draw conclusions for their suitability in the context of large-scale educational repositories. Follow-
ing the finalization of the sentiment analysis methodology, we intend to incorporate the results in the 
recommendation system for the Organic.Edunet platform LQRUGHUWRSURGXFHD³VXLWDELOLW\VFRUH´IRUD
user-resource pair or a community-resource pair. Our aim is to define this score in a way that reflects 
both quantitative (visits, access time, downloads) and qualitative (opinions) characteristics. The foun-
dation of our envisioned approach is the building of a connectivity graph between the sysWHP¶VXVHUV
and communities with respect to their profile similarity and their interests as perceived by their activity. 
The sentiment analysis module will be used for extracting their opinion on the overall quality of the 
resources they have reviewed or commented on, as well as more specific characteristics (ease of under-
standing, innovation) where such features can be recognized by the linguistic analysis of the reviews/ 
comments. The sentiment score will be incorporated in the calculation of the trust and reputation scores 
of the users and resources will be proposed to other members of the community based on these scores. 
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Abstract. Addressing affective issues in the recommendation process has 
shown their ability to increase the performance of recommender systems in 
non-educational scenarios. In turn, affective states have been considered for 
many years in developing intelligent tutoring systems. Currently, there are some 
works that combine both research lines. In this paper we discuss the benefits of 
considering affective issues in educational recommender systems and describe 
the extension of the Semantic Educational Recommender Systems (SERS) 
approach, which is characterized by its interoperability with e-learning services, 
to deal with learners’ affective traits in educational scenarios.  
Keywords: Educational Recommender Systems, Affective computing, 
Emotions, Technology enhanced learning, E-learning services. 
1   Introduction 
Affective issues have been considered to personalize the system response taking into 
account the corresponding affective states modelled. Two competing approaches exist 
to study the affect: 1) the categorical representation of discrete states in terms of a 
universal emotions model assuming that affective experiences can be consistently 
described by unique terms between and within individuals, and 2) the dimensional 
representation of affective experiences which assumes that the affect can be broken 
down into a set of dimensions. As to the former, several authors have proposed their 
own set of universal emotions, being probably Ekman’s work the most popular [7]. 
Regarding the latter, the dimensional model was introduced by Mehrabian [14] as the 
pleasure-arousal-dominance space, which describes each emotive state as a point in a 
three-dimensional space. The pleasure dimension has been referred to as valence by 
many authors and the dominance dimension is often not considered. In any case, 
valence accounts for the pleasantness of the emotion, arousal for the strength of the 
emotion and dominance describes whether the user is in control of her emotions or 
not.  
From the educational point of view, there is agreement in the literature that affect 
influences learning (e.g. refer to the references compiled in [17, 2, 25]). Many 
research works on user's affective state in education have been carried out in the field 
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of intelligent tutoring systems [5, 23, 19]. Moreover, from the recommender systems 
field, several experiments have shown some improvements when considering 
affective issues in the recommendation process [11, 1, 25, 18, 26].  
In this paper we discuss, from the modelling viewpoint, how to deal with affective 
issues in the recommendation process in educational scenarios from a generic and 
interoperable perspective by extending the approach of Semantic Educational 
Recommender Systems (SERS) to deal with the emotional state of the learner.  
The paper is structured as follows. First, we present related research, commenting 
on how affective issues are managed, introducing how emotions are considered in 
recommender systems and finally, reporting examples of recommender systems that 
deal with affective issue in educational scenarios. Then, we introduce the SERS 
approach and its modelling issues, highlighting its interoperability features with 
existing e-learning services. After that, we describe how the SERS modelling 
approach can be extended to deal with affective issues. Finally, we comment on the 
ongoing works. 
2   Related research 
Affective modelling [4] is a sub-area of affective computing [16] that involves i) 
detection of users’ emotion and ii) adaptation of the system response to the users’ 
emotional state. Aesthetic emotional responses (i.e. those produced by investigating 
the intrinsic emotions contained in the observed elements) can be either collected 1) 
directly through questionnaires such as the Self Assessment Manikin - SAM [3] 
which follows the dimensional model of emotions, or 2) inferred through data 
gathered from the analysis of i) physiological sensors to detect internal changes [15], 
ii) eye positions and eye movement measures with an eye tracker [6]; and iii) 
observation of user physical actions in an unobtrusively manner, such as from a) 
keyboard and mouse interactions [8]; b) facial and vocal spontaneous expressions 
[28] or c) gestures [12]. Combinations of multiple sources of data and contextual 
information have improved the performance of affect recognition [28].  
The idea behind considering affective issues in educational recommender systems 
is that emotional feedback can be used to improve learning experiences [25]. Two 
strategies can be carried out related to emotions feedback [2]: 1) emotional induction, 
when promoting positive emotions while engaged in a learning activity, and 2) 
emotional suppression, when the focus on an existing emotion disrupts the learning 
process. Anyway, it is difficult to determine how best to respond to an individual’s 
affective state [19], so there are open issues to be investigated, such as “at which 
emotion state will the learners need help from tutors and systems” [25]. To answer 
this question, observational techniques on tutoring actions can be carried out to 
facilitate the externalization of the tutors’ decision-making processes during the 
tutoring support [17].  
Moreover, students’ personality characteristics can also impact on how students 
respond to attempts to provide affective scaffolding [19] and accounts for the 
individual differences of emotions in motivation and decision making [27]. 
Personality is commonly measured with the Five Factor Model - FFM [9]. 
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In this context, to date there have been a few recommender systems in educational 
scenarios that have considered affective issues. For instance to better recommend 
courses according to the inferred emotional information about the user [10] or to 
customize delivered learning materials depending on the learner emotional state and 
other issues from the learning context [25]. These systems are typical applications of 
recommender systems in the educational domain, which mainly focus on 
recommending courses or learning objects [13, 22].  
Last but not least, note that as for interoperability issues are concerned, although 
most recommenders are stand-alone applications, efforts are recently being made to 
integrate affective recommendation support with existing e-learning services, like the 
SAERS approach (introduced in the next section) or the Learning Resources Affective 
Recommender (LRAR) widget1. This widget aims to provide the list of most suitable 
resources given the affective state of the learner, provided that the learner fills in i) 
her current affective state (flow, frustrated, etc.) and ii) her learning objectives.  
In summary, works in several related fields suggest that educational recommender 
systems can benefit from managing learners’ affective states in the recommendation 
process. A key research question is how educational recommender systems can model 
the affective issues involved during the learning process to be able to properly detect 
them and provide appropriate recommendations to learners. For this, the involvement 
of educators has been suggested. Moreover, to take advantage of existing 
technological infrastructures in current educational scenarios, interoperability with 
external components should be achieved.  
3   Semantic Affective Educational Recommender Systems 
In this section we present the modelling issues involved in developing Semantic 
Affective Educational Recommender Systems (SAERS), which consider affective 
issues in the so called SERS (i.e. Semantic Educational Recommender Systems) 
approach [20]. As in the SERS approach, this extension takes advantage of existing 
standards and specifications to facilitate interoperability with external components. 
3.1 The SERS approach 
The SERS approach [20] enriches the recommendation opportunities of educational 
recommender systems, going beyond aforementioned typical course or contents 
recommendations. It has been proposed to extend existing e-learning services with 
adaptive navigation support, where both passive (e.g. reading) and active (e.g. 
contributing) actions on any e-learning system object (e.g. content, forum message, 
calendar event, blog post, etc.) can be recommended to improve the learning 
performance in terms of learning efficiency (use less amount of learning resources to 
achieve the learning goals), learning effectiveness (more learning activities done and 
more learners achieving the learning goals), satisfaction (better perception of the 
course experience), course engagement (more continuous and frequent accesses to the 
                                                          
1 http://www.role-widgetstore.eu/specification/learning-resources-affective-recommender  
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course) and knowledge acquisition (better scoring in the course evaluation). Here 
recommendations are offered as a list of links of suggested actions, which provide 
access to explanations and feedback on demand [20].  
This adaptive navigation support can be offered in terms of a service oriented 
architecture that provides interoperability with the different components involved: 1) 
e-learning service -initially applied to learning management systems, but extensible 
to personal learning environments- where the learner carries out the educational tasks, 
2) user model, which characterizes the learner needs, interests, preferences, etc., 3) 
device model, which stores the capabilities of the device used by the learner to access 
the course space, 4) SERS admin, which supports the recommendations design, and 
5) SERS server, which is the reasoning component. The goal of the SERS admin is to 
support the recommendations design process in two complementary ways: i) 
involving educators in the recommendations elicitation process with the user-centred 
design methodology called TORMES (Tutor Oriented Recommendations Modelling 
for Educational Systems) [21] and ii) applying recommendation algorithms. In turn, 
SERS server consists in a knowledge-based recommender that store rules, which are 
managed according to their applicability conditions in order to recommend 
appropriate actions to be carried out for the current learner (with her individual 
features, preferences, etc.) in her current context (including course activity, course 
history, device used, etc.). The information that is modelled and managed among the 
different components can be described in terms of available standards and 
specifications (e.g. IMS, W3C, ISO), as discussed elsewhere [20].  
With respect to modelling these recommendations, they are described in terms of a 
recommendations model which semantically characterizes the recommendations in 
order to bridge the gap between their description by the educator and the 
recommender logic when delivering recommendations in the running course. The 
recommendation model consists of the following 5 elements:  
 type: specifies what to recommend, that is, the action to be done on the object of 
the e-learning service. For instance, post a forum message. 
 content: defines how to convey the recommendation, in terms of the textual 
information presented to inform the learner about the recommendation.    
 runtime information: describes when to produce the recommendation, which 
depends on defining the learner features, device capabilities and course context  
that trigger the recommendation. 
 justification: informs why a recommendation has been produced, providing the 
educational rationale behind the action suggested.  
 recommendation features: additional semantic information that compiles features 
which characterize the recommendations themselves, such as i) their classification 
into a certain category from a predefined vocabulary, ii) their relevance (i.e. a 
rating value for priorization purposes), iii) their appropriateness for a certain part 
of the course, and iv) their origin, that is, the source that originated the 
recommendation (e.g. proposed in the course design, defined by the tutor during 
the course run, popular among similar users, based on user preferences). 
Details about the SERS approach and the recommendations model can be read 
elsewhere [20]. Next, we comment how the SERS approach can be extended to model 
affective issues in an interoperable way. 
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3.2 From SERS to SAERS  
In this section, we present how to consider affective issues in the SERS approach, 
assuming also a multimodal enriched environment where sensors (obtain data from 
the users in the environment) and actuators (produce data to the users in the 
environment) interact with the learners. Correspondingly, it is named SAERS 
(Semantic Affective Educational Recommender System). This extension involves 
modelling and interoperability issues: 1) user centred design of the recommendations, 
2) enrichment of the recommendation model and 3) definition of new services in the 
architecture. 
3.2.1 User centred design of the recommendations 
From Section 2, dealing with affective information in educational recommender 
systems is an open issue. Some authors (see [17]) have proposed applying 
observational techniques on tutoring actions to facilitate the externalization of the 
tutors’ decision-making processes during the tutoring support in order to find out how 
and when to respond to the learners’ affective states.  
Following that approach, TORMES methodology can be used to involve educators 
in identifying when, what and how the emotional feedback needs to be provided to 
each particular learner in each educational scenario. In particular, TORMES adapts 
the ISO standard 9241-210 to guide educators in eliciting and describing 
recommendations with educational value for their scenarios [21]. The application of 
TORMES involves several educators in the process, so it is costly in terms of 
resources. However, in our view, this is the most informative way to get the 
knowledge needed to be able to properly take into account affective issues in 
educational recommendations. This approach pays off since the recommendations can 
be provided and adapted to different courses and situations, and eventually are 
managed by the recommender, which takes into account the learner evolving process. 
When a large sample of educational affective recommendations generated with 
TORMES is available, the research question should move from identifying 
recommendation opportunities that deal with affective issues to finding appropriate 
algorithms that design affective recommendations with or without the involvement of 
educators. 
TORMES methodology can be carried out at any time in the course life cycle. 
However, if the course has not been run yet, the input data would come from similar 
past courses and the associated educational experience in them. Four activities are 
defined: 1) understanding and specifying the context of use, 2) specifying the user 
requirements, 3) producing design solutions to meet user requirements, and 4) 
evaluating designs against requirements. In each of these activities, relevant 
information to consider the affective issues in the recommendations process during 
the course execution can be gathered, as follows: 
 Context of use. The goal of this activity is to identify the context of use where the 
recommendations are to be delivered. Information can be gathered from two 
sources. On the one hand, individual interviews to educators that can serve to elicit 
best practices from their educational experiences. Here, the interviewer should ask 
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the educator if she takes into account the emotional state of their learners, and if so, 
what features she takes into account to detect the learners’ affective state (educator 
detection approach) and how she reacts to it by describing the emotional feedback 
provided (educator adaptation approach). On the other hand, data mining analysis 
can be done on data gathered from learners interactions in the course to 
complement the initial description of the context of use obtained from the 
interviews, mainly adding precision (e.g. from the interview, the educator can 
mention the she thinks that learners with very infrequent contributions in the 
course space are low motivated, and the data mining techniques can be used to 
cluster learners in several groups regarding their engagement in the course and 
their motivation level in order to identify the particularities of low engaged learners 
with low motivation). To extract relevant information regarding affective issues, 
the data mined should include, if available, i) the answers given by the learners to 
specific questionnaires such as the SAM to compute the emotions along predefined 
dimensions and the FFM to obtain the learners’ personality traits, ii) the data 
gathered by physiological sensors and eye-trackers, and iii) from non-obtrusive 
observations such as keyboard and mouse interactions, facial and vocal 
spontaneous expressions and gestures. 
 Requirements specification. Following the scenario based approach [29] that 
proposes the definition of a problem and its counterpart solution scenario, the 
information obtained from the activity ‘Context of use’ is used to build 
representative scenarios of the tutoring task in order to identify recommendation 
opportunities in them, where the problem scenario identifies the situations where 
learners lack of support and the solution scenario avoids or minimizes those 
problematic situations by offering appropriate recommendations. The goal is to 
extract knowledge from the educators on what the requirements are for the 
recommendations within the given context of use and identify an initial set of 
recommendations. The information mined in the previous activity can be used here 
to propose specific values for the applicability conditions of the recommendations 
proposed. For instance, following the above example, if most low engaged and low 
motivated learners are characterized as solitary in the extraversion trait of the FFM 
and they have entered in the course no more than 12 times, these quantitative 
information can be used by the educator to fill in the corresponding applicability 
conditions (e.g., the recommendation is to be delivered to learners with the 
following values in their user model: extraversion = solitary and 
number_of_sessions_in_course < 12). As a result, an initial version of each of the 
recommendations proposed is described in terms of the recommendations model. 
The affective issues are to be included in this description. Hence, the 
recommendation model needs to be enriched with this information (see Section 
3.2.2). 
 Create design solutions. The goal of this activity is to validate the 
recommendations proposed in the previous activity by a group of experienced 
educators. Specifically focus groups are used to involve several educators in 
validating the initial set of recommendations elicited from the scenarios in the 
previous activity in order to revise the recommendations obtained in the solution 
scenario and come to an agreement. Educators involved in the validation should 
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have experience with affective computing to be able to validate the 
recommendations from that perspective. 
 Evaluation of designs against requirements. In this activity, affective designed 
recommendations can be delivered in the e-learning system and allow educators 
and learners to evaluate them in their context by rating their relevance and 
classifying them in terms of their conceptual model. Preferably, the running 
prototype can be a functional system, but if that is not possible, a Wizard of Oz can 
be used to simulate the response of the system.  
In this way, TORMES helps educators to understand the recommendation needs in 
their scenarios and supports them in eliciting sound recommendations that address 
cognitive, meta-cognitive, social and affective issues required when learners interact 
with their courses online. Moreover, TORMES also supports the changing of 
educational needs since the process is iterative and new recommendations can be 
added at any time during the course execution. Eventually, a set of semantically 
described oriented recommendations are ready to be automatically delivered to 
learners following a rule-based approach. 
3.2.2 Enrichment of the recommendation model 
As anticipated during the description of the activity ‘Requirements specification’ in 
the previous section, the SERS recommendations model needs to be extended to be 
able to describe the affective recommendations elicited with TORMES. In particular, 
up to now, we have detected the need to extend three elements of the 
recommendations model to include the modelling of affective issues.  
The content element defines how to convey the recommendation to the learner. In 
the SERS approach, the recommendations are offered as a list of links of suggested 
actions. Therefore, the information to provide is the text to be shown to the learner in 
the recommendation areas of the course space. However, in a multimodal enriched 
environment, recommendations can be delivered to the learners in different ways. 
Therefore, this element needs to be extended with an attribute that describes the 
modality in which the recommendation has to be delivered to the learner, for instance, 
text or voice. Moreover, the actuators can produce the recommendations to the learner 
in different ways, and these ways can depend on the emotions handled [30]. For 
instance, a recommendation to be delivered by voice can be done with a calm tone or 
with an angry tone. Thus, another attribute needs to describe the emotional delivery 
state. 
The runtime information element that describes the applicability conditions that 
trigger the recommendations has to consider also the user personality (e.g. to describe 
the extraversion trait of the FFM) and emotional states as attributes that describe the 
user features to be taken into account. 
The justification element provides the educational rationale behind the action 
suggested, so the affective issues considered should explicitly be mentioned in the 
justification text. A new attribute with this information can be added (e.g. affective 
support). 
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3.2.3 New services in the architecture 
To cope with the aforementioned modelling issues, from the architectural point of 
view, new services need to be added to the original service oriented architecture. The 
purpose here is to support new functionalities to cover the detection of emotions and 
the provision of emotional feedback in a multimodal environment. These services are: 
1) emotional data processing, which collects the input from the different sources of 
emotional data available, 2) multimodal emotions detection, which combines the 
different sources of emotional data gathered to recognize the emotional state of the 
learner, and 3) emotions delivery, which delivers the recommendation to the learner in 
the corresponding affective modality. These services can be provided by the 
corresponding components, as shown in Figure 1. The sense of the arrows indicates 
the initiator of the information flow (request or sending). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Components and data flow in the SAERS approach 
 
The figure shows that the learner can be placed in a rich environment where sensors 
(defined in a general term) get data from her and actuators provide data to her at the 
same time that she is taking a course in an e-learning system through a certain device 
(e.g. PC, laptop, mobile, etc.) which might be combined with assistive technology 
(e.g. Braille line, speech recognition software, screen magnifier, among others) if the 
user requires some accessibility support.  
At certain point during the learning process, a recommendation request is received 
by the SAERS server for a specific learner with details about her context in the 
learning environment and the device used to access. As in the SERS approach, the 
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SAERS server request data about the user and the capabilities of the device to the 
corresponding User Model and Device Model. Now, the SAERS needs additional 
information about the emotional state of the user, which can be requested to the 
Multimodal Emotional Detector. This component computes the affective state of the 
learner from the data received by the Emotional Data Processor as well as the 
information about the learner’s personality stored in the User Model. The data 
gathered from the environment’s sensors by the Emotional Data Processor consists in 
physiological data, eye positions and movements and physical interactions of the user 
(movements of the mouse, uses of the keyboard, voice or gestures). As a result, the 
Multimodal Emotional Detector can recognize the emotional state of the current 
learner and pass it to the reasoning component (SAERS server) so it can select the 
appropriate recommendations taking into account the current affective state of the 
learner.  
Therefore, with that information, the SAERS server looks for exiting 
recommendations whose applicability conditions matches the user features and 
emotions, the device capabilities and the educational context. These recommendations 
have been designed and properly modelled through the SAERS admin with TORMES 
methodology. The resulting selected recommendations that are instantiated for the 
given request are passed to the Emotional Delivery Component, which adds the 
corresponding affective state to the response sent back to the environment, so the 
actuator selected can deliver the personalized educational oriented recommendations 
to the learner with the appropriate affective state.  
As described in [20], the information exchanged by the different components 
involved in the SERS approach follows existing standards and specifications from 
IMS, ISO and W3C. To deal with the emotional information, the  Emotion Markup 
Language (EmotionML) [24] proposed by the W3C to allow a technological 
component to represent and process data, and to enable interoperability between 
different technological components processing the data can be used. W3C 
EmotionML is conceived for 1) manual annotation of data such as videos, of speech 
recordings, of faces, of texts, etc., 2) automatic recognition of emotion-related states 
from user behaviour including information from physiological sensors, speech 
recordings, facial expressions, etc., as well as from multi-modal combinations of 
sensors, and 3) generation of emotion-related system behaviour providing responses, 
which may involve reasoning about the emotional implications of events, emotional 
prosody in synthetic speech, facial expressions and gestures of embodied agents or 
robots, the choice of music and colours of lighting in a room, etc.  
4   Ongoing works 
In order to evaluate our approach we are running several experiments in the context of 
the MAMIPEC project (Multimodal approaches for Affective Modelling in Inclusive 
Personalized Educational scenarios in intelligent Contexts - TIN2011-29221-C03-01). 
Our goal is twofold. On one hand, detect emotions from users’ interactions in the e-
learning environment through multiple sources (i.e. questionnaires and sensors). On 
the other hand, use that information to elicit appropriate recommendations with 
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TORMES methodology that take into account the emotional needs of the learners, and 
deliver affective educational oriented recommendations personalized to the learner 
through the e-learning environment by the extended SERS approach, that is, the 
SAERS.  
Up to now, we have carried out a pilot with two users to test the appropriateness of 
the activities designed to induce emotions while the learner is taking the course 
activities. Participants were asked to perform mathematical exercises with several 
levels of difficulty and varied time restrictions. At the beginning they filled in the 
FFM questionnaire, and after each exercise they were asked to fill in the SAM scale 
to measure the caused emotions with the dimensional approach. With that experiment, 
we aim to check if the induced emotions can be measured with the technological 
infrastructure that we have prepared, which combines diverse sources for gathering 
emotional data from users. The pilot was successful in the sense that we were able to 
integrate and record data from different sources simultaneously, namely, eye 
movements from an eye tracker, face expressions from Kinect, video from a web cam, 
heart and breath parameters from physiological sensors, and mouse and keyboard 
movements. We are currently processing the data obtained trying to automate its 
processing for forthcoming sessions. 
The next steps consist in revising the educational scenario proposed for this pilot 
and applying the TORMES methodology to elicit and design affective educational 
oriented recommendations taking into account the extensions to the SAERS approach 
to deal with the modelling issues, such as the new attributes proposed for some of the 
elements of the recommendations model (i.e. modality, emotional delivery, user 
personality, emotional state, affective support). The development of the components 
to provide the services required (i.e. emotional data processing, multimodal emotions 
detection and emotions delivery) is also part of future works. The W3C EmotionML 
language is to be considered to facilitate the exchange of the affective information 
among the components of the service oriented architecture.  
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Abstract. A Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) ecosystem is a kind
of Digital Ecosystem formed by independent platforms combined and
used by learners to support their learning. We believe that recommenda-
tions made across these diﬀerent platforms by exploiting the synergies be-
tween them will benefit learners. However, building such cross-platform
recommender systems poses new and unique challenges for developers.
In this paper, we present a framework to support the development of
cross-platform recommender systems for TEL ecosystems and discuss
challenges faced. The framework decouples the development of the rec-
ommender system from the evolution of the specific platforms by combin-
ing graph-based algorithms, a unified data model, and a service oriented
architecture. As proof of concept, the framework was eﬀectively applied
to develop a cross-platform recommender system in a TEL ecosystem
having Moodle as the Learning Management System, Mahara as the So-
cial Networking Service and Ariadne as Learning Object Repository.
Keywords: TEL, Recommender Systems, Cross-Platform, Framework
1 Introduction
A Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) ecosystem, is a form of a Digital Ecosys-
tem [2] inhabited by elements from various platforms used in parallel by learners
and teachers. Such a simultaneous use of platforms is often found in commu-
nities of practice [9] also known as learning networks, where learning is mostly
self-directed. In this paper, we focus on a TEL ecosystem with three platforms:
a Learning Management Systems (LMS), a Social Networking Service (SNS),
and a Learning Object Repository (LOR). An LMS oﬀers activities as well as
discussion forums and shared spaces such as wikis. Activities rely on learning
objects (LOs) such as lesson notes and presentations. The visibility of a LO is
normally limited to an activity. However when an LMS is used to support self-
directed learning, it becomes particularly important that learners are aware of
all activities, resources and peers they could potentially gain from. Nowadays,
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many learners participate in social networks connecting to other learners via
Facebook3, or posting learning tasks and following other learners on Twitter4.
Contacts the students have on platforms such as an LMS are disconnected from
the online social networks they belong to outside the classroom. It is therefore
up to the students to replicate in each of these worlds the relationships they
have built in the other. The potential to share knowledge and find valuable con-
tacts across these platforms therefore remains unexploited. Initiatives such as the
MIT OpenCourseWare5 or the Ariadne Foundation6 with its LOR demonstrate
the increasing interest in collecting and sharing high quality learning material.
LORs however are isolated from the LMS and SNS. There therefore exists an
opportunity to provide learners with information across multiple platforms by
considering the synergies between them.
In the following sections we propose a framework to empower a TEL ecosys-
tem by generating cross-platform recommendations in each of them based on
resources gained from all of them.
2 Related Work
Recommender systems based on approaches such as content based and collabo-
rative filtering (CF) techniques have been shown to be very useful in TEL scenar-
ios, especially in informal learning [8]. CF approaches use community data such
as feedback or ratings from other users to make recommendations. Graph-based
recommender techniques can be classified as neighborhood-based CF approaches
[4]. A graph is used to represent the users or items as nodes and the edges as
the transactions between them. PageRank [3] is an example of a graph-based
approach based on a random walk similarity. Transitive associations are defined
within a probabilistic framework where the similarity or aﬃnity between nodes
is calculated as a probability of reaching these nodes in a random walk on a
weighted graph having a node for each state. The probability of jumping from
one node to another is given by the weight of the edge connecting these nodes.
In this paper, we implement PageRank using the information from the platforms
that make up the ecosystem, to generate recommendations across them.
ReMashed [5] is a Mash-up Personal Learning Environment allowing learners
to combine content from diﬀerent Web 2.0 services to a personal view or mash-up.
Learning resources are recommended using a CF approach that matches users
with similar opinions and considers the learning goals of the learner. In contrast,
we propose a framework to recommend activities, users and LOs across multiple
platforms, thus pointing the learners to other valuable sources of information
found on these diﬀerent platforms without building a mash-up.
Recommender systems are often implemented as closed, internal components
of larger applications having tightly coupled components. In contrast, APOS-
3 http://facebook.com (last retrieved 30.06.2012)
4 http://twitter.com (last retrieved 10.07.2012)
5 http://ocw.mit.edu/index.htm (last retrieved 10.07.2012)
6 http://www.ariadne-eu.org/ (last retrieved 10.07.2012)
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DLE [1] for example, follows the SOA approach providing web services to publish
knowledgeable person recommendations. Web services decouple the generation of
recommendations from its presentation to the users. Our framework uses a sim-
ilar approach. Furthermore, graph-based approaches are suitable for integrating
data from various platforms, using the graph as the grounds for inter-operation.
This is particularly interesting when combined with vocabularies and technolo-
gies that originate in the Semantic Web and Linked Open Data movements [6].
3 Cross-Platform Recommendation Framework
The framework is shown in Fig.1 where the TEL ecosystem comprises of an
LMS, an SNS and a LOR. These platforms are independent of each other and
have been implemented autonomously. The introduction of recommendations
should neither increase coupling between these platforms, nor require intrusive
changes that will hinder their maintenance. Moreover, the choice of platforms
to be integrated must remain flexible, allowing for new alternatives to be intro-
duced as a replacement for any of them or as a complement (i.e., there could
be more than one LMS, SNS or LOR). To provide recommendations in such a
TEL ecosystem, our framework adopts a service oriented architecture. The Rec-
ommender in Fig.1 is implemented as an independent component. It provides a
parameterizable implementation of a graph-based recommender algorithm (1).
The algorithm takes as input a graph with nodes representing items in each of
the platforms and links representing relationships between them (2). The values
given to the nodes and the weights for the edges influence how the algorithm
ranks the elements. A service publishes a function that the platforms can call to
retrieve recommendations (3). All changes in the platforms that are relevant to
compute recommendations (i.e., to build the graph) are communicated (4) and
stored by the recommender in its data model (5). The data model is also the
basis for exchanging relevant data between the platforms and the recommender.
Finally, there is a mapping (6) to generate the graph (i.e., the nodes and edges)
from the data model. The mapping allows for the introduction of links that did
not exist in the data model (e.g., links connecting semantically similar resources
or links that connect users belonging to the same group).
The User Interface and Recommendation Lists: From the user’s perspective,
each platform introduces a recommendation list to the User Interface (UI) com-
ponent. In Fig.2, the recommendation list is shown in Mahara (left side) and
in Moodle (right side). The recommendations are personalized considering the
user’s current focus. For example, in Fig.2 recommendations are provided in Ma-
hara for the user Albert Alonso taking into account that he is currently focused
on viewing Bernard Berazategui’s user profile. Depending on the recommenda-
tion strategy, the recommendation lists might include other users that Bernard
has befriended, activities that he has completed, and resources that he frequently
uses. Consequently, the recommendation lists contain items from any of the three
integrated platforms: Activities, LOs and Users.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the Cross-Platform Recommendations Framework
The Service Oriented Approach: The recommender component implements five
core web-services. New resources are added through an addResource() service,
taking as argument the unique identifier (URI) of the object. Attributes of the
object and relationships are added/updated through calls to updateDataAt-
tribute() and updateObjectAttribute() respectively. To retrieve recommenda-
tions, clients call the getRecommendations() service indicating the user and his
current focus (a specific object). To encapsulate the development of the rec-
ommendations in the UI components (thus reducing coupling between these
components and the rest of the functionality of the platforms) we follow a plug-
in approach. Most open platforms support a plug-in extension mechanism. Our
framework provides an interface that plug-ins can invoke to implement opera-
tions to display, register and handle events that correspond to changes to any
of the relevant objects on the platform. Each platform is required to implement
the recommender UI element as a plug-in component, ofcourse, depending on
the platform, this can pose an implementation challenge.
The Data Model and Data Mapping: The data model serves two key purposes:
First, it is used to create the graphs that feed the recommender algorithm. Sec-
ond, it provides basic information about the objects that each of the platforms
displays to the user. This approach has to remain generic enough to accommo-
date not only the platforms that we choose for the proof of concept (Moodle,
Mahara and Ariadne) but other alternatives as well. The data model is stored in
the form of triples. Each object has a unique id (a URI). Relationships between
objects (objectURI, relationship, subjectURI) as well as object attributes (ob-
jectURI, attribute, value) are stored as triples. A certain object attribute relates
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Fig. 2. Recommendation of activities, learning objects and users in Mahara and Moodle
the object to its type (e.g, a user object to the URI of the Person type). The
data model aggregates information that would otherwise be disconnected, e.g,
it connects LOs from the LOR to users and activities in the LMS. Therefore
the definition of a common unique identifier (e.g, primary email for persons)
across all platforms is needed to uniformly identify objects that are present on
the diﬀerent platforms, and become one in the data model. A challenge here is
considering the access rights the user has in each system in order to only rec-
ommend objects the user is allowed to view. A common user authentication like
single sign-on could be a solution.
The Recommender Algorithm: In this implementation, we choose the PageRank
algorithm on the graph to produce a ranking of nodes. This is implemented using
the JUNG (Java Universal Network/Graph) framework [7]. This ranking is the
basis for the recommendation lists that are returned to clients. A graph mapping
strategy generates the graph from the data model. First, it generates a node for
each object (i.e., Persons, Activities and Resources). Nodes have values (e.g., the
probability of reaching the node after a random jump) and the URI of the object
they represent. A node’s value is set in a way that increases the impact it has in
the resulting ranking, e.g. the node representing the user or the object in focus
starts with a higher weight. Then, the mapping strategy generates edges. The
weight given to each type of edge can be configured to give certain connections
higher relevance. In the current implementation, the relationships considered are
user - user, user - resource, user - activity and activity - resource. The weights
are calculated as the average number of relationships between the diﬀerent types
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of nodes i.e. the number of resources accessed by the user/ the number of re-
sources that have been accessed by any user. In the initial experiment, about 80
relationships are considered between 12 users, 15 LOs and 6 activities.
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose to take advantage of the synergies that arise across
multiple platforms in order to generate cross-platform recommendations in a
TEL ecosystem, aiming to further enhance the learning eﬀort of the learners.
Focusing on graph-based recommendations, we discussed design and implemen-
tation challenges. Providing eﬀective recommendations requires experimenting
with diﬀerent platform combinations, and graph configurations. To ease the de-
velopment eﬀorts, we propose a framework to provide recommendations in a
TEL ecosystem. As a proof of concept and to demonstrate the flexibility of such
a framework, an implementation was made with Moodle as LMS, Mahara as
SNS and Ariadne as LOR. Future work will be to integrate additional platforms
in a diﬀerent constellation of a TEL ecosystem and to conduct a usability study
to evaluate the recommender algorithms used in the framework.
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Abstract.  
Web-based Personal Learning Environments (PLEs) have been widely recog-
nized as a mean for supporting and assisting online learning practices. A PLE is 
a set of services customized by the student. Among these services, resource (ei-
ther digital or human) recommendation is a crucial one. The paper briefly re-
views existing approaches for recommending resources in PLE. Then it de-
scribes a novel approach that relies on students’ social presence data and is im-
plemented in the OP4L prototype. OP4L makes use of ontologies to formally 
represent and make use of the students’ social presence data. Then the paper re-
ports on qualitative studies that were aimed at getting students’ feedback about 
the social-presence-aware services offered by the OP4L prototype.  
Keywords. Web-based learning, social presence, online presence, ontology 
based resource recommendation. 
1 Introduction 
Personal Learning Environments (PLEs) have been widely adopted in the TEL re-
search community as a mean for facilitating learning practices. From the technical 
perspective, a PLE is a customizable set of services aimed at enhancing the learning 
experience and learning outcomes. Among these services, resource (either digital or 
human) recommendation services are crucial, given the number and the diversity of 
available resources on the Web. Various approaches to the recommendation of re-
sources have been proposed [1-3]. They all rely on a learner profile and include a 
more or less rich description of the learning context, often based on ontologies.  
The recent increase in the use of social software tools by learners lead to the inclu-
sion of novel forms of social presence into PLEs. These include online status updates, 
online visibility, availability for online communication and the like. Semantic Web 
technologies, ontologies in particular, allow for taking these forms of social presence 
into account when generating recommendations for students.  
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This paper reports on qualitative studies that were conducted with students using a 
PLE prototype developed in the scope of the OP4L (Online Presence For Learning) 
project [4]. First, we briefly summarize the results from some previous studies that 
explored PLEs, social presence and recommendation of resources in the context of 
online learning. Then, we present the OP4L framework with a focus on its social 
presence features. Finally, we describe how we organized data collection to get an 
initial feedback from students and discuss the obtained results.  
2 Background 
In her “vision” paper [5], Vassileva defines three main roles to be performed by 
PLEs: (1) support the learner in finding the right content (right for the context, par-
ticular learner, specific purpose of the learner and pedagogically), (2) support learn-
er to connect with the right people (…) and (3) motivate/incentivize people to learn. 
To achieve these goals, researchers and developers build on experiences gained 
from several domains. The discovery and retrieval of learning resources is one of 
them and has been widely investigated, beginning with the work on metadata interop-
erability, then going on with the use of ontologies to better match the learners’ needs 
and context. As social web applications, such as resources tagging, became available, 
solutions mixing both ontology and tagging-based approaches were proposed. Mean-
while the recommender systems community developed powerful algorithms for the e-
commerce sector and PLE developers tried to adapt them to e-learning purposes [1-3].  
Social presence has been identified as a crucial success factor in e-learning for 
many years [6]. At the beginning social presence was mostly implemented through 
online forums and Instant Messaging tools that allowed establishing and maintaining 
social presence in online learning settings. The wide adoption of social web applica-
tions resulted in the inclusion of online social networks and connections established in 
these networks into online learning environments. Though in theory students can 
interact with their entire social network, in practice they do not get any indicator 
about who is really available in the given moment and who is really competent for 
helping in the current task. Although recommending knowledgeable people for per-
forming a given task is not new, it has been mostly investigated in company settings 
such as reported, for instance, in [7]. OP4L project proposes solutions for these last 
two challenges as described below. 
3 OP4L framework 
3.1 Background and objectives 
OP4L is a European SEE-ERANET project which aims at exploring the use of web 
tools and services for supporting social presence in online learning environments and 
thus contributing to an improved learning experience [4]. In this paper, we use OP4L 
to name both the project and the developed prototype.  
OP4L defines online presence as a temporary description of a user’s presence in 
the online world. It can be considered as an image that a person projects about 
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him/herself into the online world. In this project we explored online presence in the 
context of the DEPTHS PLE [8]. DEPTHS (DEsign Patterns Teaching Help System) 
is designed for a Design Pattern course in Software Engineering – Computer Science 
– master level. It makes use of ontologies as a common base for the integration of 
different systems and services in a common environment for collaborative learning of 
software design patterns. In addition, the ontologies served as the foundation for the 
development of the DEPTHS’ recommendation services. The first service is a con-
text-aware recommendation of resources on software design patterns from online 
repositories, learning artifacts produced and shared by peers, software projects, dis-
cussion threads, chats, etc.; the second service is a context-aware recommendation of 
other students, experts and/or teachers to offer help in the given situation. 
Within the OP4L project, DEPTHS’ services have been extended to include the no-
tion of online presence. The novel online-presence-aware educational services make 
use of users’ online presence data when providing learners with recommendation on 
whom to ask for help or collaborative work. These data are periodically “pushed” 
towards the PLE by specific software modules developed for that purpose. Within the 
online presence data, a key indicator is the “online status” as declared by the user. For 
instance, a peer whose online status indicates that he/she is busy in the given moment 
will not be recommended; on the other hand, the system would recommend a face-to-
face study session with a peer who has just checked in the same building and whose 
status indicates that he/she can be freely contacted.    
A complete technical description of the OP4L models can be found in [9], 
3.2 Main features of OP4L prototype 
OP4L services are accessible through a dedicated Moodle platform and become avail-
able after a student selects a course to study and a learning activity. Specifically, the 
system indicates who is competent and available online for help or collaboration and 
how to contact potential helper(s)/collaborator(s), either on the Moodle platform it-
self, or via Facebook or Twitter. The platform also recommends appropriate content 
related to the topic of the course. For enhancing collaboration, students are also given 
a brainstorming tool where ideas can be annotated and rated. Finally, students can 
upload their work on the platform and benefit from a system of peer evaluation. They 
can assess other proposals only when they have uploaded their own solution. 
4 First feedbacks from students 
Two studies were run between January and May 2012 with the first versions of the 
OP4L prototype: The first one with Human Sciences students in Nancy (France), the 
second one with Computer Science students in Skopje (Republic of Macedonia). 
4.1 Experiment at Université de Lorraine (Nancy, France) 
Our objective was to get an early feedback about OP4L services from students to 
analyze how end-users use, like/dislike, and benefit from the newly provided features. 
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The study was conducted with 15 students in February 2012. The participants came 
from several master courses on different subjects. This diversity was important for the 
project as we needed to get feedback about recommendation services from students 
studying different subjects in several countries. The students’ profiles were: Bachelor 
in Communication (8), Master in Laws and European right (3), Master in Chemistry 
(1), Master in Digital Design (2) and Bachelor in Medical Sciences (1).  
The data collection was organized in three steps. A first questionnaire was passed 
with the aim of getting descriptive data about students’ understanding and current use 
of Web-based social networking services. Then the OP4L’s online presence services 
were demonstrated; the students were free to analyze more deeply the services. Final-
ly, a second questionnaire was passed to get the students’ feedback about the features 
of online presence services. To learn more about their expectations from such ser-
vices, they were also asked to describe a scenario including the kind of services they 
would dream about. They were also invited to provide free suggestions. 
 
Preliminary conclusion. The hypothesis was that providing students with online 
presence recommendation services in a LMS could significantly help them in per-
forming their learning tasks. Students immediately show an interest in contacting peer 
students for the kind of project they have to complete for their master degree. Some 
comments: “This tool can be useful to help us identifying the appropriate additional 
contents, to collaborate on specific topics and to get advices on the already done 
work. There is a true social aspect (peer-to-peer) which could really help us.”  “This 
tool could give the possibility to ask questions and to collaborate with other students 
who have the capability and the availability to answer to questions. To have all con-
tacts and friends in the platform will bring a gain of time”. “To create and display 
detailed users’ profiles including curricula, centers of interest and whom they helped 
and in which domains. This gives us a possibility to have a better knowledge of the 
people who could be contacted for help”.  
The analysis of the students’ current use of communication technologies shows 
that they are not daily users of the university’s Moodle environment. However, they 
join each other preferably through social networks. Given that context, their apprecia-
tion of the prototype (“The overall ergonomic design is quite good, clear and well 
organized. It is really user friendly.”) is quite encouraging as they immediately under-
stand the benefits that such a tool could bring to them in the tasks they have to 
achieve. Moreover we collected their appreciations (ranking) about several dimen-
sions of online presence, knowing who is online and who is available are the most 
appreciated. They also mention several times a gain of time in achieving their tasks. 
4.2 Evaluation at Ss. Cyril and Methodius University, Skopje (Macedonia),     
The objective of this evaluation study was to provide evidence that the OP4L frame-
work can be successfully used by students for collaborative problem solving activi-
ties. The study scenario was project-based learning with collaborative learning sup-
port where a teacher defines a specific problem to be solved in a workshop-like man-
ner. To perform collaborative learning activities, students had to use OP4L services: 
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peers recommendation (suggestions of other students, teachers or experts as possible 
collaborators) and recommended reading (suggestions for relevant learning content to 
be consulted and/or used when working on the problem’s solution). The evaluation 
study was performed at the Faculty of Computer Science and Engineering, between 
February and May 2012. Two groups of students participated in the study: 1) 22 mas-
ter students enrolled in the Design Patterns course; these students were obliged to do 
two of their five course homeworks using the system; and 2) 14 undergraduate 
students (2nd and 3rd year) enrolled in the Human-Computer Interaction course; these 
students had either limited or no knowledge of software design patterns.  
The study scenario was the same for both groups; the difference between the 
groups was in the tasks they were required to perform. At the beginning all students 
filled in a motivation questionnaire (MSLQ). Then, the students performed two tasks 
related to Design Patterns and for each task they had to do the following: propose and 
submit an idea for the task solution; discuss and grade ideas proposed by the col-
leagues; propose a solution in the form of an UML model; and assess his/her own 
solution and solutions of others. At the end, each student filled in a questionnaire 
related to the study tasks. This questionnaire was concerned with: the habits of using 
Facebook, the experience in using the OP4L learning environment, collaborative 
learning and the use of Facebook in collaborative learning. 
Students were positive about the following system' services: 1) possibility to dis-
cuss with peers: 65.5% stated that discussion with peers helped them to rethink their 
proposal for the solution; and 2) recommending reading: 65.5% reported that refer-
ence materials helped them to rethink their proposal for the solution. 
However, the results also showed that the students are not keen to use Facebook, 
its chat and applications for learning. Only 8 (22.2%) of them reported that they used 
OP4L’s Facebook connection, whereas 18 (50%) students explicitly stated that they 
did not use the OP4L's Facebook connection. Students answers related to the use of 
Facebook can be grouped as follows: seven students did not have a Facebook account; 
those who had Facebook account, usually use the Facebook for fun or for "private 
matters"; some students did not use OP4L's Facebook connection because they had 
access to the solutions of others, so for them it was enough to solve the problem; and 
one student reported that the complete use of the system was too difficult and that was 
the reason why he/she did not try OP4L's Facebook connection. 
Preliminary conclusion. Considering the answers in the questionnaire we can con-
clude that some of developed services for OP4L are positively assessed by students. 
Generally, the students as the most positive assessed the services recommending 
reading and "offline" discussion with peers (providing ideas for solution, and com-
menting and assessing the ideas and the solutions). 
The use of Facebook, its chat and applications did not increase after period of 
working with the system. It was an unexpected result since the students tend to use 
the Facebook chat to communicate with the teaching staff on the course-related 
matters. This evaluation showed that the majority used their Facebook accounts as 
they had used before the study, which mainly includes fun and social communication.  
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5 Conclusion and further work.  
We have presented online-presence-aware recommendation services as implemented 
in the DEPTH PLE, as well as the first assessment of these services with students. 
The presented studies only aimed at providing a qualitative analysis of the services 
and the PLE in general. Quantitative evaluations of these services are currently under 
way by other project partners.  
Next steps include improving the software solution to deploy it in more universities 
and to provide teachers with ways to add new lessons and new courses. Indeed, the 
recommendation of resources for a given task relies on the availability of task domain 
descriptions through ontologies. Providing the corresponding ontologies for a new 
domain as well as describing resources (digital and human) is a time-consuming task. 
So, there is a need for an intermediate solution. The students’ ratings of different di-
mensions of online presence and the services effectively used could help us to choose 
the appropriate services to implement. Then further evaluation in larger learning set-
tings (longer period in the academic year, lower dependency to exam ratings, etc.) 
should take place. 
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Abstract.  Recently, a number of usage data representations have emerged that 
enable the representation of user activities across system and application 
boundaries. Based on these user activity data, systems can adapt to the users 
and provide personalized information. A lot of usage data representation for-
mats are already successfully used in real world applications. However, de-
pendent on the purpose, the formats show different advantages and disad-
vantages one must consider when choosing a format for a system. In this paper, 
we will present the four most commonly used data representations, namely 
Contextualized Attention Metadata, Activity Streams, Learning Registry Par-
adata and NSDL to alleviate the selection of a suitable format. 
Keywords: usage data formats, technology enhanced learning 
1 Introduction 
Attention or Usage Metadata represent the activities of users and their usage of da-
ta objects in specific applications. Aggregating and analysing the usage data provides 
the basis for advanced user support systems, e.g. learning recommendation or self-
reflection support. Furthermore, usage data can be employed for annotating data ob-
jects with information about their users and usages, thereby rendering possible object 
classifications according to use frequency, use contexts and user groups [1], [2] [3]. 
Particularly in the domain of learning analytics (see [4], [5] and [6] for more in-
formation on learning analytics) and educational data mining, usage data provide the 
basis for learning support systems. For example, based on an analysis of usage data, 
irregularities of learning behaviour of students can be identified [7] and the results of 
corrective activities by the teacher can be monitored. Another example of the success-
ful application of analysing usage data in learning settings is the reflection and com-
parison of learning activities among students of a learning group. Here, by playing 
back their learning activities, students compare themselves with their fellow students 
and identify how to improve their learning activities. A further example of the suc-
cessful use of usage data are personalized recommender systems, e.g. in the domain 
of learning (see [8] for more details on recent learning recommendation systems).  
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Recently, a number of data representation formats for usage data have emerged. In 
contrast to simple logging files, these representations focus on the activities of users 
and not on those of a system. In this paper, we will present the most prominent exam-
ples, namely Contextualized Attention Metadata, Activity Streams, Learning Registry 
Paradata and NSDL Paradata.  
2 Usage Data Formats 
2.1 Contextualized Attention Metadata 
The CAM scheme [9] was defined as an extension of Attention.XML [10] which is 
an early approach to capturing and storing attention metadata for single users. In the 
current CAM version1, the focus has moved from the user and the data object to the 
event itself. This is due to the insight that not every event has a fixed set of attributes.  
Fig. 1. CAM scheme 
Additionally, only the basic information about an event is stored, e.g. the event 
type and the time stamp. All other information, e.g. metadata describing users or doc-
uments involved in the event, are linked. In this way, each entity and also each ses-
sion can be described in a different and suitable way and no information is duplicated. 
Fig. 1 shows the complete CAM scheme. The main element of a CAM instance is 
the event entry which comprises its id, the event type, the timestamp, and a sharing 
level reference. Examples for event types are “send“, “update” or “select”. The shar-
ing level reference points to a description of the specific sharing level which describes 
the privacy related issues of the event. Depending on the event, various entities with 
different roles can be involved, e.g. when sending an e-mail, there is a person with the 
role sender, at least one person with the role receiver and a document with the role e-
mail. Each event can be conducted in a session. A session can, for example, be the 
time between booting and shutting down a computer or the time between the login 
and logout of a user in a portal.  
The current CAM scheme does not have fixed bindings so far. The information can 
be stored in XML, RDF, JSON or in a relational database, depending on the purpose 
of the data collection. 
                                                          
1 https://sites.google.com/site/camschema/ 
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2.2 Activity Streams 
The Activity Streams specification [11] defines a format for single activities car-
ried out by users. An Activity Stream is a collection of one or more individual activi-
ties. Usually, activities are serialized using JSON. 
Fig. 2. Simplified excerpt of the Activity Streams scheme 
Fig. 2 shows the core elements of the Activity Streams scheme. A single activity 
must at least contain a description of the entity that performed the activity (actor 
property) and the date and time at which the activity was published (published prop-
erty). The Activity Stream Working Group recommends that an activity also contains 
a verb, an object, and an id property. The verb identifies the action that the activity 
describes (e.g. “accept”, “add”, “dislike” etc.), the object property describes the pri-
mary object of the activity (e.g. the watched movie or the sent e-mail) and the id 
property provides a unique identifier for the activity in the form of an absolute IRI 
(Internationalized Resource Identifier). The target property is optional and can be 
used if indicated by the verb. For instance, in the activity, "John sent an e-mail to 
Bill", “Bill” is the target of the activity. 
The value of the actor, object, and target property respectively is an Activity 
Stream Object. An Activity Stream Object comprises several properties describing the 
object and should at least contain an IRI (id property) and a plain-text name for the 
object (display property). Additionally, it can contain others such as an object type. 
The Activity Base Schema [12] already defines object types to be used with Activity 
Streams, e.g. “alert”, “application”, “article”, etc. The object types are further grouped 
in six classes, i.e. audio and video objects, binary objects, events, issues, places, tasks. 
Depending on the class, objects may contain further properties, e.g.  startTime and 
attendedBy for Events. Furthermore, any object within an Activity Streams object can 
be extended with properties not defined by the core Activity Streams’ specification to 
provide as much flexibility as possible. 
2.3 Learning Registry Paradata 
The Learning Registry Paradata format [13] is basically an extended and altered 
version of the Activity Streams JSON format. It was defined to store aggregated us-
age information about resources. The Learning Registry Paradata specification states 
explicitly that the Activity Streams format should be used if mainly individual actions 
are stored. 
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As for the Activity Streams, a basic LR Paradata statement consists of three key el-
ements: actor, verb, and object (see Fig.3). The actor refers to the person or group 
that does something and is represented by a string or LR Paradata object (as defined 
later). The verb refers to the action that is taken. In its simplest form, it just contains 
the action name (e.g. “taught” or “viewed”), but it can also be specified in more de-
tail, which is the main difference of the LR Paradata and the AS scheme. The object 
refers to the thing being acted upon using a string or a LR Paradata object.  
Fig. 3. Simplified excerpt of the Learning Registry Paradata scheme 
A LR Paradata object may contain an id, an objectType, a description of the object, 
i.e. an array of keywords, a measure related to the object, a date and a context. Apart 
from description and date, each element can be represented by a string or by a JSON 
object without pre-defined scheme. The values of the elements depend on the ob-
jectType, which can be e.g. a person, a group, a learning resource, a LMS, etc. Within 
the verb, an action is specified that holds the verb’s value (action), additionally, it can 
contain any element specified for the LR Paradata object [14], [15]. 
2.4 NSDL Paradata 
The NSDL Paradata format was defined to capture aggregated usage data about a 
resource (e.g. “downloaded”, “favourited”, “rated”) which is designated by audience, 
subject or education level [16]. In contrast to the other usage data formats presented 
so far, this format is not event, but object-centric. Each data object has exactly one 
NSDL Paradata record, which is identified by a recordId and must contain the URL 
of the resource to which the paradata record applies (usageDataResourceURL). The 
most important element is the usageDataSummary, which comprises all available 
usage statistics/information about a resource using five different types of values. An 
Integer/Float value represents the number of times certain actions have been per-
formed on the resource, e.g. how often it was viewed or downloaded. A String value 
is a textual value that has been associated to the resource, e.g. a comment. A Rat-
ingType value is the numerical average that represents the judging of a resource on a 
numerical scale, e.g. a rating according to its usability. A VoteType value represents 
the number of positive and negative responses to a resource, e.g. good or bad for use 
in classroom. A RankType value represents the standing of a resource in a hierarchy, 
e.g. best of 2010.  
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Besides its type and value, each usageDataSummary element contains the begin-
ning and ending date for the usage data (dateTimeStart, endTimeStart), information 
about the audience that conducted the event (“educator”, “student”, “general public”, 
the subject of the used resource (e.g. “computing” or “mathematics”) and in which 
educational level (edLevel) the resource was used (e.g. “MiddleSchool”, “Grade 7”).  
Fig. 4. Simplified excerpt of the NSDL Paradata scheme 
For lack of space, these elements are not shown in Fig. 4, but only the elements 
that are dependent on the type of the usageDataSummary element. Please see 
http://ns.nsdl.org/ncs/comm_para/1.00/records/planets.xml for an extensive example. 
3 Conclusion 
We reviewed the four most popular usage data representation formats that are be-
ing used in the learning domain in this paper and described their main properties. 
Each format has been created with a specific purpose in mind, so one must be clear 
about the further applications that will use the collected usage data when choosing the 
most suitable format.  
In order to enhance the interoperability among usage data analysis tools and usage 
data storage silos, our next step will be to provide guidelines on how mappings be-
tween formats can be implemented and what has to be considered. All formats are 
open and allow supplemental, not pre-defined elements. Additionally, the specified 
vocabularies are not perceived as complete and for instance in a CAM instance, an 
entity can be described by any metadata scheme. Thus, no one-size-fits-all mapping 
among the formats is possible. In contrast, mapping can only be defined for specific 
application scenarios. By providing automatic mapping rules based on specific appli-
cation scenarios, access to usage data collections will be facilitated. Nevertheless, 
further work remains to be done in terms of further generalizing the mapping rules so 
that the automatic conversion tools become less application scenario dependent. 
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